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Sets or clears a bit in an array.
• Call sequence:
CALL BITSET (#, A, :)
Segment Type Dimension In/Out
	 Description
# I 1 I	 Bit # to set/clear (O-N)
A I ? i	 Name of array
I 1 I I	 New value of bit
Ir
i	 PIT ;E T H J1.1I,NE
{	 CALi- HITSET(n,Jov)
i	 ^' 1 S THErR 'I F TWC ,TT T' ';E-r /%r	 C TP1= FI;St	 IT
J.	 1;1 TwE. ARRAY J
{	 V IS A 1 a F a 0 ► THt V A L -L T%' StT	 j T ' ^f AQRAY J,
{
1{	 C(i 'VFRTEC TZ b I TSET F q r' •+ ;ET : ' I T :% Y T. < tLL/LEC/ '11/22/77
i
/TITLE 31TSET







9ITSETt 00V	 'b2(h5) ► N')
H '0V	 RiIhl







i1C	 ^^TS(R i)I (R1)
"r+V
a5R	 ^a




C IS	 40 ► (''1)




	 D 	 l ^^^nr y ^^
► 	
_r : r l"^'





The subroutine writes a theme on a block.
•	 Calling sequence:
CALL BLKTHM (ML,MT,MR,MB,NT,IBUF,10P)
Argument Lpe Dimension In Out Description
ML Integer 1 In Left coordinate of
block
MU Integer 1 In Upper coordinate of
block
MR Integer 1 In Right coordinate of
block
MB Integer 1 In Botto:n coordinate
of block
NT Integer 1 In Theme number
IBUF Integer 1 In Data to be
transferred
IOP Integer 1 In 0=fill with data
1=fill with 0's if
1BUF(1)=0 or fill
with 1's if 1BUF(1)=1







m c , Mr, M R, M g^ Nl, .I'6u F, I'o f
r OIMlA/fI►n.l	 NRlAr(N7+V) ^ IEG F(s), KA• ^^)! '^
Mkt ► f/ 64TE	 ViA" ,m Fj Kl► I:7:'^ IF:.. _ ,
Nlv= ^c EQt^	 CSI), KK)^ (N^l^r,2fR^^^
(Mack ARVA twwjv
ML
lips	 •MMr NI/V	 ,! "0"A ll


























Aar zi	 rh1,KOar	 ^ TMxi. _ ,Y, g -MT
^.Mg ^o	 N . z mitt..














Ltir ' iJ •






KAt^l. zeuPtK.i)	 s^+^^r ^K
K a Kt( R1GNr 'Ka'
^^leayr
i	 l r1 iFr kK
i	 ^epr •rN ^	 ^ .
PL'Aeez
(^p(^)e1Ntl^j
it v - Nx
^	 t	 'IAtt, _
SFr














MRRI1 y^^iJ ^ =BaFR t ^)	 .
^L
Wa40t IV
S^—St 1	 4i„E p,Q,rsstf	 --^"
4cs




1Cg f^)=Z fta ^i^C1	 1+'
144 c




K^ 11 ^ s IviC21^i'A j)PI-
Ate

















,-t Fr KN *	 fjo -4-aRp3 ,w
	
`^( pz aS	 S=S's	 INE Peccr
A-^^_^





ML - left coordinate of block
MT - top coordinate of block
MR - right coordinate of block
MB - bottom coordinate of block
NT - theme number
IBUP - data array (buffer)
IOP - option = 0, fill block with data in IBUF(1)
= 1, fill block with 0's if IBUF(1) = 0
or fill block with 1's if IBUF(1) = 1
ARRAYS/CONSTRAINTS
NRRAY	 work area 1024 bytes long
IRRAY	 equivalenced to NRRAY to perform swap.
- A.	 ..	 .:
_WEO^RTkAN J_ttELUI_1 2 ,oL	 t4! 	 1 3 0	 U!AA_w?7___
BLXTHM,FTS /TPieL?CKS/WR
.!'.A ' Pqt 
-.10RUFf lo p ),Nf . aL6T4M( "LjUj
C
T2_P_UTA A8FLS 0% T14E4ES
C
1)	 PIEN	 I .?N	 14RPA
.- .- --..Y	 _L
BYTE
	


















0016 NW O O
0017 N X *N P - NO
Dols NK n j
... T V- 10 
0020 5 NP=NP-k'q








0 0 2 6 —1 X f G Tf #_ 8_ . 	 a- \1 K + I
C

















C	 PkP`C­E_9_S_bv E N	 Lf ES
C
0 6-3 Y'--	 Is*
_0038	 mTcmT+li
0039	 hLmNLF
0040	 X a Kj
0042
0043	 IF(NL.E0,0)G7. TO 100
2X-
FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-14	 14114130	 31*AUG%77	 PAGE 2
0- 1 M&F-T-N-	 f !l.LlLUXSLWR
C
-.0 READ LINES FR0 THE14 E. INTI.-
C





C SWAP BYTES IN INPUT ARRAY
0046 LXaNL*32
0047 -	 -- DO 30 LalsLX
0046 CALL	 S.Ad(IRRAY(L))
-Q949 30 C 0 V T IliL. r
0050 IF ( lZP,3T , 0)^G0	 TZ	 200
C
C ADD L A OFL.	 TO	 LINES
0051 IF('N- 8.E0.0)G.-	 TO	 61
5^2	 —IL =-LN.L p 6	 rl
0053 DO	 50	 120#IL#64
0054 KA(2)2!4RRAY(k'J*l)
0055 IF (Nx	 LT 9 0 ) G'	 T1. 12D




I I	 9LI F (K)
0058	 KK	 IASL(KKsN9)
0059	 NR9AV( ► .' j•l)cKA(2)
OU61	 NjJa'ij+i




	 KA(J)z IBUr (K+I)-
C
0065	 KK=_l A. S. L _(Kl< p K. P
0066 	 NRRAV ( J*I)BKA(2)
0067	 K- K•l
0064	 40 C YO N T I 106
'0069	 41 IF(NX.E0,0)Gl TO 49









0075	 KNx8-%:-'l -%l X
42146, 44
O^77	 42 KN2vK•q
0078	 KAWaIRL I F(Kol)
0079	 KoK*l
00bo	 KK a IA.s L(KK#KN)
GO TM 46
C
0082	 44 KK a IA$R(KKIKP J )
45
FORTRAN IV-PLUS M o04	 14114130	 31.Al)G+77	 PAGE 3
-1LK I H 11 LE.TlV
	
1121 9 ?S-U/ W R
C





_ _--- - -- ---- -- ------_—_	 _ _-- - ---
0Ob5	 KNs8•NX









0092 --- _ G O
 10.90-	 - ------- --------=----_ -- —___------- --C
C




60 _1L 2 Q'L06 4 . 1 
._ _-- _ . _- ------ -------
	
- --- - - -- --.. - -
0094.	 - DO 80
_. I. O IL 6 4
	
- - - -- - -------____ -0095	 iFtnw,EC,O)G2 T3 71	 ------------------ ---- - ----
C
0096	 Do 70 JsNJ,NJ+mw•l
0097--------.------
0098	 70 KsK•1	 ~-
C





KK a IASL ( KK,NX).------ -- --_—.-_—. -- --------
0103	 NRFAY(JT)sKtt2)	 - -
0104
	 - -
K A ( 1 ) o 18 d F (K)
-	
.----- -- - _	 ----- --- -	 -- --	 --
0105	 KK s IASL(4KINX)
C
0106	 KN-e•t X
0107	 _ _ KA(1)xN'^RRAY(JT)
0108	 KK s IASL(KK,KN)
0109	 NRRAY(JT)sKA(2)
•	
0110 - --- - ----KRK.1 	 -_-. _---- --- -------__-_..._._____-_ 	 -_---------------^
0111	 GO T O 8n
0112	 79	 1F(Nq,GT,O)K=K+l
0113	 80 KaK#':;(	 -- -- -
0114	 9^ IF(IS.E0,0)K2sK
C	 SWAP Q YTES IN ARRAY 9EFORE 'AUTPUTTING
0115	 00 95 LO1,LX
-6116	
-- - CALL SWAb(IRRAY(L)I
0117	 95 CONTINJE
C	 WR ITE LI N ES TO T NEME_ 1_0I
_
0118	 CALL IWT(NT,MT,NL,NRRAY)
rARTRA y I V •PLUS V02.04	 14114130	 31.AUG•77	 E A00 4 _...._








0124	 GO T3 10
C	 LESS TWAN 7 PIXELS
_	 C
0126	 4KOIAS;2(KK,KN)
_.0127. _ .____—._1TEN;KA(1) 	 -- --	 _.-----------.—__	 _-	 -----------_-.--
0120	 KK@IASR(KK#NP)
0129.
	 _—_._. AA(1)KIB UFSK)	 ._ --._- _ .-.-__._._. .-. -__ _..- - .. _ 
0130	 KK$IASL(KK#NP)
-013.1—
	 K Ali ls i T t4
0132	 KKUTASL(KK.KN)
0133	 NRRAYt^'J•i)=KAt2)__._.------..._.. _—._-----_-	 __.._______—___.__^-_..
0134	 00 TO 50
-	 0135	 146 CBroTlroUE
	





C 151 FO R M A T( I • •ERR ? RS EN000N T E?EQi PRE GRAM. . RETURNS IFLGf''1 !''
C	 RETURN
0137	 1• TI vJE_—_	 —
0138	 IFILLSO
0139IF(!'Urtl).E0,1)IFILL2l01--ES
•	 0140	 10 (11064) - 1
0141	 DO 250 180#IL ► A4
0142	 --- IF(NF,\'E.0)GP TO 210




0146	 IF (Nx@LT,n)GP. TM 245
0147. _- -- KK° ASH(KK,KA)
0146	 KA(I) n 1FILL	 -	 -
4 	 KKs. I a^l^ K ^^p)
I	 0190	 NRRAY (NJ•I)=KA(2)
0151	 _.	 NJJsNJ#1
0152	 230	 .I)rJ Tl 241	 - --, _....-
0153	 02 2 4 0 JsNJJ.NJJ•NW.1
0154	 0RAY(J*1)=IF1LL
O1sS	 241 li ( N N.F0. 0)G%l TO 250
0157	
_... _ ._.. KA(1)^r F RAYtJ • I) ._ _ .---
	 --	 -	 -	 —

































3.1 ENTRY POINT - CSGDPH
Clears Screen, Gets Date, and Prints Header.
e Calling sequence
CALL CSGDPH (IO,P,N,S)
Argument Type Dimension In Out Description
IO	 I	 1	 Y	 TI: Lun
P	 I	 1	 IO	 Page number, incremented
on exit
N	 B	 S	 I	 Program title
S	 I	 1	 I	 Size of N
cloop"IFTN	 1t%tAt t C KSW
_ooaz	
___ ___	










_^. _.! C __. _ C. _.
c CLEAP SCREENS GET OATWAGE HEADER cC^ T. KfLMkC/4/77.,..
C CSGOPHOFTh c




6004 IbluaR arS .- 	 -•
ODDS BYTE N(6)rTI4M
-.0004 -_ _.___ -CALL	 tOATb(I#Jost).__..
0007 CALL
	
TIME( T I y)
°	 .0006. _	 _._._ - _CALL - OUTPUT (271120)_.–.--_-_-_-
0004 IXst58•S)/2
OOl1 ^RiTEtI6,100?)IrJrK,TIM,tNt ►')rMsirS),P
_.0012.__ _ ijD0Q___.__ FtP,!PT (SOX , "DATE t - I s I2r'/',I?r'/1r12/59X,^T1ME1_...'^eA1L^-_^._____
i	 <IX> x r<5>Alr<IY>Xr'PAGEI 	 9,121)




4.1 ENTRY POINT - DOTIN
The subroutine DTCLIO uses the subroutine DOTIN to select the
dot group of interest according to one of the following dot
selection rules:
1. All 209 dots.
2. Unlabeled dots from the random sequence.
3. Dots by type, analyst label and clsssifier label.





Argument IM	 Dimensions In Out Description
I0	 Integer	 -	 In	 Input-output unit
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^TS^r






































C ^r—It -  ; Te ttiN ^ tY;
-PcTFl I'
Z 57






	 14115107	 33•AUG•77	 PACE S
..OTCLI t er tw,_...,. - IT R OL OCKS/,tR--
cool SU•RPUTINE D1TI%11!#KK)
C 2REAKI 10 P I I N .. -
C PROGRAM Fr.a INTERF&CE
0002 IMPLICIT	 ISTEOLK	 (Aof)
0003 INCLUDE	 + Sn[300 , 33CAM^C^ rM ^ti , i ►.-ct
.0004 • 1SY1C3 Qj1T CAjSPAk.,;M, I %'C+
0005 • PARAMFT(;R 4AXCATs6n,MAXS I ids6n # M AYCWN n 4,NPIXsi96,NLIN •117+MAXFLrs50 + —
• 11MAXV si1+NQ4TS2204,DLSKIPAI,),CS5KIPs10,MAXACD861MAXACC24t
• 2VASP.+Ds6,A:+DT.t7s10
0006 • EQUIVALENCE	 (C1,ACnATE),tC+,ISc61,(C.SoPFLAG),(C4,TX1)t(CS,DISKID)
0007 • INTEGER	 C1(469),C2t256),C3(71),C4(34i),C5(629)
0408 -• INTEC-ER ACDATE,a'13CAT,SUiP'N,CAIKNT,CATTNT
0009 • BYTE C WN VEC # V CNAN.NESL!n,C`TrAT, ne TCLU
0010 • CO1 44rr,/ C 	 PI/ACOATE(2,'+4X1C"),CWNVEC(MAXCuN,MAAACC),NOCHAN#NOSUP,
_ • 1SU3CAT(mAXSU °), Sl(^PZP( NAYS"D),CATK%T(MAXCAT) , CATT:I ( MAXCAT),NODa,
• 2'VODti,tiaTM,00TCATty^YTS),^^-'TCLUt^•OatS1
OOii • INTECER" 4 6ATFS,S ( ( NA2.A N A;. S*,FLOLAY , D'TnAY . PDATEI.TDATEi
0012 • INTEGE4 POATE2,TnATE?,PRAT.S,T;ATt3,wATN4M , DISKID,aANDPMtGRID
0013 • BYTE ;EL FL„NOAC9,SCILri;i$"nrL,%START,N;TYPE3,ALP,ALPO
0034 • BYTE	 PCTCT,PCTCT+,t^AR#vAi'B.DLA;)cL,TYPE:
0015 • Ch4M` N/COM2/iSrG,Cr:LFLG,`,	 aC,),AGATt:5(2,MAXACn),SAILGR(MAXACD),




• 3PDATE3(2),TQATF3( 2),`+!CAT,", ATE•A"(PAXCAT),ALPIMAXCATItALPOt
• 4	 PCTCT( MAYCAT ),PCTCT2,VAR(MAXCAT),VARS
• C•
0016 • INTEGER EFLAG3,EFLA42,eFLA;3,EPtA64,FFLAG5,UFLAGi,UFLAG2,UFLAG3,
• IVFL A 74_.	
--
001? • INTEGER PFLAG,n5XM"T	 -- ^—	 -
0019 • COMM .+y/", L'M3/PFLAD, " SKMNT,ErLAGi,(: FLAG2,EFLAG3 , EFLAG4 , EEFLAGSiVFLAGI
• i,UFLAG2,UFLAG3,UFLAa4,;^E'-^LAd(4AXSUB)
• Co
•	 0019 • INTEGaa	 TXI,TYI,TXI,TY2,AC"15P.G,P,DTWIND,DOTARY,G M IN,GMAX,FUL
0020 • INIEncr	 SP''414U,CLA At) , ^LJ	 1)
0021 • CZMM'y/COM4/TX1,TY!,TX2,TY^,1X;,IYI,IX?,IY	 ,ACDI5Ft2),111(4),Gt4),
• 1A(4) f T Y Ik^ t5, 'vi7^Tr:) , SP r I 0t5,\?SPi0D) , I'*wIN0(4),Ni)MD0T,
• 2U^GTA'tVt`.'^(OTS1,^"1I^:•4'SAY,DUI-t2,7^,CLA^'^'t?(BI.CLU'^ND(q)
0022 • C ►i^tM;'ti/(;,: MS/rlSKiu , fANnk^t ' D'TS),GalnttiD ' TSI,DLAAELtNGNTS)1
• 1TYPE ( ti ^1.TSI,NECL'C
_.._9023. _ .  rE-AL	 A r C, AX, tk
0024
__
BYTE	 s^.L.F1tFl1,^ + t7^),A,O,C , C,AA,NEI , CP,17U
0025 D IME` S!4% RAPAY('I"TS)
0026 Ca•'M' , /.JCO f+i/D•MTYPF, ANACAT. CLAC A T, NODZT, FLG
0027 NUOuosi




___ ._ - . --	 - -_	 _ 
0029 SELn7s i
0030 SELUFTt3)841'
0031 CALL	 T a dLE('a', M	1,1I)
0032 SE0F T t 4) s 11
0073 AAs+r,
OD34 Fps,	 ,_
0035^ - -_-- _	 --	 -	 -^SELCFTtg)i1i_._..	 _.	 ___----
0036 CC11161
FJRTRAN IV-PLUS V02.04	 -	 14115157	 31-AUG-77	 PAGG 6
_01CLIf _.— ---- r^_._...^_—	 -
.^	 0037 DD%f	 ,
0038 _ SELPVT(6)v4START_.
OC39 SELDFT(7)81
0040 SEL7 *iu0 	 _	 _.
0041 SELDFTfR)^'A'
0042 8 CL'JT 111.'•
00 4 3 CALL	 O!JTPUT (27,12)
0044 WRITF(10#7003)
0045 7003 FVmAT(1 X rT25,'o**niCT	 SELECTIOVO41410# 1)
0046 WRITC ( 1:Ar100)
_00AZ­ T(Ix,!.SFLSGl_!JILL41T.H_1. ►± EfLL2a'I.NG_PP.TIP ysI!j^^-
0048 WRITE (1.^,, 799 )
0049 799- FORI-I T(1'( ,' (1)	 ALL	 DOTS')	
-	 --	 --	 -	 -	 --	 -- ---
0050 WRtT_(l'.4s8m0)
0051 800 FCR"AT(lX,' (2)	 UV065LED DVTS F ROM THE RANDOM SEQUENCE')
0052 WR1TF(17,8P1)
.._x!053----- ---901._F ¢ F y6. T^.i_X.,!_fz)_D aT S^? r .1 rP{1 a '^P4_Y^_IJ.PEEL.-4[^tD^L AS SIF IE R^,^ BE ^'_?	 _
0054RIT_cl^,8r2)
0055 P_C2 FLR"t T(ixr'(4)	 81AS	 CORRECTI O N	 DOT-S . OY	 THE-CL.ASSIFICATION')
0056 WRITE(I7,80J?)
00 5 7 0002 F014AT(5X,'PP0P0;?TTON')	
—	 -
0058 WRITL(10,813)
4059 _ — ._M FPR "AT(.1xi..'A 'il._S_TA -,TlNc D_fTl	 --
0060 WrR1TE(I?,804)	 SELUF•T(i)
0061 904 FOR• J A 1t f *(6)	 DOM	 D0T_5',5Y#I1,iX#!>'1,,,-____






----6066 CALL	 j Pl' NT (W,74 )
0067 If'fr3 (1)	 ,En,	 'X')	 W	 TR	 99
0068 IF(w(i)	 .EO,	 '(")	 I;fC	 TV	 98





-	 X072 li'c tit7r::0	 ,LT;	 1	 .^'',	 NUM ;• p 	 ,GT.	 6j ^^T^	 666











^(:ALL r^T P Uri27,i?) --
0079 WRITF(I?r7n03)
0080 GO	 T'	 fNerl3rl^,ly^,l2rli:),SELDFT(l)
0OF1 66A 'wkITF. ( I"'5666)
0082 6666 F.	 A T(0P' 01, l T	 1 P	 ''ANGF
0" GO T"	 tor4,150,122,1ir12S i ^1!)^ P?INT	 _
^_T—TH IS
	
I S F ',':	 7 P I " w 5 T.' SAY
0004 12 ndTYPc;=1
' OC85 v^UC1Ta5^LDFT(6)
0066 127 WR1TE(T,^.,148)	 SEL:PT(6)
OC87 14A FO P .'iA	 '!I `PUT	 ' Q4f?EP	 ; F	 ST AR TING	 DOTS$ 1 ,2X, 13,i X ,'>' )
OOPS .
	
_.. CALL .',' t 'TNT_ _(.7_)._____—^-






'X I )	 f2	 TO	 09
0094 IF( 4(i)	 * Els	 ' PI )	 ul	 TO	 6
0095 IFtA(i)	 PE0 1 	 1	 1)	 rk;	 TO	 118
0097 CALL	 IVTrF(IP,W,74.kUMW41






M I^MW4	 'O GT I NSTART)	 GO	 TO-666




0101 WRI;c(1;4 *120P)	 SFLrFT(6)
_-.0102 __._._._12,;:R"
0103 %14	 711
C THIS IS FOR ePTION 2 T w^	 SAY
0104 13 ANACkTzC
0105 NOLIOTsSELD2






0111 1009 F g r% XAT(? 4 AI) -
0112 CALL	 FR.' ^;TtW874)
t114 IF (w( 3 )	 E).	 '5 1 )	 ; ',I	 T?7
0115 IF(i-.' 11)	 tEQ,	 !-! )	 Se	 T ,^
0116 1p-3
-
0117 CALLI'JTFF( I?jj74jN U'lW5)
0116 IF(%0Ws5	 ILE
'-'
S	 o	 N'U*45	 GT.	 ~DOTS)	 G-1 TO	 666
0120 NOPOT--^i-LD2
0121 -AkM(l "1201)	 SFL*-12
0122 1201 F0R'i AT(jx # iNU pn ER	 ^F	 ONLABEi L E D	 07S	 ul,IX,13)
110	 T 1	 R6 
IS FjP	 O PTP IN 3	 T R SAY
0125 11 WRIT-(I 71 #106)	 qELLFT(3)






RE A2_( I.", I Q Q 1 .) W
0131 f-6-o'j- r O 'A!A AT(74AJ)
0132 CALL	 FP7NT(4,74)
0133 IFG.,(O	 fEns	 1 X I )	r V	 TO	 99
0134 IF(W(l)	 Els	 'm l )	 -a,	 T.1	 5
0135 IF(W(J)	 E^,	 'A'	 ;I	 TO	 231
—
0136 1	
k - - T7 -C1 .1 7 IF(W(J)	 P) ,	 T,!"f	 i i 	 T^!3J5
0138 IF(W(I)	 ,El,	 1 1 1 )	 IV	 T:!	 t35
0139 IF(w(i)	 -EJ,	 1 2 ► i	 cC	 TO	 337
0140 GO T l 666
0141 335 SELDFT(1)2'01











--_._^.^___._..___..___.^._0145 sELnFT( 7) 8 1
0146 G0 T-t	 338
0147 337 SELDFT(,3)st2t
0148 SELDFT(7)82
01 4 9 330 DOTYP EzOLnFT(7)
_ 0154._ ^R1Tt.(I, SZ02)	 SrZ^rT(._^_..—_--
0151 1?07 03 q .JAt' ( 1 x, • TYNE	 •	 I t Al )
0152 48	 T O	 2.11
0153 131 SELDFTtt)a'At	 - -
0154 Go	 T'	 4.12
0155 21 IF(SELII cT(3)	 , a 0.	 'A t )	 3.1 	TO	 2D2
0157 207 00TY6is-123
0158__..- . -	 .- ?l ag	 _.
0159 201 '4RITE(I?#1777)
0160 1777 FhP4AT(lx,"•nAOKUP,, 	 4,'P "E(j7"_4PTIONS ARE NOT . ACCEpTED HERE. ?
0161 7781 CPgTInj7
___p
 IAZ _IWUE-02^_7.0^11	 ^-
0163 7001 F ^ hvAT0 X , I AVAILAH- E	 CAT=G'A RY	 % AMES	 1^)
0164 • WRITF(13 ► 7?G2)	 (CATNAM(l	 T) .t 1HT2. l*N0CAT)	 T_--
0165 7002 F¢:4dT(iX,;0(A2,lk))
0166 _.	 _ WRjT,F(l!.,77bn)-._--
0167 773,+ FORMAT(50X)
0169 103 FNRMAT(tx1'!PUT




0171 —_	 ---	 - ..
	
- - -	 --- ---
	
--	 - - --
CALL	 PUT PUT	 (7)
_..0 172 	 ... READ(is',10 n 2)W -
0173 1001 F'C7"AT(74A1)
t	 —0174 CAL_	 ^^,_F	 5^^T (rye 74
0175 IF(W(1)	 ,c^,	 $ I t	 ,A.P i 	 *(2)	 1	 O t 1?1 ) G0 T(^ 232
	 _^-
0176_ IF(.+(1)	 ,EA,_	 t	 1)	 r.7
	 T O'	 207
0177 -	 ----	 -	 _	
......_ .-----
	 ----- ------------




.F3s	 0)	 GI	 TO	 209





01A:S WRITE(1	 ,1203)	 A*A,'' -_
C184 1203 F0R4AT(1X, t A "+ALYST 	 LA6EL
	 s'jiX,2A1)_.
03A5 GO	 T?	 2o3	 -







O1Lt7 "ihBcz i	 --_-
0168 GO TO 2P
0189 20C IF(AA	 .2C.	 1 1 1	 .AW! ,	 8R	 ,E^,	 171)	 30	 T*	 238	
-
01 0 C rO	 T?	 ?D11
0191 23,4 ANACATX-129




-- C194 2011 AXAA
019ti Onns
0196 CALL	 TA9LE(A,O,j)
0197 IF(I	 .-Os	 J)	 G^	 TO	 209
....
0 1 9 - 1
	 - 
—_.. 2 Q a NA C n T : I _	
---- --
	 - -- —0199 7.30 MITF(T^#1?77)	 -	 —_---
0200 7782 C3uT I N,JF.
^9




0202 WRITr(I„ ► 7nC2)
	 (GATNA`t(IRX),IRX81jN@CAT)
0203 ORITE=(Jos77do)
02n4 WRITF ( IJ0104) MCI	
_-
0205 104 F0 QMAT(' S I',P0T	 CLASSIFIER	 LAgEL',2X*2A1#1X,'>1)
•-
-EC3^1^_.0207------------









P vW (1)	 ..
0215 CALL	 TAR4E(C#DrJ)
_ 0216 IF(J






0219 WRITF ( IA#1704)
	 C('#nD
0220 1204 F i)RMA T(1 X ,'CLASSIF1ER	 LARE __s', ik,2At)
0221 GO T. 204. 	 -	 ---	 - - ---- -
0222 234 CC='?'
0223 t)Dar?r	 -	 -.	 _...----	 --- ---






	 _	 ... P 3=2	
- ----	 _. ---- --
	
_
0229 GO TO 9 -
t -	 .._0230..` _.-_237 C?CC___-.._
0 .231 0=DD
0232 CALL _ T A ;9	 E (C, D, J) ..
	
--	 ---	 ---	 - -	 ---	
_ .. —




-	 -	 - - --- --
	 ....... ._ ----
	 --
•	 0235 9 --  -- - -----._.CONTINUE
.__.02 3 6 










0241 GO	 T O 	(4001401),P1
02 4 2--..._500 wR tTr(i ^t164Z._SEhirT(3)_--
--0243 164 F4RM A T(,X,'TYPE 1 ,1?X, 1 1 1 ,A1) --
0244 90	 T:'	 1a0
0245 401 U RITFtIi•' r1 A 5)	 -s	
0246 16r, Fd4,4A7(SX.'TYNF.'.1?X,'1ALL')
0247 18n GO	 T:,	 (402,03),P?
0248 a07 W RITr;I".166 ) AAr^"
	 _	 -
f 	 0249 166
_ ---	 _---	 ---
	 -----FORMAT ( .i X , 'A N ALYST	 LALJFL'r3Xr'1'r2A1)
0250 00 T ?	 181
0251 403 WWITF(I"sI67)
a	 0252 167 FC R X A T(3 X ,'A"ALYST	 LA3EL'p1 Xr!IALL')
t	 0253 181 Sid	 T7	 (434,4n5),P3
0254 ---
F	 -
404 +rFtIT^(I"!159).__^.^,,U,._____0255 . -
i6i F 0 R N A T ( 3 X , 1 CLASSIF IEa LA :1E	 1'r2A1)	 --	 --
0256 50	 TO ?5
- ORIGINAL PAGE t^
^^	 OF POOR QUALITY
1.ORT A y 14•PPLUS V02* 04	 14115`137	 SINAUC077	 PACE 10
AT CL.1_^l,FT'i _ _._. _ _!T Q 1 `jL4CxsAL404 —
–'	
--.._........	 .r._..—^....__..._ _.......---.--_._.--
w	 0257 239 w R1TF ( I,;.1119)	 A,U
0255 1 1 19 F4Rt0 AT ( JX,+ANA4YST LAOEL1,2Aie! KOT FOOD 1111#0
0259 GO T91 7781
0260 273 'NR IT F (1	 1111	 CaD	 __	 _....._ .	 .
02101 1.114 F00AT(I)L OCLASSTFILN LARE1. 	 l e2 A 1j'	 NOT F3UND	 11)'./)
_..0262... Gl-.-T.! _7.7F2_^
0283 A03 wRITF(1?+1691
0264 . i69 FP aM AT(3 x ,'CLASSTF!ER LARELIALO).-.
- 0264 25 wQ ITF(Io 107)
0266 107 FORMAT(	 +RPROCEED.. (Y)FS/ 	 771.!^_._._.....





0271 IF(M(1)	 .EO,	 ' Y f )	 aT	 T:'	 16
0272 _. lFW1)	 ,E9, ..'w^)	 10.1:11 	 1_
0273 1F(w(1)	 .El,	 111 )	 10	 TV	 239,
0275 GO T" 25
	 .
C THIS IS F;,a	 OPT I O N 4	 T'	 SAY
C C ►4cCK FDR	 CL A SSIFICATI• IN RESULT
0276 i)5 W	 21.5	 J IO : e"'LSUM
0277 IF(PCTCT(JI)	 ,GT.	 n)	 GN	 TO	 150
t I40 
0279 WKITF(I;:r471)
0280 471 F ORMATWo'N?,	 CLASSIFICAT.I"N, RE$ U-0 _1!1.140...._..._
► 0291 U Tv F
I 0282 On WRITE(T:.4001)	 SFL7
0283 4001 FDRr!AT( 1 'st'^PUT	 AUH=E^R	 0F	 DIAS	 C^RRECT13N	 D:1TS)', 2X.13^SXr'>^)




.	 0288 489- FORMAT(74A1)-_...__.
0289 CALL FRANT(w,74)




1F(wil)	 .CC,	 'a+f	 ^¢^TZ	 8
0292 _ IF(wti)	 .E:._ ^_ !.)G:,
0293 IPs0
0294 CALL	 P'TFF(IP,w,74,NUmw7)
0295 IF(NOM47	 OLEO	 , " H.	 kl UMw7' •.CT'%D'Ml l -Ga "TO	 6'
0296 SEL7=vuMw7
0297 140? FdRMATt1^,^NUMI+ER	 ?^bfAS Cd RR E IiTtf^il DaTS	 a^,1X,^s)
0298 NPDOTs ':UMA7








0305 IF(K	 :).	 0)	 G7	 T^.;	 07
0306 1F(IS	 .E; 1 .	 K)	 G0	 T' . 94
1 0307 AXsPC*CT(K)
O 3 0 3 _ r_ O T ., _ 6 7 ? __^,. ----_
	 _-----





0310 677 ARs(APC.AX*APC /(SGn,•AX))sSEL7/100.
^C,L
rORTRAN IV
-PLUS V02 * n4	 !4115197	 31.AUG+77	 PAGE it





0314	 IF(DIFFi .LT,. 5) -G6 TO 33_.._....
0315	 IT1riT1+10
_. _.0 3.11	 _ __ . 33--172 10  T 1/10 0 + i Q Q________._ 	 —
0317	 DIFF2=(IT1-IT2) /10








0325	 DO 57 I RY s I NhXP # CNtJi 	-




0329	 I NDXPs 10XP+RUMDlT




0332	 09TARY(ISP) xA A R Y_(I.SP.).-
0333	 56 CON'TIN'rE







GO Ti"11 2	_._ —	
— ----	 --_
C THIS IS F74 OPTPN 6 T" SAY
0337	 _ 121 WHITE(IGt1299) S;;OFT(C)
t	 0338	 1299 F'LZNAT( I ScLECT (A)LL no/DU DOTSo D(0) DOTS OR D(U) DOTS'/
0339	 CALL .I JT F'UT (7)
0340
0341	 READ(17,129) W




_.. C134 q ___..	 I_f twcl^ 	 En	 !xt)_n^_ 1;^. 490345	 -	 IF('.+21) ,Eon 1 4 0 ) ^•1 T? F
0346	 -._	 IF'ir(1)_,EM,.t. ') ^^ Tn - 125. .--
	
-
0347	 IF 	 ,t:, ' A t ) ;.' T'A 141
03 4 8	 IF	 ( 1 ) • E') , "41) r;;. T7 126.	 _..---	 _ .__.____._____. _ -•-._--- -_
0349	 IF('W(1) ,EO M 'U') ^,T Tv, 127
p J ^' 0 ---- -	 r, to T- ,660351
	
125 IF(SE• LCF T (a) 	 SG, 10 0 ) G1 T3 126
0352
	











0357 	 SGS^ CALL U'TSEL(DaTYPE,A K'ACAT#f'LACATsN &)D?TiiLG)s	
0358	 DNl14XVNUM .^,U4VlT
0359	 JSPsO
0360	 DO 5 6 7 .jRY=J ►;XPjVN;il'
0361	 JSPsJSr'+1
F	 0363	 567 CO^'J I %Je0.464	 IFWACAT E 0 j -2) G'+ To 5.70,.
-	 -



















GO T r 	 176	 -	 -
-	 0374 .126 S`LDFT(g)s!e!. 
0375 At^ACATsa
















0394 1111 Fo;imAT (lx, Q "T SELECT j PN7 R r P!R T 1!.)
0385 w)J1TrtI,1502)
0386 15D? r:m^ IAT(1 X ,'U?T	 3PII NU P HF. 2( I )
03A7 WKITF(1?,1'195)
	 (P,'TARY(JJ).JJ= j #	 D:)T) -
^Q3A.@—
..__ 1 M 9 i Fr^Q_y^ T ^Lt.l.() i5.j ^_r __—	
–0389 ) ^c^,	 p`^T	 .Eta,	 -li)	 G0	 j23
0390
	 _  NRITE(I('^1119)	 N,71 "T
0391 1117 FORM A T (I X , # NUM,ER	 '; F	 DOTS	 ii	 BE	 SEL,ECTEDs',I4)
0392 _ GO	 T^	 724.
0393 723 JP I T 	 ( I:, I I It	
0394 
— ^^714
111: FOR	 T(1x,'riI rX_F y 	'F_DVT,	 T2	 BE	 SELECTEAa	 ALIT)
76395 ''"kITF(I'i,1113)	 "rUr ^LT
0396





•	 0399- -bkITE	 j#l004)




0403 i90 F -I'?N e T0 4 A)) -
0404 CALL
	
F;?'- CT (11, 74 )
0405 _._..1F(w(1) •EI,
	
I 	 ?	 TD	 994
0406 IF(x(i)	 .ED,	 d	 T?	 1
0408 IF(N(1)	 ,E I ,	 x 1 1	 1^ 4	 T7	 09






G i 13 '91+ 9 —WE  t U
0414 E NP
4
.2 ENTRY POINT - CLUSEL
he subroutine DTCLIO uses the subroutine CLUSEL for cluster
.election. It will allow the analyst to select the clusters
according to category names or cluster numbers.
Calling sequence
CALL CLUSEL (IO,JK,CLUARY,IX)
Argument Type	 Dimension In Out Description
IO Integer	 - In Input/output unit
dK Integer	 - Out See KY. in DOTIN
CLUARY Integer	 MAXSUB Out Cluster array





C LitSEC(7pjCt uAXf 	 CLGt,Strr^ ?tw.►^^,.^z....x
.G	 To 4v3o
AWCTiV PE fAW T VAWC-
^1^SSA;^^
.	 CX6, N. c , ire)
EXIT
6 A c XKu PP
ZA/
C	 Y y E:-FA Ck I T V!; C11,
G
^^ 1
It I	 •nr	 Y
-R
Al	 DEfA4t





r r NESS ^ `^	 ^_`.^	 l^
^,•^ a 8CAI (3
S-ro&r- Cl It C T t R	 Nt'i= x
	
---^	 ti u NR^ ^ ^^,/ C 1-tt AQr
	 '



































j^ CUI STC- f. A/WYMC






 *IV•PLUS Vg;'-`1	 14116150	 31•AUGM77	 PAGE 16
0001
	
SUaNVOINE CL0EL ( 10,JK,PL•1APY , IX) —•_.	 —. 	 -
0002	 IMPLICIT 1 1 IF rj w R (Nei)
0003	 INCLLTE 'Sv1C3^0•s^CaF^^G'^+^'n,I•,C'
0004 •	 INCLUDE 'S^1^3(tG•3^C'`cF'1";^'•I`:C'
0065 •	 PA3A--TER •' Art:ATsb ^,!' Axb l N s6P, • o AXCNAs4 , NPjxst96# N LINs117 ,MAXFL7=5C
.^... ,. •	 .1,^'• AX" s.il(^;^3TSs?rOa^LS^l,^s1q^CS^KIpsI,O,M^xACr n 6^'!AXACCaAi .v.
QO"6 •	 ^Gu2ti'ALEl^C:• tCi•AG";,Tc),(C•^,ISG+),tC3,PrLAC),(U,TX1)•tCS,DjSK1D)




INTErV AC..ATE•Si;d' ; AT,SU I •P' ►', C.1TxNT,(*.A •I (N
0009 •	 RYTE cm . Vic,	 C'TCAT,GITCLU










OC^2 . •	 ^jvTF!'F? P'UATF2•I-tiTi2, u f' A T , 3, 1 " A Tf 3,CA'FiA^,GISKIt?iRANp•M,Gt1^ -
0013 •	 '?rTE ; rl r L", p AC^',Sw tLrr;S ^,Nt:L,%S1ART0TYPF1,ALP#ALPO
0014 •	 PETE PI'.TCT,i'[TCT' ,!'tr,t'A'- .CLAuc1..TVC'E
0016	 'C7,AGATES(2,MAxrCn),S?ILGR(MAXAcD),
•	 JSUk'EL("AXACD), 101Alt" AxA';':),1"^4TL(7.),r`.ALSTt5),FLDDAY(2!,
•	 21)'TD&Y(2),'15Tn1T,r.TYrc),`'C.:T=1(Z)•TORTE1t2>,^DATE2;2),T'i;TF2(2).









-QQ.1Et► .•.^_	 C;7•.m"I./(; M 3/ P i LA%,•t$rMtiT,EFLAGt•^fLAG2.EF^AG3eEilAG4,EiLAGS,t1FLAGi
+	 •UFLAG2, VFLa43•'JFLA+4,`L'sL%dt"axSLa)	 —
• C•
0019 •	 IXI, TYI,TX7, T Y2, ► c•ISP,G,9 ,DT,^!ND,TIOTARY,GMIN,CMAX,1'UL
0020 •	 G
0021 •	 SP(2),II1(4),G(4),
•	 13(4),,??,11^( i,'•? ^T,C ),av, j ^t5,	 5 n ^• ^.), T^'.;lr."t4),R+tJMDO,
•	 2 ^TA'Y(k.LS TS )r	 'i '.G 4x,t.'._tr.,7[i A•,.:(P?,FLU WC(H)
0022	 N/c t' 45/t,I';RIJ,	 0775) , GRIr?(ND+TS) . DW'EL(ND:TS)•
0023	 PYTF. „ ( 7 4 ),A(3)	
—.





0079	 SC	 C ► '.TI%jE
00.3 1	 CALL ;"1T P UT (27,12)
0031  r2	 ttlTC c t?^SfiO^) ;rl
0033	 1'• 00 r	 "T(	 11 5=LrCT CLLSTFIS UY (!. ) U m 4FR 6 0 (C)ATEGL' R Y NAMEI,
OO14	 CALL ;jT°UT (7)
0033	 ^EAD(1',1b`) w
0 0 16___, -^6rr"rA rt',A!)
0037	 CALL F4,-'.T (1.1,74)






	 44116150 31PAUG"77 PAGE 17





	 GJ	 T7	 601 _.
0041 IFtWtl)
	
,EQ,	 ' C +)	 r. ►'	 T{-	tL0?
OC 4 2 IF04(t)	 :EC,	 '	 ')	 GP	 Tt 	 003, .-.-
0043 GO T'' 6061
OC 4 5 DEF ALT =I
_.
0046 3p Tt' n03
0047 607 DFT%IC'
0046 r)EFALT=2
OC49- G2 TO 603
.0054._ ._.__643_Ck► ' TS^.L'C _---__._-. 	 _-• ..__._.._.___.._.__^ --_--	 -- .
0051 CALL
	
i. i!T F L T 	 (27,12)
0052 WRITE ( I1,2103)
0053 2103 F0QMAT(tX,T25,'aeerLUSTE'1	 SELECTIZm*** ', /)
0054 CO	 Tt'	 (61,421tVLFAi.T
C THIS Is F r SELE f,T1,11 CLUST0.1% BY +,UMEER
- --











_1§1 _FU4 '11T.S74A1:}— ___ _ .-
0062 110	 1 .n4	 I Z-1 2 i, t+`Osut;
0063. CL'UA;Y(IZ1) s0
	_.-._...
0064 104 CJ% T I	 UE
0065 _ _ PX21
0066 28 CALL	 Fit	 NT(.y ,74)
0067 GO T^ t351 36)r 1FFkL?_
	 --OC68 35 IF ('ti (1)	 ,E:1,	 'x' i	 !1:9	 T 0	 72 ----	 ----	 -
OC69 1 	 t,'tl)	 ,Ea,	 '^:')	 11. 21	 T:'	 :3
0070 ,z6 IF- (Wt))	 .E ).	 '	 '	 .A^M .	 Px	 .Er, 1	 .AND, DEF40	 '.Ef^	 1)GA	 TP.	 61
0071 IF(•4(1) _,E% 	 ,A :4D,	 PX	 ;E !1, 1	 ,A A C', DFFALT	 ', EQ.	 2)GO	 TO 62
0072 IF(W(i)	 .ER,	 +	 '	 .auD,	 Px	 .E), 2)	 ,a	 T1
.
73





0077 IF( I' l l	 , C E,	 4)	 GO . 10 -595
0078 GV TO 26
QOZ?.
-- --_24 - :+0..	 24^25A4a.),. I!^l_—^ -----
0080 24 W(1H)1='
0081 GV T' 28
0OP2 25 A(2)= l 	'
0083 GZ Tr	 48
00P4 48 C?1.1wT:C "U%T#1 -- _	 ---- --- - -	 -	 -
C	 CH.(-^r r Tt.Ffi	 THERE
	
ARP
	 TO'	 '!A'.Y	 E%1_g1ES
OOflS GV T°	 (667,66d),%%ALT
0086 667 IF(C'U" T	 , .E, - ENTR?0	 G.:	 TG	 76
h088 06P IF (C"U"T	 .rE,	 FNTR,)	 V	 TO	 76
00F9 G(.'	 T:"	 671
0091 CALL	 I"­ TFF(jP)1,A,2.F+NUw)
0092 IF (6 k. ur	 .LT I	1	 , "R.	 P.NUM	 ,^T, GA TO	 598 -.
.r
t
FORTRAN 1VvPLUS V O7-54	 74116150	 31-AUG-77 PAGE 10
"h TCL;?J T.N .	 -.— IT 'N0003 PX22
0094 lx•tx•l
00 0 5 CLUAPY(?X)=8NUm
0096 299 00	 29	 IH231,114 1
OC97
0099 GW T+" 28
0100 59r w R1TW'1ol)?4)	 (A	 J43),J'43rl#2)
0101 1674 1`0 ;. 4 1'T(1. X , I CLUST^k	 PUT
	 IF'	 RANGE I III,/)
0102 nO T' 61
0103 599 WRIT•(Ii'#1623)
	 (A(.1H?)mJ'4221a3)
0104 1UT ME	 N
- —(k 1;1j
-blos Go T 1 hi
0106 595 GO	 TV	 (599,50),DFFALT
C T H IS 1 1	 F .'R	 SELE C TING r i. USTERS	 BY r A TLG g RY NAME
0107 42 WRITF-(191PIA60)
0IV9 1661, FiiRwA T ( 1 X , 1 "ACKUP 11	Al*q n	 "EXIT"	 Z PTI* O k'S	 ARE	 NVI T ' 4ettPTEI) HEREI)
011 0 WRI T ," : c 1^#21UI)
011.1 2111 4• Fk1;-!4AT t 4 k p I AVA I L A til E	 Ct T:' C-RY	 F AMES	 I I
0112 'Ahl IL ( I ;io 2102) (CAT , Af!( I^( P )	 Ir(Pulet,14CAT)
0113 210? F0RmAT(lXp20(A2olx))
0114 WH I TF. ( 1 .11 12115
01 k^—
— - 
5 _2.112 u^FJRA	 (PTY)
01 16 WRITF(10#161?)
0117 1412 F OP rit T




01 21 1 T	 I ;A	16 2 7	 A	 A	 2















	 P JE,	 1r)	 GO	 T e'	 69
0130 PX02
0131 lxzlx+l
0132 F P i V=F I P4rj*i-
_0133 CLUAPY(IX)rJ
0135 IF(F11,17	 E n,	 0)	 (10	 TC	 3;
0136 1^,	 T1	 299
0137 '4 9 VkITF(jjpl6,3n)	 A(1)#A(2)
0138 1n30 F O P ,"T ( I k o'NO	 CLUSTER	 FIR	 CATEVRY	 NAmF.f , lX,2A1#iX #I1I!I#/)
OI T 9 PA:2
C,'," T ;056-2
0 . 141 73 JKc1
014?
-,1k1T- (1m#1620)
0143 162t' FORPAT ( i X o I CLUSTrR	 bULF' CTI I N	 R FPOAT',/)
0144 'ARITP ( 11#1421)
0145 I A2 I F 04 mA .T ( 1 X t 'CL.USTPR	 IEUS: I
014e,
-i427	 1^ ) ,- ^'H I T U ( I ? ,
	
' (CLLI
0147 167.2 F 0,1 1,1 A T	 x 0 1 k) 15
sa
PORTRAY ) VmPf.US YOP-14	 1 4116150	 310AUG•77	 PAGE 19
0149 1645 F4RHMIX, HUMS €R . F CLUSTERS SELECTED •+13)
0150 .71 C)!VT t NUE	 -.-
Gist 4RITE(I1.2115)
_.Q102 R1.Tr C Lij1-6111
01' 3 1A11 FZRVAT(	 lsPqLGEMA MF.SMV),'1 >9
# 0154 CALL :VT P U T (7)
0155 READCI".166)4
0156 166 F id RyAT(7 4AI)..-
0157 CALL	 FRIINTt4,74)
_0158. IE.C'Cla _iE^..!^C! )_ :r	 L1.-723.._..._.__.-.__. ^._...— 	
---	 _----- ---	 ----
- 0159 IF(W(i)	 s f=O,	 I N I )	 re	 Ti	 60
_0160.--_....__ _-_ IFtN(1)__oEQ,__'.PI) 	 10	 T9	 RG3_.
0161 IF(W(I)	 vEQ•
	 lXt )	 ;,	 TO	 72
0162.
	
_ _.._	 -_. GO..T	 ^1	 __	 _.-__	 -•- _-- ......_.___.._____.__-	 _ .___ _----------	 . __---__._-- -____--
0163 76 WRITr(11#1616)
-D_164___ 	Sbi&--!IV 	 !iAilla.	 L?^L-mA",Y..F'iT.RIE:I- LR GL4S_LER_-S ELEC^LIEN^Ii!.z/_Z
0165 u0 T7	 (61,6662)oDiFALT
0146  72 . JK92 	
--------
0167 Go T;A	 772
.0168 72@. JK x 3	 -_-- -





Argument	 Type	 Dimension In/Out Description
f
E	 Alphanumeric	 -	 In	 First byte of
category none












-MOLE( C- , F.1 )
1::,--0
PVu
raRTRAV IV*PLUS VOP-14	 14117113	 31"AUGe77	 PAGE 23
-
• 	 -	 00+!1 SU•'^Ri'1,1'I"tE	 TAtit.EtE,F• I )
OO fi 2 - IM)'LIC1T 1'! M&	 t^•t)
0003 IN CLUDE	 'SYlt3rO$3TCA.4SC,IM'N;1'IC'
0004 •. INCLUDE	 'SY1^3D0,$3GA„SNaKAM,i *C^
0005 • PARA"ETFR 'tAXCAT$6 ^., t 'AvSi)4m6h •" AXCHNo4 , NPIXvi96 , ^ILTN2117,MAXFLna50
_,..._ -..^ __._1,NaXV4.11llti; ^iTS?^.2P^.,_uLSk.IPs3^.eA.S^K.IPE1.0e.!IAXAC12.4t2^.►3AXA^Ca.4l.—____.._--..---._.
• 21(riP%% P a st NADTMP:10
0006 • EQUIVALENCr:	 (C1oACt)ATE)ttC2ol SFt+)#(C3,PFLAG),(C4,TX1 ) #(C5#DISKID)
0007 • INT(ir-E4 Ci(469),C2(256)t^^3(71),C4(349),C5(629)
0008 • INTEGER	 AC I)AT£,SIIbCAT,SUIP P,CATKNT,CATTH
_0009 -! 019VE!' 	 •D_TCA .T102TCLU ._.._-___..__..^	 .._-_-_..---.---------.
0010 • COMMCN/CO M1/ ACDATt( 2,`+ AXACt`),C! 4,NVEct+iAXCHN,MAXACC),NeCHAV,10SU9,
• SSU9CAT(": AXS•JS) • SUiPLP(!;AXS' 3) tCMTK N T(MAXCAT) , CATTHtt'AXCAT ) eNoDli
• 2NODU,hNT +I,hGTCAT(N 3 iTS),DtdTCLUINDRTS)
• Co
0011 • INTErLR-ADATF: S,StINAi . ANALST , 1'LDVAY , DOTDAY,PDATF. I,TDATEI
-0012 -it -.	 __.-_INTEGEH °DATE2a_TDATC2,Pvl%JsTriATE3,CATNAM,CISKIDARANDONGRIIL.-__
0013 • RYTE	 p '^LFL ;, NOACQ, R	 I L ^R, S ` I NEL, ", S T ART a MTYPEI, ALP, ALPO
0014 • RYTE	 P(: TC-T,PCT",T"iV.kn ,VAPe aD LAr<EL,TYI'E
0015 • COMMA%/CPM7/ISFG,D'=LFLn,'.)ACIPAUATES (2,MAXACP),SPILGR(MAXACD),
_. s.._ .-.	 IS4'DEL( " AXAC,,7), S Ur; A2 (-' I AXACi ) , 1:^'SATE(2 ) rANALET(5) , FLDDAY(2)s
• 2DZTDAV ( 2),>•STA t?T,,vTYPEi,I'JATFit2),TDATEI( 2),I'DATF2 ( 2) ► TDATE2(2),
BPD:^IE3(2L,TDATE3t2.)oN_tC &-CA.TiNA°'t.t!AXCAL), ALP (MAXCA7)^ALPO^____.----^--.
• 4	 PCTCT(MAXCAT),PCTCTN,VAR(MAXCAT),VARO




0017 ^► INTEGER PFLAG ,OSKNVT
QQ10 _!_______._.^^`Nn^`:'•l,!_.C^'tf:Sl.?f LAG, ^S^^i^.I, LF1'!^1^ EF.LAG2. EfLAG3, EELAGI (EELA- G5.A.11Fl.AG1_ .__..
1 . • 1, UFLAn2,tIFLAG3 , UFLA(j4,`•E1+LANtPAXSU9)
• C•
0019 • INTEGER TX:,TYI,TX2,TY2,ACnISP,G;y,DTWIND,DOTARY,GMIN,GMAX,FUL
0020 • I NTEGF; Tt	 SPt•, I ^lD, CLA ..n ^' 'Lith,D
0021 • Ch-IM!'w/Ct'•'M4/TXI,TYI,TX2,TY^,lXit'IYI,IX2,iY7.,ACDISPt2)rlll(4),G(4),
• • ^9(4),nT: 1^ S5^`7 u7'11'!('.?_tSP4	 D( 5`C h!iS?WD)^ .IyWI ,N	 ^^.^INIIMGNTi	
-	
--- —0 20NARY(kDOTS)„ :41t ,. il'AX # F JL(2#7) , CLA^.' Nn(l)#CLUWND( q )
0.022
_.•
^"3rtM :^^ / C'vM5 / DIR!(IU.nAVi ; .'+ ' t tU!TS)^GE11ht ND3jS),DLA R EL( NDt) T S ),	 -----
E o
...	 -_ . __-
-
ITYPE (-vUZTS),PECL'rC
0023 _ --- - BYTE	 F#F.IA(P)..	 ---.
0024 EOUIVALENCF.	 ^KK,TAC1))
0021, lA(2)=F
'	 0027 s	 ^DO	 I	 1	 ) r N. CAT,
0028 IF(CAT%O (1)










A4 p19 R 
Qtt Gwe 1^L^
4.4	 ENTRY POINT ^ DOTSEL
The subroutine DTCLIO uses the subroutine DOTSEL to select the
dot number and total number of dots according to the conditions
specified in the calling arguments.
e	 Calling sequence
CALL DOTSEL (DOTYPE ,ANACAT,CLACAT,NODOT,FLAG)
Argument	 Tree	 Dimension	 In Out Description
DOTYPE	 Integer	 -	 In Typed dot
ANACAT	 Integer	 -	 In Analyst labeled
value
CLACAT	 Integer	 -	 In Classifies labeled
value
NODOT	 Integer	 -	 In Number of dots
specified by the
analyst





Su RR OU TIME
, DOTSEL (, DInTP ,
r




















s.^1f..gRTKaN -jy,!	 V.S._V12 a.0 t	 _S^.IS^^, a. -	 -,;lv.AUe 77
DTCLId , fT?!	 /TR14LNC9S/1+R
0001 DIT3EW P TYPE,A%ACAT,CLACAT , NODOT,FLO).	 _._s_.-...
000 .2 IMPLICIT	 INTEGER	 (A-?)
OM INCLUN	 syirV0s31CAMSC"t0NoJNC#
0004 • IMCLU7^	 ' 5Y)tS00 ,3!CA ►'SPahAM,IVCf
^o0os •_...__ PA Q A M F: T	 +t_ 4 AKCATs6ft,t± ► XS' ► E,► 6. l#.	 XCaNs4,a^PIXs196,NLINs1;7#MAXFI.Qs50.-JoMAXV: I1, WT$m•M9 ,DLSKIt^ = 10,0SSKIP210 # MAXACDs6 #MAXACCs4,
• 2%09P'%086,NADTw(i210
W6 • 601JIVALENCE	 (C1,ACnATE), ( C),iSEG), ( C3,PFLAC) , (C4,TX1), ( C5 ► D1SKlD)
0007 • INTEGER CS(469),('2(256)174(71),C4(341;),C5(629)
• C•
...0000 _ • ...._._... Y-tiTErV ..ACDATt,S^JtOaAT.,:U'+P''P,CATKATi^ATTN
0009 • BYTE C-tKVEC,"4'C HAt,, ";nSLIU,L"T'AToDiTCLU
0010 • C044IN /C3M1/ACnATt• t 1,"+ AXAC(:) , Cws-VEC( 'IAXCt1NIMAXACC),NOCNAN#NVSUEl,
• iSURCAT(MAXRUP),SU5PL'P(MAYS'tH),CATKF:T(mAXCAT),CATTM(MAXCAT),NpDn,
• • 2KODU,N""•TN,DtOTCATt^^uT5),CTCL4t^D2TS) 	 ..	 _ - ._--	 --	 _.
• C•
_.00Ii •_ _ ^_.JN?E^•1:^_^DAT»5 ,5^Itit,)',A"AI,,T,F^,pDAY,D•" TRAY,PDATES,.I0ATE1_--...____----_—._--
0012 • INTEC+ ER 	 POATC2 ,TP)ATE2,FL`AY!'..d,T; IATE3*rATNAP.,RISKIG,RAND ;IM,GRID
0013 • PYTI:	 t!PL F LC),"Ia ^C9, S C 'lh Gt+ , S 	 AEL,^STA k T,NTYPFI, ALP,ALP R 	.




-^^^- -• 3PDATE3(2),TDATr3(2),`'OCA T , . ATKAN(t+AXCAT),ALP(htAXCAT),ALP Ot
• __ 4	 _...- PCTCT(MAXCAT),°CTCTC,VAR(MAXCAT)•VARp
• C•
0016 • INTEGER FFLAG1,EFLA62,=FLAS3,EFLAG4#CFLAG5,UFLAGI,UFLAG2,U F LAG3, .
• 1UFLAG4
•	 __..0057,..F_ IErTiCcR._pFLA^,!?:KM^•!L.. 	 ._	 ._	 - _-	 _	 _	 ..__
0018
•
• CBMM? "/C C M3/ P F L4n,'SKM`+T, :FLAGI , E F'LAG2, EFLAG3, FFLAG4, EFLAGS, UFLAGS





___. INTEGE P TX1,TY1,TX7,TY2,'C';ISP,G,B,DTWIND,DOTA R Y # GMI N ,GM AX #FUL -^
0020 a INTFC.JR	 S P',+1"jD,Ct N'<hr,CL''%'' D
0..__..._^_ C.r ► '"1"p: /Qt' ►t4/Tx1,TVI,TX?.,TV^,,tX„2Y1rI'X?,.,IL2aACDISP.t^).,III14?_,G(4.1^
• 1874),0
	
IN1l C5, Kj:A n T.:L >,S F •I' 975,KWw ll, ), IMa^INn(4),1:uMUOT,
• ;,tl';,G M a x , t` Lji.(^,7 ) ,CLA Vti DtA?•CLU W N n (A)	 —	 --_?DOTARYC ".V0TS).










0029 DO	 99	 1 Ts1,Nn0TS
0031±______ neTA^Y() t- !sG__^	 __... _	 _	 _	 ___
^0031 99^Ctc ;,TIb^F.
0032 IF(0'TvPE	 ' EC,-i p tl)	 "111"
0033 IF (o:ACAT	 ,En,	 0 12 2 )	 NP2*2
0034 1F(CLACAT	 ,En,	 -121)
.
;.03P2
0035 IMITVPE	 ,En, -12R ;ANU,	 AKACAT";EO ', 0128 ,AND,	 CCACAT	 ,EO, •i28
JL	 xP.4!.2-_._^_.._
0 36'— IF( A`ACAT ,EO, at ,NR, A(JN AT,EG, w2) IIP482
00 7 00 5	 I	 johloTS
0038 - M•RAWM(I )
ORIGTNAL PAGF` IS
OI' PI)OR QUALITY
iFINT11AN 1V•PLUS Y02.04	 14110148	 31•AUG*77	 PACE 2
0039	 40 T" t6lo(Ldt,'04
9040	 67 INDLAOSL( m l * RC'. *1 I RRl nkAtiE4tP) iEC• -21 Of Te 0 -
0041
	
b! V TI ti0.29)sNP1
004 2	 10 lfttrPEt"1 @ 45, PdTYPEt Of 11. 0
00 43 	 ?o tad T O cit#211!'+0 2	 •
_,_00 4 1...,__. . 11.— ..3 f t0l#"E^t`!1_.• "E^. At.4Sr!►1'l!'aQ.Ti!
00 4 5	 -14 40 TO tl2sMOP3




0049	 M vra `T IC-09 -06) +:a 7 .4 5
00'11
	
9	 CENT I OE
40 9 2	 MNUAD9T .LT# N"DNT1 A S Tr.a -
0053	 00 T m 4







This routine will open file from specified areas of a multi-
spectral image. The imagery may be in UNIVERSAL, LARSYS, or
ERTS formats.
The imagery may also be either on the • foreign' tape as received
from some other system or a preprocessed PDP 11/45 named file.
e Calling sequence
CALL DSET (LUN,FII,FILE,MTXTFC,UNIT,EN,RWD)
Argument Dimension In out Definition
LUN	 1 (word)	 In	 Logical unit number.
F11	 1 (word)	 In	 File indicator.
0-FILES - 11
1-Foreign (tape only)
FILE	 33 (bytes)	 In	 If F11-0, this is the 33 byte
character string defining
the complete file specification.
Example:
DK1:[100,2]XXXXX.EEE;1
If F1100, this argument is
ignored.
The following arguments are ignored if F11-0.
MTXTFG 1 (word)	 In	 Tape drive on which the oper-
ator mounted the tape.
0-MT tape drive
1-XT tape drive
UNIT	 1 (word)	 In	 Physical unit assignment
made by the operator when
he mounted the tape.
(0-3) 800 bpi
(4-7) 1600 bpi. We do not
obtain imagery tapes in this
density.
FN	 1 (word)	 In	 File number ±(0+N)
Ar_ument Dimension i Out Definition
FN	 (word)	 I!1	 File number t (0♦r^)
The program will skip over
FN (FN-1 if FN<O) end of file
marks to position the tape
to the correct file.
NOTE: This relative to the
current file, not the SOT.
eie'e^'fect is to position the




	 In	 Flag to cause rewinding of
tape.
0-rewind FN is relative to
HOT FNZ) only







``pRTRAM,1^•^L4^.Y^.2 -.C^ ._..__.__._	 341.17^j9 ___.3l•A^'G^7 .7..___ _____.--_-.PACE _i
DSET t FTN /T41ALZM/W4
0001 $V9R.%'uT1NE DSET	 (L!.1kaFilsFILE#*jTYTFG,VNIT.FN.RWD)_
0002 I-MPLICIT	 INTEGE;t	 to	 Z	 )
0003 INTEGER FFUNC
0004 BYTE NGADEq(i)
-0,401	 9YZE . F 1LEI1L 	 ^.	 _	 __	 .....--
0006' CNA4^(	 /NC IM! SS,SiPLS,LE,'.RPD",VCS PR, !tC F R,	 NRPC,AkCL,NCtNS,
-
S.N8lT,33I,1'CAR,SVD ,R$Ii#PSKIP#wS:l,CALP#CERR	 .._._ .._
OQO7. Ca ►+M'';N	 11hLP/11,1_P
OOCB _.	 BYTE	 ^UF(i)
= 0009 --1NT{rER	 I8(64)ljQ(s 4)
BYTE
OLil 14TEGEq NSI17(3),LSL"C(2) 
DATA, _4512^1 3060.8DC4 41/_.-___- _.._^_.^ - - ---- ------ ------ 	 -	 --
' OG13 RATA LSLOC17101
0014	 .._. __ .._.,..	 ^91F t I TsGFUtiC(n4«t I +13))„^!ib+FFL^.C(8lif (I+121) 	 -	 ---- -	 -	 --_
' 0015 F;t3l!r(I)^Ff^'^^C(^Ur11+12)1e2:io+F'FL"!C(8UF(1•13))
^1^_ *^tAEZY a J	 _.^	 __ —
0017 - ^t:('F•	 a	 l
_ 0018 IF(F11t-0`.1)	 G1
0019 CERR z 0
0023 no	 34	 .)	 a	 1 ► 33.










D9006 FARMA W	 ',32A1)
0025 CALL	 F V OPEN(i,LU"# FILE,I;ISTAT,204LUN)
0026 CALF F V4AITt 4'^--
O027 13^1F (1)=1
0028.. -. BUF(?) 0 - - --- --	 -- ---- -	 -_	 - -----_	 __-- -	 ---- -	 _ - -------
0O29 0F (3)z0
0030 RUF(4)=0












—	 ----	 -	 ---
_.CEZR
0037 KRiTF-(10.1r10S)ISTAT
0038	 1006	 F(IR^4AT('	 FV PEN ERR%r,	 ISTAT z	 0 ,I5,! DSET_TERMINATESI//!l
._  	 -_-- _..._ 
^ 0039_---- RETURN
0040	 1 IF' CRALI.E 1. 2)	 02	 T7	 7
0041 CALL	 lINIT(LUN,rTXTFG,UNIT)
0041 CALL	 TATCH,LUN)
0043 IF(AW0. .lA.n)3J	 T a 	7





00 4 5 CALL	 TFILE(LUN#FN)







0049 IF(I.LT's")	 I	 s	 I	 1
C^SQ	
----
CA.E,E._ T .FILE 	 LUN,2)-
i- 0051T IF(I.G-.")	 ^ETUS•
0052 CALL	 TSTaT(LUN,F•'CT,I)
0053 IFt IA^D(FU*:C," 4 0' ); NE, 0) ^t:rt:Rr
*i i^v.
•	 r^ ^.siNAL FAG?; iS
P(dRTAAN IV-PLUS V02-04	 14117139	 31+AUG"77	 PAGE 2
.ti	 0054 CALL	 TFILE(LUN,1)
0045 - RETLION	 .	
- -0056 ENTRY
	 DOSET	 (L?!N,f'i1,RMD)










0062 GO T O 4
0063 3 I	 -	 -1




.0067 -.._.CALL	 TSTAT.LUN,F',CT ► I)
Ochs 1F((4C.:',(FNCT,"40n).LE,O)	 G?	 TE	 4




0072 ENTRY	 "FEAD(LV4+, wEAGr R,+3UF,F:lFSE,F?R4AT,F1i,pRTYoEAF,SHFG)
0073 IF(C.RR,?'E,0)	 OETU^N
0074 1F(RUFSE.GF,HSIZi(F-')RftAT))Gk'	 77	 42
0075 CERR : 13
0076 wR 1TF.tIt^,100A)"?UrS^, HStZI(FiG2r AT)
_007I_._.__10 ^@...___F("R!'AI^!_EllES^a _!_alp'----LE_U '.r15.^!	 IEAL^.^^.1!^AI€.5,!Lt_)	 ------
0078 RETu9r,




0081 1 F (E":;F , "E:, G) EF,.F' =F JF	 . _
	 ..__	 -	 .	 _ .	
- ---





- - ----°-----_ -._	 _---- —0064 1-3	 37.	 1	 n 	 1, J
0085 32 MEAD (-k( I)xAU F( 12+I)D Jt2 =	 J + 12
D WRITt(LP,5002).),(al,F(X.)#You t 	 J12_),
-







0089 wR t T^- (I3,1^07)?F . F'' R`!AT 
0090 1007 F2,l?*AT('	 FILE	 Fiiti f lAT	 IS	 , ,I:.	 R:OJESTED	 FORMAT	 IS	 1,15/
 
1	 r	 MREAn	 TERM INA Tr_ S'///)
0091 CERR - 2
Do ll s C	 N T t .'UE
0094 1F (HCT,E:7,NS1??(raIPAAT)) 	 G'	 TZ	 5
0095 WRITr(1.1r1001)1+Slf7(FJPMATI	 q'-*
0096 10n0 F04r1AT( I	 h r A 0 E R	 IF---:' ;?0	 S w 0 1 L.^ ? 	 r+E	 I .19, r	 8 Y T E 9	 L04G'.
1	 ?	 IT	 IS	 1 ,11,'	 9 Y T'- 5 	 hl »AD	 TERMINATES,'///)
ppo7 CEPR a 3
009 y - -----. 
R Tub;._
0099 5 .	 . CAI,L
	 ++ P R O' S ( LUN, F I I . WFACEW, r? Q ra T, E+F o PRTY, SHrG)
0100 IF(CEFq," c.:,0)Rr'T. R?!




0105 IF(F'AMAT,F0,3);;.1	 TA	 6
rFi1RTAAN IV.PLUS V02-04	 14117139	 31•AUG*77	 PAGE 3
_WT4 FT !+ 	 LT-91!'L?CK.S_iw`?
: 0106 LS=LSLOCtFkMAT)
0107 LSsFFU'=C(dt'F(LS +t2))*206•FFIr•'C(BUF(LS•13))	 _....	 __.._.
0108 a CALL N"FY( 4EAOFR,F ,'ARM AT)





~ 0109 iFtC^h^.tiE,O)RET: ► Mr'
0110 FSCA%*LS
. 0111 Akc_-ST sLS
0112 CLrLS.
Oils DSL r At;CL	 • NC*(RS*CALP)
---0115 RE TVRtr_










0122  IF(X1'.LT.X?)	 G2 10 41
0123 XI2TX2
0124 X2 r YXI
0125 41 IF(X1.LT.SS)xisSS
_^-1?6 I 	 2'.GT.,SF^
0127 Yi r X1- SS+1
0128 X2 s	 X2-SS*1
0129
_ _-..	 .	 .
IF(TY.LT-V'!EST)	 TY	 c	 01:EST
0130 FLIN=TY-till ► (TY-?I-f=cT, Nl)sl R1
0131 LSKI^'^IIF'L1^:^FSC.i".^/"JSP^i-1)e^Rf7S








0137 - CL=FL I', -'tUSr' 7
0138 _ 1F( CL^L!.!-, T )Cl. s t^!vFST_	 _	 _	 _—_
M
—^_
0139 TY : CL
'	 0140_	
._ ___ ..CALLR S KIP(LUN,Fti._LSKI P,9UF) 






01 4 2 AN	 s ANC . 2
_0143 I FI FOR"IA?-.Ea.3)	 d o 	 Ta	 11	 —_-
0144 -10 FC a 1
0145 rLC	 yCAN6 1	 r	 -1.
0147 IR	 s	 1
01 A R D?	 12	 CNAN	 s	 1. NC.
0150 1f i	 .cr.i)- nor s T:SVn
0151 IF(CkA'a.GF, .f'c.ANn,r ►+e -v.LF,t.C) 	 14	 T3	 14
0152 15
'	 0153 FC	 •	 LC	 •	 1.







0157 14 IU(I)s(CHAN'	 -FC)*('^S•CAL0)•A%C.1




0159	 16	 I s I	 + 1	 .. .._._	 .-	 _.. _ ..__.	 --	 -. _. .	 - _ ..	 ._	 -
0160	 12	 CONTINOE
0161	 11	 READY a 1	 _. _ - __	 __._ _.
D	 tits'.'RyAT,NE.3)hFITEtLp,^000)tIp(Kl,JRIK),K=1^1)
0162	 RETuq%
0163	 15	 WR W-0 0,10u1)CHAN	 --	 -
0164	 1001	 FOPPiAT(' ILLFG I L CHANNEL REQUEST, It
i 'FF1ND TERMINATES,
	
I ',1g,, ) 
•«0'/..')
0165	 CEgR : 4
Olt?	 ENITRY LALEn(LU'.',RUFF,6UF,B;:FS2,ULIU#FlloPRTY,E^•F#FORMAT#RCHAN)
0168	 IF (C?RR,NE,0)RMJRp 
0169	 CHAN s RCHAN
0170	 _. . IF(RC0t A N.GT, k C1 ,x T a 30.
0171	 IF(RF.ADY.NR ,n) G3 TO 31
_D172 ,_.__ ____._.___._:^iRII^,'.( l.,^a.110? 1.-_._____—__ _ __..-__--_..-.-- 	 --___—	 _..--. -- ---------•-•
0173	 1005	 F;IRMAT0 IMPIOPER CALLIN! SEOij ENCE TO LREED, LREED TERMINATES'///)
0174	 CER aS--..._.._...-
0175	 RETUav
0170	 30	 WRITE(I1#1104) . 	 Rr,NAN4NG
0:77
	
1004 FORMAT t' REO I)ESTF.D CHAN.iFL IS 1 #15/ --




D	 .._	 URITF(LP,1'S00):L,DLIA 
t	 0181	 IF(CL-DLIN)21,17,14
'_01 82 .._ ^@_— k'aI.TF.tI^;t.1^V7_)CL•LL.It'---__. _----------•--
	
—
0193	 1002 FORMATt' CORRr."T LI&F 1S ',15/
.DESIR E D LI N^.I5 1 ,15/	 __-._	 _-._ __	 -•.
2 1 CAW.oT 5ACKUP FILF, L REED 1FWMIN6TES,'///)
018 4 	_._ C E RR27--
0185	 HETua,
_0186— 29---FLIN=I1I L^ . vf;11(.LIN-AMFST,N^Spa) -
0187	 LSK=((FLIA-TY)/w')SPR-1)Q*;R!'OS 	 ---	 ----
D ..	 VRITC(LPj1500)FL1Nsr Sst,TY	 --------------- --	 __._	 -	 - ---
D1500	 FO R M ^T ( ► ',101111)
0188	 IF(LPK,LT,^) G" TO 1 9 ----
0189	 CALL F,SKIP(LUN,F11.LSK,nt1F1
—9190_---__---_	 IFt4_SI7,tLE., VFSK_1 ^ T•:43	 ---
0191	 tE°R c 1?
0192	 ^RITn04 ,1n09)QUF5?,QSIC




0197	 li'(Et-rF. ur;, 0)El klBE0





0201	 TY=FFUNC( ijllF(LS+12))*25o•FFU\C(E(IFtTY +13))
	
-	 _D	 — ..tiR17F( LP., 611)'1)?YI LSL''CtF v+AT .)	 !jU F( .r )_i0=1, 3nb p^	 —^
D6000
	




FORTRAN IV-PLUS VO?.-04	 14117(39	 3l•AUG"77	 PAGE 5
_OSFT.£?-IY._.— _-.._I.Lp1L0'E3.SLW^ __--_	 --	 ----	 _--
0203 21 TY a FLIN
0 gS12	 a	 R SIZ	 +	 12.
D dRITCtLP,6000)TY,gS12r(8'IF(C)#Ga1oRS12)
0204 22 IF(TY.EQ,FLIh')	 G1	 Ti	 19
0205 IF (IA'• r)(FLIK, 255),IJE,IAND ( TY,255) ) G,O	 TO	 83
0206..__-^.__ .T_Y-_? FL__--
0207 rd	 Tn 19
0206 83 CONTINUE 	 _. .
0209 4RI TF (10#11,03)FLI(4, TY
0210 1013 FQRMAT(r	 SCAM	 LI.!F	 `SUM'-'ER	 5Rngnf/r	 DESIRPD	 LINS	 IS _+_1110/__
1	 f	 ACTUAL	 LI N E	 IS	 1 ,IS0, 1 	L f:LEC	 TERMINATLS1///)
0212 PE TUP'v
.0213




CCAN	 a	 i-_ --
0216 17 1FMIRPnS,LE,l)	 v01	 TO 23
C6n01^Fr' R M A T ( I	 H•?W	 D ID	 1	 GFT	 H-=,%71???	 r I5)
0217 I	 =	 JR(C;4A::)-J7(CCAy)
0210 CLAN	 a	 HAS!-- -	 -
0214 IF(I.Er.C)	 GO	 TO	 24
0220 CALL	 RSKIP(L''%,F11,I-S,GuF)
0221 PRTY)
0222 1FtGE?f ."H,D)tfci^Faf OF
0223 . ^F.FO,^)	 RFT!!Rv.-...._..IF(E
0224 24 _-AD^=	 0
0225 23 IF(FCRyAT	 .EQ,3)	 G:	 TD	 25
0226 - 1^	 =	 ADD+IU(CHAN')+	 X1
t	 0227 E	 e	 P+	 x2-	 k:1
- -	 -- D +HITf;(L.P,'a^Gl)QrErtU^^1,X2r5S	
-__._
	 --	 ------
----_ _.____-- -------------_._._—-•	 __—__.-- ------	 -
-0229
K = G
0229 D3	 26	 1 = 	 '4 r F
023C K	 -	
K .+. _3







	 X2 .1)/Z)*fi+rHAt.*2-Mi%)(	 X2, -.---
0235 =	 1+ M ? L) (	 X1.2)
0236
..	 _ K	 * - 0
 - -	 ---	 ------	 ------- _
_0237
-
28 DO 27	 I	 =	 1rJ




0241 27 IF (G.jT'.E)R:TURN
0242 j	 z 2
0243 4	 a q	 +	6 
- 0 2 -4
.,
_




This subroutine validates the existence of the current segment




Argument	 Type	 Dimension In Out Description
SEGNO	 Integer	 1	 In	 Current segment
number
PTR	 Integer	 1	 Out	 If flg=1, disk pack
to be mounted
DSKID	 Integer	 1	 Out	 Available disk pack











0302 IMPLICIT	 I 4•T5 gSR	 (A-Z)
0003 DIME"SIZ4 KPAT(2,20jW1QrFl(2s)
0004 2PE N(VNITs1t''+ Am"	 aln	 rtG3".0o3^J)CSKTBL,DAT}lACCESSa' I)IRECTI,
+► 	 T YP Ee, 2L n !, Mt. X r E!' a 1.1 -CCG"r.sI? 1:a 290)_..__.
0005 __-PPEcv
_ ___










0012 READ	 (1 1 1)	 KPAT
0013 _	 90 2 J = 1, 2nG
0014 IFtSEGN2	 ,EO,	 KPAT(1,J))	 G7 T2 1g
.0015	 _U N T L^v E— ._--_ ---	 _	 —	 ---_-	 ---_— _^ _
0016 FLAG92
0017 g2 To 25
0018 10	 IF(KPAT(R#J)	 ,FO.	 CURDSK)	 GO	 TA 20
0019 FLAG=1
0320 0SKI0aKPAT(2,J)
0021 _._. __G a. T u 15
OC22 20	 PTRmJ








	---	 -_—	 ___^	 -- ------	 ------
7. [300,6] ELAPSE.FTN
7.1 ENTRY POINT - ELAPSE




Argument Type Dimension In/Out Desc:rintion
II	 I	 1	 In	 II=1 Initial call
II=2 Final cai.L
._--
ELAPSE # f TN
	





C	 SUMUIVE T! POINT ELAPSED TIME
C	 rojA:CTIl- NlPRI V T WIT (LAP SI.D TIKE
C	 DATE I A P RIL 6,1t?77
C	 PR 7GRAMMEHIPAUL L1'!
_C.-.. .CALLING SE9UENSEICALL ELAPSE(II)
C	 ,++4ERE 1 1 2 1 INITIAL CALL
C_	
_ 1 I =2—f I." AL..CALL_-__ _.
C	 OUTPUTIT77AL ELAPSED TIME HEIWEEN INITIAL AND FINAL CALLS
C	 EXAMPLEJC
-














0004 ....	 1NTE-ER JSCRm ISEC, IM1'41 1F!R...___- -






_.__0007..- --------- G[<^ i.._ . 9 9- .... _..--------- 	 ----___ _.C
C






0 01 ?. 
	
t f a ^^ ! J. S g / 6 n	




001 4	TYNE i n 0 0 , 2 ►,N i 1Mi",, Icr"•
0015	 1000 FO MAT(+ T,I TAL ELAPSED T1M5 2 1,12,111,12,l i f,12)





See appendix A for a description of the program.
a75
ERRMES •• PRINTS DIRECTIVE •._ 1/0# _A`?Q.:.^S. ^RR^*.Et_.tIF SAGER€.__g1LtLE_..
,SOTTL INTRPDUCTIPN
I THIS PACKAGE OF SURR?UTIVE3 PRINTS MFSSAOES FIR rl*ECTIVFo
1/0e AND FILE PROCESSING (FCS) E AR "RS, THE APPRJPRIATE OESSAGL V­ --
tls2j0I O SY M ,"SG	 IS PRINT O C ALON1	 ;mIT.i TI-E PIR"GRAP	 CZIINYFR
j (PC) AT	 THE P OINT FROM 10 4 1CH T H E S'15Rr UL1 ^E._^.AS. Cf.L1Lll^	 ___
i THE N0 I mESSAGE 3UTPUT) HANDLER 15 LOD FPk ALL
_Mi-- THE FOLLOWING ENTRY POINTS ARE P R 6VIMI .
1
01RERR . _PRINTS THE 04 GS5ACE. . FPR THE EKRi~ft lND . If*,ALE r'	 _r
1 IN THE DIRECTIvG STATUS WIRr 	 (CS W )	 AT VIRTUAL
LFCAT I O`l 0,	 AW14 WI T4 TtF V A LLE ("F THE
I OATAINED Fkl'n l oo STACK',	 "DI ftSkR" MAY bF
USED AS	 14E
	 ERk ? H HANrL I NA Fl . 4NVUT I N E	 AnO V ESS _. -
1 DIRECTIVE CALLS,	 AFTCP THc MESSAGE	 IS PRIuTFD,
T H E T A SK	 IS C:'hTINUEQl.._—
1
PRINTS THE M ESSAGE FkR TMF F R RZR INnICATEr IN
	
_._SEAR _TNE
1 1/Ai STATUS R UCK	 tP P tOW b D AS AN ARC,UMEt+T),
ALONG
	
WITH THE	 PC OPTA I "t5^ F NIP	 TWE STACK A AND THE	 _
! THE	 1 /0 STATUS ALNCK,	 TwE TASK EXECUT10; CONITitiuES^
IN TWE CASE OF A N t: N U• O r •F 1LE.LQT H b WNI5 F 	T.!K
-1 IS CPNTI NULD,
{ FCSERR	 PRINTS THE MESSAGE FOR THE 04RER 1NAICATEn 3Y TtaE^^
_._1.__..._ FILF	 DESCRI P T ? k 	 tILOCK	 trOR)	 N21,,,ITFD	 T!► 	 R Y _RO,..._ ,..__
1 ALONG WITH THE PC 0"TAI , ED rFON	 THE STACK Aml) TwE
_..._^...^_....._ E RROR C"AF#	 FILrkAMFo	 A^; Ll!h l 	I F	 AnOaESS car AN._ _.....a._	 .	 _I W E
1 1/ 0 S TATUS PL ? CK	 1S P 0 tvjlbF_Ih	 THE Fn3,	 IT f°e	 t s
► PRINTED,	 AFTER
	
THE	 MESSAGE	 11 PRIkTFD,	 THE _TASK _LS_
1 CPNTINUED,	 "FCSrkR" MAY BE I-SF.0 AS	 THE ERROR WA .,DLING
_._I	
-
SL2RAUTINF ADDRESS	 IN FCS CALLS'. 
1{ NOTEt	 IF	 THESE	 SUQRN IJTINFS	 A P F	 I kl Ct.U mb D	 IN	 A	 TAS K 	 TH AT
j CONTAII.S 6 1,10
 P ACR ,%v il GENFRATEL C a DE^ 1HE GL+D^+AI
{ SYM9% ",MILUN" MUST dE nErI l4" ELS CWH =RE	 tFfR EXAI'PLE_,_—__.
BY I N CLUDING " M 0tEF,PbJ" AS	 I k PUT T3 THE	 TASK_RUIL'I• ­




--_}- JOHN To DALTON * CODE 933	 _	 29 OCT 1475-.___




"OnFR	 1 WINE r? rLAGS,
FDaFTL	 1 WINE Fne tFFSETS,
__WISE I w T5E ,;	 30,	 1	 DP9 TO :, A1T Fl! Mid HANMR .COMPLE IO	 -
M,IUTI M EUT$	 IEESTR , PARAM , O,G"hToSYLPCoAvF#134„ M IPlST,O
1 FILE NAME	 ST k I NG FOR E RRak MESSAOI-E^S'4PCE,
__ fILEI ,%;7Ar,	 20S . 10 S 	 	 LE N G TH ZF	 TILE	 NAME	 STRINO 's --
,w^+Rn	 104	 1	 WILL NAVE STRING!
_.lOtt ,ASCl2	 i5Y1Ci#270I0STM,w5G/
HSI
{ FORMAT STRI	 G rOl DIRECTIVE FRROQS,
^f	 ^',	 I	 t ' { ;t':',L,l
.EVEN-
—DIRSTRI ,MtIRD
	 20s • los	 1 LENGTH ZF F7.RPAT
ow'.4"	 101	 1 R tFaM MAT STRINt'I




= 19ESTRI $ Wien	 201.10=
, i1 pRn	 105
-- SCSI	 ,ASCII R%VA%INPC
,ASCII / %IP,%1D
1	 FORMAT STRING FOR
EvEill
I/O ERACRS,
1 WORHAT sTRsaci -- -




I	 ^FCSSTRI ,oRn 20S•lOs	 1	 LENGYM 2F clRPAT STRING,S	 _ •w"RD 1011 RIFORMAT WING)
FCSL1^205• iG; 1	 LENGTH ioF	 FHT ST R	:1 /1+	 1/0	 STATUS BLK
—.ECSL2t30S-105	 - 1 LENGTH EF FNT STfLrX/--I/2 SZATus.ALA
!	 10s1 ,ASCII /FCS iRRARI PC a %lP/
g	 _ . ,ASCII /x1N%V AX1N%2P %2A%SDIXIX, W-18%1D/
2051
r ,ASCII /%lN%2p /
3051
'	 PARAMI ,SLKN 20,	 1	 PARA METER	 AREA.
SAVEI .ELKS 2	 1	 TE MP"RtRY	 S T '.'FAGE	 FOR	 PEGS, ._.--
BUFF ,6LKR 13 4 .	 1	 FUFFFRFIR PESSAGE,
—A DIRERR •• PRINTS DIRECTIVE ERROR MESSAGES,
I
I ENTAYI- CALL . DIREPR__ _.
1
_DSRERRII - ^.
MAV PMO,M¢UT•M,PNUM	 I	 Mitvt ERROR CODE To
_ Dpp'.__
SGE 105	 1	 RETURN	 I F	 ' : ;4	 ERAiR.
NEC MBUT +m#INUM	 1CANVERT T: REC¢f,D NUMBER,
ADD..— _ 9128,, M800 ,O"{ uM	 _._.A-DIR=CTIYE. . ERRCAS_ t^FFQEi_ ^Y12^^
MPV XMFILEoM*UT+M,MSTR	 I	 FILL AAME	 STRING APDwESS
^... _. M®V ,MRLUN,MPVT+ "jPLVN 	 i	 Uv-
CLR P O UTOR A O RM	 I NO PARAMETERS
—_.._	 ....
MAVB M8U5FFR, ►'OUT+M,i6'-W	 I	 GEt
	
MESS A GE	IN.. -
MOV x3oF,MplUT+M,:`8UF
Mov M134, , motjT+M, os I ?
Mo ve 4C%0NT,Mi-UT+M,r-'ACY	 I	 CP,ITI% l lE	 AFTER_ OP kRAt I ?N
DIRS MMpUT	 I	 GET ERROR MLSSAGE	 IN BUFFED
DIRS #WTSE	 I	 ANn	 ^,AIT	 FPF	 C'MI'LFTION,
_
MOV ISPI,PARAM	 I	 NAVE PC	 TO NAAAMFTER LIST,
ly MOVE MESSAGE STRING PARA METE R S T^ PAQAMLTER LIST
^IASSUMF A PNE. RECORD MFSSA+E1,
Mov FUF+?,PARAM+Z	 I
	
lo b SSAGF.	 LE-.(; fM	 I N	 8YTE8
MDv MOUF+4,PARAM+4	 1	 a ( vESS+GF	 S!GING1,
CLR MOLT + P,O%:U"	 1	 FO RMAT	 S TR I N G 	 IS	 IN	 CORE'S
MOv #DIRSTR#m2UT+M,DSTR	 I	 FPQ "AT STRING AUORES`
Mov rPARAM,MFUT + ►,,'V,n	 I	 PAOAMLTEQ	 ST R ING	 ADDRESS
MOVfl 4SvSSTPIwE%Ank,n-UT.MlmDs	 I	 PRINT MESS M/ WDR
M@VB tCS@NT,M?.UT+M,7ACT
	 i Ca4T j AUE AFTER 6PERAT'ffN
DIRS SmFUT
DIRS SWTSE
- ,SBTTL IOERR •• PRINTS 1/0 ERROR MESSAGES,	 - ---	 — -- ---- -- —
i ENTRYI - CALL	 IPERR(IOST)
I WHERE	 IOST	 IS THF-	 YWNvWCRD	 I/A STATES BLOCK,
1
-10ERRII
MQV RO,SAVE	 I	 SAVE	 R-OISTERS USED,
t MYV 1110SAVE01
_._	 .. 146V 2(R3),ho	 (	 r(IOST)
Move (40#4 2 *	 1 LET ERROR CZRk
^....__ SSE 20=	 J RETURN IF ,i ERROR,
mid RI	 !	 RtCtiRO 4 F" pi C1ZsrMIMS0
v ._.SET.. UP MR CP O 	 ( "PVT)	 TA GET MESSAGE f R ''F - 0l0SYM. !SS.G..




-CLR -	 --MOUT•MOSPRM	 INS PARA- 46YEDS
_ "IV #mr1LEtM UT •M , 'ASTW	 1	 FIL E NAME STRING ADDRESS
Mave NBUSGFR,m0#JT*Mt0nST 	 i	 GET MESSAGE
	
IN BUFFER
149V.^.... 48UFtM 0UT* M ,OBUF  J!t(r t,FFER)---
H 0V 2134„ MOUT•M,OSIZ
	 1	 Sl ?E YF BUFFER
Nove #CSINTtMMUT • M,'ACT	 ICATINUE
.-_--
DIRE SmOUT
DINS OWTSE	 t	 WAIT FoR reSSAGE CAMPLETION
i May OUF.2,PARAM	 t W I GTN at' s LSSAGE	 (BYTES)
.._!t/V._.._..._RBUF • 4tPANAM . 2 J	 *( HES$^GE TEXT)_
I may (SP),PARAM.4	 I	 PC FR0 •-	 S1ACK
CLR PARAM • t3,	 J_ -CRRZR CODE TO_P.ARAMETUL U ST.—
r "Ova (RP)#Al
ma y R1tPARAM•8.
CLR PARAM . b	 1	 NOvk SYTF ! IF	 WARD 1 f ®
_ MOVB _ 100), P A R A M• 6	 J	 PA R R"ElE R LIST.
t
N
ov 200, PAIA14 +10.	 tt'(" V E	 W921) 2 9V	 lOsT FRR PRINTING
_..._
r.dv 2 00),PARAM012.
	 t	 1 1!	 nECI f ' A L	 AND	 ICTAL,
CLR MZUT*M , C`tUM
	 t	 I'MICATE	 F?kMAT STRING	 IN CORE,
SET UP fi g 	rPR	 FOR	 MESSAGE	 PR1NT1'•' G,
Nov #I9lESTR,flPUT*M,0STP	 1	 FP.R « AT	 STRING
	
ADDRESS
_.a .._._ NOV 	 . _ #PARAMtMAUT. w ,'% PRr t
	PAa -ME-TER .ST R ING -ADARESSa._
MduB NSYSSTMIWE ; ADR,"c4UT•M , aDSi	 i	 PRT PN SYLPG W/ NOR
—1---- IF	 FZFt CZNTINVE	 AFTER PRI ► TING,	 OTHF.R 'W ISE CON T I NUE t. -------
	 ---CMpB 0-10„ (RO)	 t	 Ei;FT
BED %Os
-
M at% 8 9C$0NTtM2UT•M,AACT 	 t	 N9.
	CONTINUE,
T IRs	 .	 -, NMPUT
DINS #wTSE
	 iWAIT FN S MESSAGE COMPLETIFN
M®'1 SAVE,RO










J THE ADDRESS ?.F `fWE FILE nESCRIPT"R BL¢CK
	 0 D8)
	 I N USEIS
ABTAINED F R OM R0,	
- - -----
-J
.L._-___- _T HE.-FOLL NWING MESSAGE	 IS PRINTFD
t). FCS ER R OR t	 P C s <Af cRESS>
J (ERROR mr$SAGE TEXT)
-1---- <F,ERR > 	 LF,L F R•1>	 <FM	 '• I A NE>,	 LL'N5<L;Jv>1 t2-W^RO	 11r	 STATUS iLw'CK	 (Zt, L T	 IF	 ADDRESS	 IN fDB)>	 --
J THE TASK IS	 THEN CTNTINUFD'. 








tGET	 t R K`R	 C"UE
-BGE- 20$ _ 	
_	 _-)	 PETU O N	 IF	 c-ERROR.-__---
N LG R1	 i W 4ECM kU-QEQ -IF MESSAGE	 --
- TSTN F,ERR.1(R0)
	 1C ►'ECK	 F 'R	 CIMECTIVE	 ERROR
RGF Jos
-
ADD #12818 P 1	 IDIRECTIvE	 ER m rR	 "	 ADD 128	 To REC	 r
10SI mov kl ,MOUT*rt,!"NJM
MaV &MFILEeM"UT04 0STR 	 tFILFNAYE
'dV ,MOLUNtM'10*4,PLIIN	 WIN
_-----.._.... CLR MOUT+M,OPRM	 {N? PARAMETERS--___--
_ MOV8 96USFFR,M9UT+M;dnST	 t	 GkT MESSAGE IN BUFFER
 MOVE XC%lNT,MTUT+N,PACT	 J	 AND CONTINUE
r] MOV aFIUF,M®UT*M,(^dUf	 {	 f(PUFFER)
_M0V_.---- { SI2 b _jT_DUEFF R	-_ 9 i34 „ M OUT •M&0SIZ _.
' DIRS MMOUT	 I GET^NESSAGr
DIRS XWTSE	 1	 WAIT F IR COMPLETION
Ma y (SP)# °ARAM	 {	 MOVE PC Te PARAMETER LIST
CLR PARAM+6	 MOVE	 F:ERR	 _- ._-- •- _ -- -	 _____------_----.-_	 _
MBVB F,ERR(R0),PARAM+6




	 I	 COMPUTE #(DEVICE. NAME)
ADD #F,FNB,PARAM+in,
A DD WN. D V N M , PARAPI+10.	
-	 -	 -- - — -- ----	 - -
_ mov F,FNP+N,tINIT(R0)•PARAM+I71	 I	 UNIT	 N





mov F,FN'I+N,FTYP(Rn).PAWAM+2r,, 	 -_	 1	 FILE	 TYPE._.__.
f MOV F,FNP+N,FVER(RQ),PARAM+2?,
	 I	 VERSION NUMBER
PARAM+24,
' MOVB F,LUN(R0),PARA4+?4,	 I	 LUN
MOV #rCSL1,FCSSTR	 t SET LE N GTH OF SHORT FMT _STR 	
_ --- IFI	 1/0 STATUS PUCK ADDRESS IS PROVInkn IN Fn8, 	 PRINT	 IT TOO,
TST F4PY.ST(RO)	 I	 1/ 1 	 STATUS' bLK .PROVIDED?..
8Ep iss
*FCSL2sFCSSTR,	 t LENGTH OF. LONG__FAT_SJ R
MOV F,8KST(R0)4R1
	 )	 E(I/0	 STAT	 bLK)
MOV (RI)+•PARAM+26.
M(dv (R1),PARAM+28,.
—_1_ _	 SET UP MO DP8	 (MFUT)	 F!!R MESSAGE PPI^,TING,
1511	 CLR MOUT+ ►+. ODIUM	 IFORVAT	 g T 4 l kl (i 	 Iv	 CORE
_._-_MNV-___ BUF+2, t'AaAM+2	 l	 LE! ,GTN 2F !*F—
M (oV 08UF+4,PARAM+4	 I	 P(NESSPGF TeXT)





p IWS_.._.. O M T U T 1	 PRINT	 •1ESSAGE_________	
-
. nip s OwTsE	 IWAIT Fo p 	COMPLETION
—	 -	 -	
M d':•` SAVE, R1	 I	 RESTORE	 a0
	 -------
	 —	 -	 ------ -





The subroutine FFFPI converts and returns in real format the





Argument Type Dimension In Out Description
I I 1 In/Out Pointer, zero before
usage first time
A B N In Input array to convert
N I 1 In Size of A
V R 1 Out Returned data
I)iFPRTRA N - IY-1 LYS-_x02-04 .. PgGE_i----
FFFPIsFTh /TRtRL?CKS/Wq
0001 3UrZPtrVTIkE FFFPI ( P*A#NiFPN)
0002 INTE^,Ek FA,r
0003 INTEGER ` 04FORM(7),SKIP.FX#PPI#IP1
0004 BYTE	 A(74;
0006 DATA	 t 2 R 4/ , (	l o t t o o	 ##I	 F,ot
0007 IDP	 e	 0	 ...	 .._...
0008 PPI	 2 P+ 1





0012 IF(A(1 ).F-Q,"53) ;	 T"	 2
0053 IFWQ#SQ,"55) q 0 	 TV	 2.
C IF(A{1).FO."54) 10 T? 77
0014 IF(A(I).LT,"'%0) ^ 0	 T^	
-----
0015 IF(A(1),LEo'71) 14	 T2	 2
—.- -
0917 77 P	 a	 I




0320 22	 .. _ ID P 	=	 1 .	 -
0021 2 SKIP	 a	 1-1
W
----
0023 lie	 -	 0
- 
---------__-_-----.---------- -_.___ __.----___--
0025 J	 2	 ]PI
0026 --C3	 T1_.4_..
1	 0027 A D3 3 J a	 IPl,y
C IF(A(J),EO.1'40) r.T	 TO	 44
C IF(A(J). FO, "54) rO	 T1	 44
..	 0029
._.
IF(A(J),^p,'	 1) 1,3	 T3	 4
0030 _-IF(A(J),"-011#1) :Z	 Tfj_4
0031 IF(A(J),r-Q."53) TO	 4
^0033 1F(A(J),"E."56) ^r.' T4 3^
0034	
_.




_ ._ _---.....------------------ --	 - ---	 ------0035 1DP	 r	 1
0036 3 COOT I %L'E
0037 4 P s JJ - 1
-=0038	
-- — -
Fx	 a	 P -- S X 1?-11 3 -- ..^—.— -
	 -	 —0039 IF($-(1P#LE,0)	 So TO 5
U401 FQ,RM(3)=^X,^




0043 F^1gm (P) a l?P((F P + "60) • 256,FA+"OO)




OC45. 5 F2^'u(2)	 =
---_--------------
09 4 6 F ?Pk(3)s
_ .00 4 7. _ _-6
---
F .A_ = FX/ 1 L.	 — -	 -	 --
0048 Fs	 FX-FA•10
0049 F$ai'( 5)aIOR((FP#"6C)4256,FA +"60)
_
0050 DEC11i(P,F ^Rr:,A# ;kk:9)FP
i	 s
rfQTRkN IV-PLUS VO' • "4 	14121155	 31PAUG•77	 PAGE 2
.FFFOI jF .TL— —._-._!T;?.V;i?SKs/ w R
0051	 R^7tiat^




10.1 ENTRY PERIOD - FFUNC
Given a byte it converts to integer, masks off any sign extension
and returns it to caller as function.
• Calling sequence
I a FFUNC(B)
Argument Type Dimension In Out Description
B	 B	 1	 In	 Byte to be converted
10-
^4f^'3
IFARTN^^_, •a^,t!5_Y^2 '44- __1.4.!?Z147...__3^,•AUG•77-_. 	 PAG^_1_......_.w..__ _..-
0tiNC -v	 N /T41PL^t45/MQ
0001
	 _












-^^C- '	 ---------	 - --	 - -
♦ C C
• C









OOnG I =I	 .
0007 I=1A14D(I,"377)










11.1	 ENTRY POINT - FLGDOT
The subroutine FLGDOT uses the subroutine FDLINT to determine and




Argument	 T	 e Dimension In Out Description
NOFLD	 I IN Number of fields.
NV	 I MAXFLD IN Number of vertices in
each field.
VERTEX	 I (2,MAXV, IN Spatial (pixel, line)
MAXFLD) coordinate of each vertex.








N PR T R AN
.1.1LiOI U.S K.Q2`Q4
	
141 Z2 U-L_.__. 31`A0O •ZL_..._.._..._	 !'AGE.- .1__. ^..
.c FLGt) . T •FTN	 ITC ) gl.'MCvS/wR
	
OOOI	 SUnR^UTINE FLOUT t3J NFLa,N%I#VERTEX#FLDLAn,^LABEL)
C	 FLAG3 WI TS WH1C 0 LIF: W ITHIN DP/DU FIELDS
C	 4PITTEN 6 y RUTH PI NT "')
C	 NrFLD	 MOs 'I F F'IELi.
^_...	 NV _	 ^!p^.	 1r'^"nTICES. 1^	 kA^N !•IELO 
C	 '^ VF-j TFii - . - SPATIAL INIX LrLI :,%) 	 02RDINATE ?F EACi ' VE^aTEX
C	 FM AR • TW-1 CHA I'ACTEP 1.0EL W PR DO) FC'R EACH FIELD
C	 ULA' ? F-L •	 INUIC A T:'H F "R EACH DOT
	
W2	 IMPLICIT I IITFG^A 0,«7)
	000:t 	INCO-OF 'S^(C31tJ,3^CJa "P+srA^'.1+JC'





OCO y 	hJ"(:' SI?'^ nv(r'AXFL, ), VE0TcY(2,r'AXViMAXFLD),





C 	 R=SFT ALL DFTS-_w I TM V` R Dl!..-^•^^`-c3^----	 _ --
	
.0008
	 _ . _	 1F (t?(. a PFL(1) ,E0,	 1) DLA lEL (I )80
	
0009	 IF (% Vi EL(I) .F7. • 2) DLArFi.(1)80






DO 15 I sl , , raAXFLL
	
0013	 LE(I)80




0016 .	 15 CONT!Nuq
	0017	 D2 20 J81,':0FL1	 -	 -^	 001.0	 ^!yTs v^ tJ)	 r:	 ^_	 _._.^__	 _^	 —^._
	







0023	 SEtJ):''A y t5 	 J	 V	 T	 f X(1,K,J)I
	








0028	 00 4n LINEW#'JLIN.[LSKIP
	
0029	 DO 30 1S=1 0, NPIX, i! "SKI.n	 -	 -- _-- -__- -- ----- ----	 --- --
	








0012	 1F cLVJE ,GT, 0. J)) G l TO 41
	0033	 IF (IS '.LT. Si, (JI) G'' TO 3^
	
0034	 IF (IS . r T. SE(J))	 T4 3:)
	
0035	 CALL r rL NT (v=KTEX(1.,i,J),nv J ,FL,
LI`e,'^A"P#JJ)
	
-0030	 6-0-3n_S731,JJ,2---^!	 --- --	 -^	 --
	
0037	 IF (IS .L T , FL(I)) t,' l TO 3^
	
0030	 IF (IS .(',T, F L(1 . 1)) G`	 33
	
0039	 DLAO('L(0"T) aFLPLA b(J)
	0040	 3C CPvTI..11!f	 - -	 - ----
	
00 4 1	 414 r,0r.TI ,!^E
	00 4 2	 9r' r N':T I ^:JF
	
00 4 3	 PETUf)t:
	0044	 END
i 2
11.2 ENTRY POINT - FDLINT
This subroutine returns the pixel intercepts on a given scan line
for an irregular field with a maximum of 10 vertices.
The pixel intercept, X, with the scan line L and the side defined
by vertices (Xl ,Yl) and (X 2"Y2) is calculated by the equation:
(L-Y1) (X2-X1)
X -	 ♦ Xl
(Y2-Yl)
The value of X is computed as a floating point number. However,
the actual pixel intercept must be an integer number. Therefore,
if the fractional part of X is greater than one half, then the
pixel intercpet is the next higher integer number. If the fraction-
al part of X is less than one half, then the pixel intercept is
the next lower integer number. When the fractional part of X is
exactly one half, the integer pixel intercept depends on the
direction of movement from the point (Xl ,Yl ) to (X2 ,Y2 ). If Yl is
less than Y2 , the pixel intercept is the next higher integer. If
Y1 is greater than Y 2 , the pixel intercept is the next lower
integer number.
After all intercepts for a given scan line have been determined,
the intercepts are taken in pairs and all pixels betw.•­r and













For scan line L, all pixels between, and including P1 , and P2




Argument Type	 Dimension In Out Description
FIELD I	 (21NPTS) IN The vertices defining the
field.	 Pixel number
followed by Lace number.
The first vertex must
equal the last vertex for
field closure.
	 Vertices
must be defined in a
clockwise order.
NPTS I IN Number of vertices (in-
cluding closure).
YLINE I IN Scan line number.
FL I	 8 OUT Array containing the
ordered pixel intercepts.
NSAMP I OUT Total number of pixels in
the field on scan line.
JJ I OUT The length of the array FL.
FFlRTRAN IV.PLUS ' V72-04	 l41,T3W	 31000"77	 PAGE 4
0001 Sti; + NauTiNk FDLINYtrIELA , r,PTS , FL+YLINF# VSAMP#JJ)
.C!
C1 THIS SUB RJEUTIh* W ILL RrTUR f, TMF PIXEL +JUMBFRS pF TNASE
C1. P IXELS ON A A 1140: LVE TWAT ARE coNTAI mED WITMIN THE
C1 POWAPIES tF A	 N^N.RFCTA •.GuLA R FIELD
CI
CI FIELD •	 "0R-pECT,iS0UL AR FIEL D TARLF.INPUT_	 _
cl ALL THe
- V51TICFS vUST BE	 IN CLOCKWISE
CI 4rACER AND	 THE	 LAST VERTFX	 HAS TO 9E	 EGUAI.
	
_..__...
CI T:A THE r I •., sT VERTFX FPR FIELD CLSSURE
Til-F RST Y_RiElt-^tlSl. _NAVE^l y 1MU M	 ____	 __^
CI PIXEL VAL,:E
C1 - NPTS	 NC	 OF	 P41'1S	 PF	 THE	 N-R	 Fa :.6.0	 .-._--...- .
C1 YLIRE	 -	 SC.AP	 L1'`: E	 NUMPEtt
CI 3UTPVT	 FL	 - ARRAY C I NTAINI N G THE MERED PIXEL INTERCEPTS
_ —..S.l trSA7P ^.^t^'. E'F.$J!MFL: $..U^?t►.TAIl^ED _.1^-1HC_ EIEL.^E _. 	 __	 ___.
CI A ctVFN SCAN LICE




0004 -^__.__._.__l^!TI:•ctk x^ ,X2, Y1,Y2,^x ,FL, ^'1^Lue_YLLKE	 _.^.	 --	 —e._
0005 INTErE'	 Xa •• i,Y?, rf sr.r.p2,Y'yN7
0006 IF(NPTSJO,?.)0 Te 35
Co ONE VEWTEX FIELD
0007 Ls	 YLI''E
0008 aid	 7	 s	 1, MAX I
0009




Doll 1	 s 
0 012 J J s	 C
0013 100 Xi s FIrLE, {1,1). .	
--	 -	 - -- — --
001.4 Ylsi t	 L02, 1)
0 015 _	 ^ J s	 1 • i	 .^.	 ._	 _
-_ '_OC16 X2silflD{1,J)
0017 Y2sF!FL ^(2,J) 	 _.	 __...______.._____.__..______-._^—.......--.•---._
001+! •	 • -1F	 t	 i	 '. E O,	 1	 i	 .GP	 TA	 200	 ,.-.,.
OOi y 1Mf	 n 	 I-1




rN ^• l sr tE Lpt 2i_l "1).._	 _	 _.^._	 _---._	 ._^
0022 Con	 T'•	 300




0025 300 tPl	 1	 I.1
0026 XNP1si'1EL0(1,Ip1)
0027 vApl'^ 1'LC(2• I°1)	
___..^	 _.___	 —._____	 _-
0027
_..__
I'	 {	 I	 .f-u,	 %PTSC-)	 GP	 TO	 400
0029 IP2	 c	 1.2
0030 XNP2=FIEL0(i,I'2)
0031 YNP2sF17-LDt2#1P0
0032 GO	 T A	 550




OC35 gOC__IF ( . Y1	 Y?.	 )	 0	 10	 0_,EG,	 - TP
{
i
F9RTAA 4 I V•PLUS v02.04	 s 4 t 23113	 3i•AV0077	 PACE I<
_FL40^TrETl_._....,..._9038
/-T?i"i.^ClSlYcl 	 .._	 .^._.IFtt1..fA.r^i^A•.p.tra.Et!,y^a21^^ ur 	 TO	 2030
0037 Gn TO 2000
9036 RL,	 L
0039 RXl s X1




0043 RX%	 s(t(wL.RYl ?•tt^Y2•+(YS) )/tRY?•RY1))^RX>....	
-_
0044 XX a RSX..S
0045 IF(Y1,LT,Y?)	 .O	 T l 510	 -.
00 46 ^env^
_9047-^_...__- -- - . 1F.t.t^^;tx,•!^XI..^.I..^.?_X^.s^ X•i
0048 5 10 Cot "1TI` A:
0049 IF	 ((Xx;GE;	 %i);A"G;	 tXX	 ^Le^	 AP)	 I	 GM	 TO 400
0057 IF	 t(xX.LE,	 X1)	 .A , ,U,	 (XX	 ,G,.	 A2)	 )	 G7	 TO	 400
0051 2000 t	 a	 1,61
0052 IF	 t	 I	 .6%	 NPTSE	 ) G? TA g
0054 400 iF tL.LF. Y l,A"'D,L.GF4 Y 2)	 y :^	 TO	 700
0055 IF(L•Lr,Y2,0G,LtGFsY1)	 GY	 TO	 700.
0066 GO Yk 200C
0057 70G JJ s
0058 ('L(JJ)	 s	 XX0059 ^ _.	 _.!E^ L 1_)._G" T_?t`o' r 	^.^--r._0060 IF	 t	 I	 .NJ:.	 kP T $F 	)	 r.0	 T^	 3000
0061 IF(L-N	 '. YX)	 GO	 T7	 ;000
0062 xvMjvXl
0063 Y1,4111YZ





0066 GO 70 3001
•	 0069 3000 IF	 (	 L	 . NE,	 Y1	 )	 G:	 TO	 210^
0076, 30% IF	 ((Yi.LT,	 Y;„A i)	 .A':0,	 (Y1	 .Gt.	 Y2	 ))	 G-1	 TO	 4000
0071 I F	 ((Yi	 ,Gtr	 Y^.r^i>~,na0^(r1_.tlT',,	 Y2))	 GM	 TO	 4000.
0072-	
._ _ _.-n_- Tc-2600
0073 4000 FL(JJ)	 •	 0
007 4 JJ • JJ-1





IF (4.P.F. Y l)	 GPI	 T”	 POOt1 '
0077 IT -X2)	 G%	 Tk
OO 'iB -- -6907—IF-(Y*..,..:1.Y1)	 G°	 T1
0079 IF	 (	 Y l , r 2	 ,GT E 	Y?_)	 G4 - T°	 7000_	 ^_	 ____ -.__--	 -•_._. —__^.___._	 _
OOAO
.	 ..._ - . J J	 J,141
OCa1 FL(JJ)	 z	 X1,
OOA2 GiG	 T7	 2000




0063 M M z Jd.i
0086
-.
FL(14 ,)	 s	 X2
0087 .1.)	 •	 m^	 _.
0008 r;2	 Tv	 2000
0049 6^OC IF . (_T`;j2.,LYA._l'?	 .) .^,	 T7	 10	 0
0090 J.J	 a	 ,1J•1
0091 FL(JJ)	 s x?
11
¢©	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
1)I;' Po ()R QUALITY
FtRTRAM 1V-PLUS VO' n 4	 14128113	 31wAVGw77	 PAGE 6
^LGDr.t*U t_._.__.1.I!l!'WPCKSLh _ .-_0092 rc T" 2000
0093. X000	 If	 t	 y k w l 	 .LTs	 Y1	 )	 0?'	 TO	 1000
0094 IF	 t	 V f .o?	 ,4To	 Y9.	 1	 G6	 T IC`	 2000
OC95 JJ a Jr *1 -
0096 FL(JJ)	 • x7
._0097 __.___.___ I) (.%PTgL&2 . 2)F_LLJ11!X1,._
0048 09 T•' 2000
00 4 9 9000	 IF	 t	 Y , P i	 .GT.	 Y2	 )	 0	 1 ,	 0000	 _..
0100 JJ • JJ•1
0101 FL(JJ)	 • X1.
0102 nM •	 J.1.1
_0103._.__ df.Ltjit11_a.A2_.
0104 JJ • 04
0105 GO T" 2200
0106 8^00 JJ a JJ.10107 FL(JJ)	 s xi
olorl
0109_ .:._^;Ytsi_.• _ Jr -1	 _..	 __ _	 —	 - ---------..
0110 t2 29 % 1 • 1#NpTS1
0111 *'F1	 •	 \1 . -
0112 DL 29 N J • Np1.JJ
0113 IF	 t	 FLOl) •	 FL(NA	 )	 20,29&29..
0115 24 NTEMP • r L(N l)
9115._ F L.t?,11_; fL1 "1J)._	 _..___	 r	 --	 —	 --
0115 ^ FL(NJ) • NTtPP
0117 _ .29	 CE'lT 1;:'JE6116 gsAotp	 •	 0
0119 Dfo	 3n	 ^+	 •	 1.JJ.2-.	 ._	 _	 ____	 e__-_-
0120 1
...51121	 s	 ^'§^f"•.tFLL`:^:) _^fLI':)!1L__..__ ._.__	 ...._	 _.w._._^. _.___._.___ySnM°
0122 R C00"1 1 %'JE
0123
0124 35	 li tvl i' E•N^,F1FLrt2^l))h^T^JR^a
0123





This program is documented in reference 1 and in appendix A.
it has the following entry points FVOPEN, FVDSET, FVREAD,
FVWRIT, FVCLOS, FVDLTE, FVWAIT, FVRWND.
HFSTVID --	 c #,ST , V!t[i i . 5UPP?RT	 SU	 vArRV. DIQ-..	31-A.VC.-77
TABLE 2F i;,- r% TENTS
2 INIhi'llUCTIPh1. 44 DATA A4A
1-169 FV-P;",, ASSIG-k:!)	 LUN	 A*•rj	 ZPE^'S FILE,
`V	 T St: TS -_p -j.1j_FP
-CjqRv5-----
1-367 FvrLST GPT	 V.;J :v	 'I F 	 LA^t	 k!:C?Rr,)
1-363 FVDGrT RgTUkl$	 P.'l I%Tl:r(	 T m NEXT Rnw
1-02 FVI'X«r CtLCU1, ATE	 :e-,q 	V.% L;!E CF VhN
1-429 FVl;Et7, /VVWPIT 0L?CwS FRO v /TZ DISK OR	 TAPE,
1-675 F V C j..-I S eL .' S r S	 FI Lc	;'N	 C IS K P R 	 T A PE,
 3_..._._ 1^79 F y ^_.L 7 7-. I'E L E T L S	 Al 	 '1 19 r '	 " I F K . F I L 5
1- 841I F v ^, A I T t	 :?	 C	 :414A I TQ	 PLETI'l\ 2r	 I/P,
8 Is a F V R tj%o RE41MUS	 TAPE	 ok	 PvI-NTS T m START	 mF DISK FILE,
1-905 O R S F PAPSES FILE	 ', A-E	 V'L STV q ES	 i-	 IN DATASET	 UESCRIPTIRS
,TITLE FSTVID •• FAST VIDEO SUPPORT SUOROUTINES*.
---.,yBTTL... . INTRF3DUCTIC.y
IITHI S P AL'KAGEr2E_SU9R2U-LI".IES_PR.1!I.DES–F-AST-.-VIZE!--1/2ItJ?:C_LL^`:S.____ _ 	 -----
1	 USING MAG TAPE a4 VISK STJRAC•E mED IUti,
1	 THE FOLL?',(ING ENTRY P OINTS A^E PROV1nEni
1	 FVTPEN	 ASSIG N S A LUN T" Tkr- lE;ISNATFD DFVICF AA;^,
---1----	 --__._-_-IF_-&3T-4AG--- TAPe .-ItPZNS_T.h-i ".ZSIGNATED. FILF ^N-----..___..------------
i	 IT, T H E NUt: iER I F TEIF NE X T nL ,)CK TE BE !4RITTEM
1	 IS SET Td 1,
i	 FVDSFFT r SETS THE NUM3ER OF TH_ %E x T VIRTUAL 6L,,,CK	 --
(DISK 0":LY) T P 'LAD/nFITTF%. (ALL°WS AN OFFSET
---^•--	 -----J`•^.k--USE.;t::iFi_I.i.Tab__4AH^,---R(,^CKS.a.__------_-_	 ._—_._._^ . . _.
i
I._ _.__ FVREAD
	 READS THE LESIGt.ATEL `:J>.6ER ZF BYTES BcGI1,%ING
1	 WIT ►+ T HE NEXT VIRTUAL ELwCK.
I	 FVWRIT	 W P I T E S THE DESIGr4ATED N;'N I E^ TF B Y TES BEGINNING
---
1
(FvRFAC AND FVwRIT 30TH	 THE , !., EYT VIRTUAL	
-
I	 BLOCK NommER AY THE AFP7^ZPR!ATE AM3i1NT, DEPENDING ON
1 -- ------- ----- THE NI:H:IER OF BYTES TRA`:SFER-iCC.)
1
1	 END OF FILE IS 4RITTL" . (IF
'
" IFNED FIRrUTPUT),




IF THE DES1G y .ATFL LUN 1 , -DIC 0 ES AN 7PEN DISK FILE,
t	 THE FILFF IS DELETED, JT li E Rh I S F, N1 ACTI^,x OCCURS,
1	 FVMAIT	 WAITS F^R C"HPLET10 %, f'F THE LASTI/O IPFRAll ph! tN 1^'E
SPECI E I'.=D LUG;
1
l-	 FVRNr.D •- IF THE SPECIFIE7 LJ'! LI E -^-10WES MAG TAPE, THE TAPE
I	 IS ^+Fw J ! jN n , IF THE LU-,: "ES13 % ATES DISK, THE VIRTUAL
—1_
i





,ICE v T	 1X011
QIVSY$	 t DEFI':E CIO SYNIDLS
FD?F%	 t CEFINE FD5 .'FFS6TS LvCALLY
NLUNSCI , gl Hn	 NLUNS
NFOHSs10,
i
DSDESCI	 , A ^Rl 0,0,m,0,^,0	 I	 DATA	 SrT	 DESCRIPTOR,
DFNA M I	 NW I LKS GV0iTUFF ► LEC	 t DtFAULT FILE	 NAME ?LOCK
AROW I E"I_LISI_ F.D ? . PSSF"M_SLl b g!iT11r, ---..----
PRSFNA t 	,V`A' 5,r,',0SnEgC,I"STAT,0
1	 THE	 F JLL 1 41NO TA'LI:	 CO`^SISTS	 cF	 F L A G 	 BYT E S (?NE BYTE PFA LUN)
I	 AND	 Tii[Ia BIT	 ASSIGN % !.	 NTS,
ORIGIN !
FVPT,E = 200 t	 AIT	 7	 e	 i	 IF	 FIL"	 IS "PEN,
p
OT'	 -(.4',PUQnFVAT,ANOG1 ''RiT^-,1	 R IT	 n	 :	 1	 FhR o	 FOR	 RF.An, Q' hlJi l.
1_DE Fit' E-NU"';:E3_".F._Lj'%S
I PEFIKE ^Un;EN 7F F^ 61 5 ALLOCAT E D (= MAXIMUM
I NW 14PE( l"F FILE'i 'MFC \ A T MF T I"E)
s
OF ^, ^ { ,
AyREC?  D--1/7. ^PE RATL41_
".5A	 —_	 -----1
1 FOI	 AL40CA T I "%	 T A BLES,
1
1 LUNFnH	 IS	 AN	 INDaX	 TABLE (INE ry -E 	 Pr_R	 LtiN),	 THE	 LON	 IS	 ',ISFD
i THE	 TAaLF,	 T^ I c	 C'RRESP:' , S ING F ,;T • Y	 C 7% TAINS	 THE	 INDE X 	 In	 THE
—1 -- -- FDPFLG A N D_F"a4ST	 TA'VS 'F	 TH ;'	 ; ^ : z	 I.\	 LFE	 F'R	 T.aA. T	 LU % ,	 (Tw:
1 CONTAINS	 -1	 IF	 A	 FILE	 IS NOT CUR'7 E'••TI_ v 	CPENEO	 FOP	 THAT
	 LI•!N,)
_	 1
1 FOPFLG	 IS	 A	 T A FLE	 rO.vTAI -P:G Z%E	 aYT r. 	F,^.tt	 EAC H 	Fn'3	 F'R	 wuICN
HAS
	 rEFN	 RF S FSVFn ,	 EAC y	 ; YTE C' R "EQP ,^',DS	 T 1	 AN	 Fn;J	 ADD R ESS	 I,'
1 FDALST,	 EACH	 BYTE	 ^O%JTAI„S i IF	 THr	 C^ P FFS N aNGjNr,	 FOR	 IS	 IN








1 PIT 1 > 1 F R AAu TAPE, .1 FOP DjcK,
_ ..FVBT,9 • Q04 . -. _._ __ _ ._.... 1 91T 2 . s i IF FILE H A S BEEN ACCESSED,
1




ALUM	 AL9N$	 1, SY, 0	 i DPP TO ASS j uN LUN
ERRAR31 ,ri_±Rn _ 1,0
	 t ARG01%T LI S T FOP ERR,P SV9RIUTINE
WAITAki ooR'1	 O,n	 ► ARGU Y E"T LI S T FOR FV'4AIT
_Q1^5____Oa.O,Qa0,12'SI9T"Iv AST ,<0&Ja0,'.,C,O?.
	 . 1 VP? Fi)R Oj:'-.-----.------.-
FU N C ► 	 ,s;?Rn	 0	 ► Tt` I P ST2 g A ,^L F!R 1/0 r; l .Nr.TI ^° r.;DE
NSYTESI , 4 - l kr	 0	 t TE- "P STZRA% F *R T;AVS r r ;Z LENG'rr+
WTSE ► 	 ^+TSER	 n	 , nPP T	 'AAI* FOR FV-NT FLAG
WTSE301 N TSE=	 30.	 1 rPH T? nAIT F E M2 V11"LETION'
MOUTI	 M dUT ► 	 STril, PARAM ,Q,CINT,SYL-9; C,'l,^,j.^STAT,^O
PARA:ii___a ti3i _,D_, 0.	 7__PAFA't G.I^3,_ LIST _F 4^11..IML JV^.a]S :_11L7.-._--	 —.-
1	 MESSAGE PUPUT FoRmAT STRING ,,LSCRI P Tk'R P INTERS,
-- STR11	 aW!Rn	 STR52-5TPS1
,n3kn
	 ST17S1
STR2i _ 	 ,naRn	 STP53-ST3S2-
lW l Rh	 STRS2
—STR31-4tiCRu—S.T?S4- S'.TRS_x 	----	 --__
,w7Rn	 STPS3
STP41
	 a-080	 ST Q SE - STRSa._	 -
,kaRr	 : JDS4
STRSll	 ,ASCII /F V 3 o E N -- FILE"! A 4E SYNTAX FRr"R1 %VA/
STRS21	 ,ASCII /FV;aot"i	 F ILE ALREADY O PEN FZR LU N X10/
ST^S_3.l^I^SCIlE^_? a.E" - ALt^%, ^_ Fy il .!	
=''•1^/ - — -- --
	
-- -STRS41
	 , ASCII /FVO o EN	 LUN %ln IS T.,O LA k r L', W SUFPnRTED,/
STRSEI
1	 .
i	 GENE R ATE I/ O STA T U S 'LICK FOR EACH L!JN + GNE EXTRA (FI^ST	 FIR
1	 GENERAL t)SE,
^I0LA_T1_.,3.EP.I- LUlhStI -
	 ^-	 ----- -- -- -- ---W."RI?	 0,o
,ENDM
1







1	 GENERATE TABLE C?NTAININ^ VIRTUAL
1	 ACCESS FIR E A C H LUN,__.
1
,wnitn	 0,0
CLmCK NU M BER (VON) OF ',EXT
E.
8	 FDnLlqT IS A TABLE 9 F ONCew o mo FDA AODnESSES COIRES O ONDINa TO THE
I	 F08 FL A G E N T R IES IN FDqFLG,




FDPFLGI G REPT	 %FOOS
,BYTE	 0
E t4 D m
I	 DEFINE FULST ENTRY
M A C f? 0 F-D 8 L F. A






o E lq D r.
I	 MACK ',' TO RESERVE AN FV%!,
' 
MACIO FO R DEF A
FDO I AI F !)rjDFI	 i ALLOCATE SPACE F7R FD8
FUATTA R j F I X , F D,6LKt512 '. * 0,12t	 I F ILE ATT P IPUTE SECT,
-----T.0RC4A F0.R4Mj0s0 - - - sRECJRD &CCES5 SECTl:!.N
F U4K'-. A	 0s512.o0,s,l l STAT	 ;BLE7, ACCESS SECTIZN









DEFI.',,E TABLE OF EVENT FLAGS FOR LUNS,
I	 EFNTAbl #RFPT	 NLUNS
fEND'o
* SPTTL FVOPEN	 ASSIG N S LUN AND (PE NS FILE,
i	 ENTRYI	 CALL F V OPEN(ITYPEoLUN#F!Lkt C # STAT#EF C.NnLKS)
I	 WHERF ITYPE n TY P E OF ACCESS (1=:,,EAC.2mM-ITE,Jzm,'DIFY,4=LJPDATE,
5 2 WRITS hITH:QT TREATING NEW VcRSPN IF FILE
ALREADY EXISTS)
LUN 	 a LOGICAL Ur-'IT N l l."-E -1 TC ASSIGN TO FILF
FILE	 i ASCII DEVI,-E/FIL;.:.%',%iF.
a NU-6(` p . 0v* rHARACTE.§ 1'^ IFILF1
STAT	 a WORD J"j Wf l ICH !; TAT ' li I c P E- f U Q ^4FD FQvl -A T HE FD8
W-Ri" if " [RllL'7104
EF	 a EVS 14T FLAG	 T% 5F LlSr-.D F;I.R SYkCpiP0\:IZAT1•4N
OF I/V ("'UST OF	 F^A LON),
N9LKS a NU ,, ,,Ck Ur r, 12- i'YTF- dL Zr '( S TO ALL I CATE (RFaoJ R EO I--:t.Y IF
- .'l TYF'E	 2. AND - ^k ','I C6 I S. DI SK)
I	 THIS SUd q ,' ! 'TtNE CALLS 'P rVSFN',l l T- 1 PAS S TwE FM ";VE 0'D
I	 CONSTRUCT THE DATASLT nEFCRI P T' g . TP' c Wv IS ASSIG-in A'qnp
I	 IF T LIE D6vlCF 15	 'vt:040, IFT- le FIL= IS '	 MPCN!\G A JISA
I	 FILE FOR OUTPUT, T 14 f. 3lJtlR(eUTI, v AT T E v FTS T1 ALLOCA T E C'%TlGuiUS
J-----...SPACE,.IF- THIS FAILS, IT-ATTEN P TS.Tw' A LL'CATE Ni:p:-Cv".TIGJ2US
SPACE.
I	 THE FOLL14IN q ERWR CO F)tS ARE RETUP%ED 1% ISTAT's




FILOPC • -2,	 I FILE IS ALREADY OPr-N F-R LUN',
NOFDRC n -3,	 I ALL FD PI S ARE IN USE.
SIGLUCO P4,	 I LU N IS T ad L4RGE.
OPERRC • -5,	 I ER PER RETURN FROM OPEN.
FVPPENII
I	 TEST FOR FILE ALREADY OPEN',
m0v	 P4tR5)#RO	 i GET LU,,
CMP	 POoNLU N SC	 I TEST F I R GREATER THAN !AX ALLEWEDs
OLE	 5s
--JMP.	31GLUN	 LUN TJ:! LARGE.-..._._
5$1	 8ITB	 #FVa1,0#FVlT*l(4 ,^ )
	
1 'lPrN?
BEf)	 10T	 j BRANCH IF %0
im p 	 FILOPN	 I FILE ALREADY OPEV
lu % l	 Mlov	 4(P5),PRSFNA+10,	 I SET UP A R GUMENT LIST FIR
fiov	 6(R5),PRSFNA+2
!IJV	 8.-( Rl) o PRSFNA+4,
Mov	 P5,-(Sp)	 IsA0 R5 0 ,.j STACK
mov	 0PRSF%A,R5
	 )CALL PHSF NM TM PARSE FILE NAME,
JSR	 Pc,pPSFNm
"ov	 (SP)•'R5	 iRESTARE R5_
TST	 I-ISTAT	 )CHECK F'R ro y "TAX ERROR,
JI' l p
	PRSEPR
30SI	 CMP	 RDSOESC*2,9114T	 I IS DEVIC5 HAG TAPE?
ONE	 4,11
im p 	 FV14TST
--C.4 P ".- - - YD q !)FSP_t.2j	 — --------	 --I--
ONE	 DISK
JMlP 	 FV6TST




H LIST FO R AVAILA I LC F00,
CLR	 R4	 ILV,.OP !N' -Ey
2011	 TSTB	 FD°FLG(Pil )	 iTFST Fb•l FLAG
BED	 30$	 jlF 0, F78 IS AVAILVILE,
INC	 P4	 1 NOT AV AIL AB LE - TEST NEXT -NE.
---CrIP—.-	 -HAVE ALL F:11i'5 H-EX
OL T	 201	 j IF N?T, ^LPVAT'.
im p 	 NOFVS
	
I No Fns AVAILABLE
I	 FDA FOUN r) - i1 4 CrNTAINS YtMEX,
MI	 IINCJ	 FDPFLG(k4)
	
1IlJ0ICATr' F D(-, IN USE,
mov	 (*4(R5)vR).	 j6FT LION,
F44jLt-J.r. F D-•.!t(lj) - JSET I D T-K 2F. FEL,
 FOR LUN'
ASL	 P4	 1 GET	 11.,0EN OF FDO
M ov	 FD:'LST(R4)jk0	 w.-^,;Ess ?F Fr5,
SET L I P REPAI'lING Fns PAHAIMFTE4S,
m ovb	 R1#F,LUN(R0)	 I I"LVE LoN
movu	 NFV'sPCsFJACC(17L)	 ;Srl 0 FOR READ # W q ITEs IR M?DIFY
—C MIP	 112(r15)t#3
	
j .1, R E. " F- r 0 P E 1";G T ' v ^71117Y?
0*4F	 401	 1 IF N2T, TEST F •IR H70IFyo
MOV9	 # F0.l , FY,F,FAf7 C(Rq)	 ► YE';o 10 7VE 440IFY CEDE To FDO
BR	 95;	 1 IPEN FILE
CM p 	 (12(R5)f#4	 ARE WE P P E . "ING Ti UPDATE?
4NE	 50%
	 I IF N•"T, TEST FaR WRITE,
89	 955	 1 C'PFN FIL`,
50$1	 cmp	 02(p5)002	 i ARE W E 	 TO WRITE?
BN F	 60%
55 % 1	 MA^ta	 fiF(l,.,,HT,F,FArC(kf') 	 I ► , ZVL• '.% RITL CloF T4 FZB
88	 A O'k
605I	 C`ip	 0 2	 0 9	 1 t:P I ATE 00 
W
RITE A NE W FILE
6
BNF. 454
.._.!(M .. _	 W * UPD,F,FACC(RC) 1	 YES,	 Ma VE CODE. T?	 FDB,
PR 95S I	 trr'v	 FILE,












._._^	 .?.EST__E'3FL^Fr. ^!e.._.I.i3.tti:)a^E^-K^IUR ^J^l,•".--3^"1CAIE_-S^iCCESS .._.^,______._._-- 	--..
TSTB F,r-gR(RO)
BGE n 0PN0
' CMP F2(R5),#5 1	 IF	 ERR;• R	 CAUSED	 ^4 Y	 1TYDF = 5	 A"r
.. __._ ..EP1F 903 1	 F 1l E 	ALREADY	 1'.	 FXISTEr.CE.
C y PB xIF . %;P,F,FRR ( R0) 1	 1G:^%Rt:,
_E4 a	 WAD
I FRROP. ATTEM P T	 TP	 ALL (JCATE	 Nlty - Ci'NTI , I:ALS	 FILE.
MOV A14,(R5),F,CvTG(Q0) i	 REST?RF	 # gLICK$
NEG F,C \ TG(RO) 1	 t;tiD	 ^!EGATE	 Fr q 	N"N - C^NTIG




	 1	 TEST F I R Epkc!F- __---	 —^- -	
_-
CM p P2(R5),ri5 i	 IF	 ERF?k	 CAUSES	 a Y 	 ITY P E = 5	 ANc
t---
.-ONE. lODS -	 - i	 FILE	 C2ES	 kjT	 EXIST,
CmPa *jE.NSF,F,FRR(RO) 1	 SFC--\	 FILE	 FOR	 WRITE
. BE D- - - .. _ .553.	 _ ..
1003( M0V 00PERRC , 6l0,(R5)- IlhCj;ATF	 "PEN	 EPR"R
_^JSRr Pr ,F^SEH3^	 t-sALL_ EI' a ^k rCr SAGl~51184^L' UNE	 -----.	 --
R TS PC	 1	 RETURN
HAG TAPE
	
- SET FLAG BYTE bITS AN'+ 	FE•w-RN.
FVBTSTi m oo g4(R:),121
	
1	 GET LU';
also # FVNT,D,FVflT - l(ri) I	 I k DICATE	 MAG	 TAPE
I FILE	 SUCCESS F ULLY	 VFgNFD.
OOPND1 b1SB #FVi,T.W,FV?1-itKi) )SET	 BITS	 IN	 FVBT
CM p P2(k5',42
. BNE RET
6158 #F':dT'.A,FVQT-i(Rl) i	 I NrICATE	 CuTPUT
---
• ASH 92,k1	 1	 GE T DOUBLE-^^1F0	 INiEX
_...__ CLR LSTREC-2(kl)
CLR LSTREC - 4(RS)
CLR NXTFiFC-4(Rl)
M OV Ai,NXTREC-2(Ri) I	 SET	 VIRTUAL 9L7CK	 #	 AF	 iST	 REC
R2A-- RI
ROR R1
.	 ._	 __.. MZVB P12,(R5),t_FNTAB-i(RS) 1	 MLVE EVENT FLAG mumBER T O TAOLF
R TS PC	 I AE T0%N)
I FVIPFN EPR?R	 HANDLING,
1	 SYNTAX ERROR I N FILE NJ A m E FROM PRSF N" ^- —^-
1
PRSERRI M OV	 08,05),PARA4	 1 '1UNrEk OF ^nARACTE'S
M0V




±1D , tRS)..-..__.	 ISLT tRF'.k CILE.... ...._
JMP	 HorRT	 ) PRINT •40soc
I
1	 FILE ALkVi AnY O P EPI FOR LUG,
1
FIL.D P NI MOV	 P4(R5),PARAM	 ILUN
Mr'V	 9STR2,"09TrM„ 0 ST=	 IF:'R - AT ST Q I`.G ArpoESS
Mov	 #FIL7PC*410v(A5)	 ISPT bRRIA ME
JMP	 MJPRT	 -1PRINT MFSSAOt
-1	 ALL FDO'S IN USE,
--MEVS SAP. A RA Ml-	 Ek-ff—M—1 S -A LUAU.&
Mov	 04 (45) #PAR At.42
Mov	 MsTR3jmZUT+M,4S71
Mov	 0NClFn3C,%10,(K5)	 1 SET ERROR CODE,
im p .	 MOPAT
L01 TV LAWGF,
SIGLUNI M OV	 34( k5)#PARA A4 	 ILUN'
Mov	 ftNLU%;SjPARAM+2	 IMAX LUN
Mov	 NSTR4 , M 4 ; lT+f i 3 OSTl	 IF;!R'•AT STRING AI)OPESS
I	 PRINT ►ws'S k (;r ANn WAIT,
MZPRT I -- MC I.,	 M0LUNlMlUT*M,lLUN	 I 140VL LUN TO DPR
DI;;; 	ft MVu T, D I RERk
Din$	 lWTSF30 j0 IRERR
RTS	 PC
,SHTTL F VMW	 SETS P l INTCR TO NEXT Rf:c"krl
ENTRY( CALL FvnS=T(LU1#L5Atm;n)
THE VIRTHAL OLOCK NU.4j3F-R OF THE ', lEXT REC .M n TO BE ACCESSED
3-E 7- -72—^-LSYL
f VVS91 i I
Mov	 IP2(R5)#Rl	 j LUN
ASW	 0201	 j GET ne l +1 3LE-090 IN"EX
Mov	 06(R5)#NXTPtC-4('^1)
RTS	 PC
,S9TTL FVVLST -- GET V?N or LAST RFCIRO







	 LST'j P ^-2(R1)sP4( 7 5)	 jG7T
MAV





t Sl3T T L FVIGET	 RETUR"JS POINTER T? ^-E)( T R;: LZRD	 -Vug QUA
I	 ENTRY(	 CALL FVDGET(LU'lloL5'- *"S4)
WkERE	 LU Nc LOSICAL !NIT k'P-,% LR
J LS'4r-t-E&ST	 P-- PT l i V 7k' PPI'JTFR
l!SW c4jST SIG, P A4T V•' 1 1 6 NI PJI'YTEP




._	 ASw	 0201	 IGET TAWI.E P:It,T'•R
MQIv







.,S©TTL FVNXRC -- CALCULATE NEW VALUE OF V ►3'.
1
1
i	 ENTRYI	 CALL FvNyRC (LUk'1•! dYT,LSI,',tNSh)
!	 14HERE^N©YT s NUM''ER fF UYT^S tWAT ARF AB7UT TVFE WRITTFK,
.	 1
i	 RETUR%S VSN OF RECMRrF0LL¢-I k. 3 C k:E TWAT IS ASOUT TR
J	 BE WRITTEN',
FVNXRCII
-.-MO.V._ ___.. 62 (RS) jR1
---- -ASH
	 921121	 IPNItlT-R
M10v	 NXTRFC -2(R1),R3 tCURRE N T VON
mov	 NXTRFC-4(Ra),R2
_	 110v	 14 ( R5)1RJ	 IGET BYTE COLNT











.__.. _t'av __-- R2, 310 (R5)
	





t	 ,SBTTL FVREAD /FVWP. IT •• READS / w ; ITES E 'L^CKS F Q ¢ rt/Ta DISK 'R TAPE,
_1-
J	 ENTRYI CALL FVRF.nD(LUV,bc^FFE','JFvTFS)	 _.
!	 CALL % VuR1T(LUN#0J FE-oN6yT=S)
!
J	 "NPYTES" B YTES ARE RFA^ Ii1T o (WRITTE': FR? v ) ,ARRAY BUFFER FR3r
J	 (T a) THE DEVICE ASSorIAT-0 AIT ►4 Lf^,1"AL ,.SIT NU4t-EQ "LI'N
J--_.11k DISK, THE PE An- t.-!R IT 	 IS IS:'UEL' 5TA? T INS AT THE VIRTUAL
- --- -- --- -- ------- -
J 	 BL O CK NU"8Ek C' r k T AINSD I'+ THE'	 TtvLE (SEF "FVDSET"),
I	 THE "NXTPEC" E'-'T R Y IS THEN I':CRE-E •i TED BY THE NU 4 3ER OF 512-GYTE
i	 BLOCKS REQUI RE^ T3 C'`NTAIN "'EYTFS" ' YTES,
J
FVREAGII




	 1 SET Uv I/a FUNrTION C.*CE,
FVRNCMI mov	 02(0) 01 	 I GET LL"
UITH	 9FV,iT,0,FVR T•1(Rl) 	1 ,A/; TA'E7
-_ .. REO




	 I MAI TARE,,.





	 - -! - w0 FILE ^PEN, F ' 4 CE " N 'l F ILE ACCFSSE n A •• LUN" 4ESSAGF,
M 0V	 #IE ,';LN1IM AT	 I "e'-'r E QR " a C'DE TO STATU S BLK,
Hav	 R5,-(SP)	 i SA.e G5,
Mj;V	 CIc'STAT,FkaAPGs2
	 i SET OF AQG LIST,
M ldv	 NERRA4G,;5
JSR	 pC11:'KR R 	 I P A TNT F g RZP "ESSAGF,
ma y (SP	 #q R 5.
RTS PC !	 RLT^RN	 - N2	 PPERATION PEKFZ14P`EC
1
1 111E OPEN IN DISK'.	 WAIT PaR	 11Y PRI1 12 1JS	 III	 134PIETIZIli
1
_2DS1 Nd.V _---.-._21R5) . WAITAR •2 ........... - __..	 1	 LUtt	 ADDRESS
haV RS•=-(SP) 1	 S A "E	 F5
Ma y #WAITAR ► RS
JSR PC,F'VWAIT )	 'dAI1	 F nR	 I/O	 C','MDLFTIOti
may (SP)0,45 1	 NE5!	 FE	 R5,
i PERFORM 01 3 -	 SET	 L I P	 DPE .
..___ _.F.UNC, C t Z.0 • I LF^1 _	 - _- _	 ___	 ..	 ..	 - -- -	 -.	 __ _.. _	 ___..._	 .._.. __..--
ma y 02(45)•91 I	 ,E+	 Lt."
8154 9FVdT , tisrVQT - 1(k2) t	 VO ICATE FILE	 ACCESSEL.
MOV RI,01 ?•G.IvLU I	 LL'	 TZ	 Dpi
M (OVB F. FNTAP-i ( R1)#QI0+G',I;'E.F i	 t-	 r: ' • T	 FLAG	 T"	 npr,
MdV C1•1407E	 %(I/'•, 	STATUS	 fil.eCK)
ADD R1, .I 7 • C. I ,,Sii
4 ( R ti), n I A +0 , IZPL fSTA's	 ADDRESS,may p6(0),C10+0, 1"Pi • 2 l	 LF • GTr r 	OF	 TH^^SF^R
_	 M0V 96 ( R5),h	 YTES 1	 5AvE FZR AST	 U"E
MDV NXT4[C - 4(RS),DI,' • U',I ^PL•!	 i	 SET	 I JR	 r)%PLF	 ORFCISI2',
.^. NXIREC - 2( RI) ,GI	 U's IsPL • :	 I	 VI R TUAL	 2LOCK	 NIJMF-jE5,
1
1 .CONVERT ( p CF 9YTES TO BF- TRANSFrQ P E7 ) T?	 (9	 OF %'CKS),
1
MOV N6YTtStRO )	 b	 7F	 LYTES	 T,	 V E	 T P AR I SFE PRE-D
A DD 9511„RO 1	 RQI;\U	 UP	 4YTE	 C2 1 INT	 To	 MILXT	 kL	 CK
R RO.. 1	 RErivE^T	 CARRY
CLR9 RO i	 rt.FAk	 FRACTI ! ,v A L	 PART
SWAB RO t	 C? ,• ^	 EkT	 TO	 8L,!CK	 C,"UNT
1
1 COMPUTE ( T*T°L	 BLOCKS	 ACCESSI ' D I t	 FIL.	 ll	 •	 1	 AFTE R	THIS	 EDERAT10%
{ IN	 R2,R3	 (DZQ,rLE	 WPRD	 INTEGER),
MAV NXT;EC
-
4(Ri),R2 t	 GET	 START	 VSN	 (VIkt1AL	 O L O CK	 '4UmhER)
May NXTREC-2(ki),R3 )	 :!F	 ACCCSS	 IN	 R2,93,
MOV R2,-(SP)
_ m3v R3 ► -(Sv)
ADD R0,R3 I	 /. DD	 a	 °L A CKS	 TP	 '? E	 TRA, • SFE:RRED
^-
_
May R2, -(SP) I	 SAVi	 QN STACK	 F:9 p LA TER	 USE,.
M a y R3	 SP
1 GET FDD ADV4 F S S 	 IN	 RO
!'i!V_ (42(10) ► R0	 _ . _. 1	 GET	 LLB	
--	 -_	 -	 -
mJv8 LU"'FUA-1(RO),Rn 1	 INrLX	 ..^F	 FCB	 r"H	 Luy
AS L ;:O 1	 C2' "RT	 TV, 	k't?T	 I%)EY
MNV F0nLST(4R),k0 t WG IISS ,F FU3
1
{ CHECK	 FOR	 ATTE M PTET)	 ACCESS FAST	 c!,n	 ^t	 FILE,
C!,o aI-► ,wVi+,rUNc a	 RRA', Ct-	 I r 	vRITIti;,
REO 'KRTCSK
R EADING FR•'v	 ^.ISK,	 IF	 a c I)UFS T En ,.Cf:ESS	 1 1;	 o AKI	 L'.D-:'F-FILE]
t READ UP TO	 E'E-? r -FILE	 A%5 kE T L l k	 ­ r 	 F1:^;4	 CO "E,
{ SvnTIACT	 0	 SLICKS	 :: RITTE ,	• i	 (F-7	 rCaj	 F4 1­4	 d	 PL ^CKS
! ACCESSFG	 AFTFC,	 T WI S 	 :'P r RATION . •	 •,	 ( t•	 R2,R3),
1
Sup F,EFRK•2(kM) ► R3 )	 LZ	 "A'-E?
58C R2 I	 Q 0;I PA:T	 CskQY	 F u r y	 WI , w -ZPVE:R	 i0R^.
SU7 F,EFuK(RO),R7 1	 ^1^	 -i % Ci F	 n':t.,
1 "'




f  R AY	 "'OT	 ?t .,t,	 Trr-w	 F.EF"K
...^_._.__..BEA --- -302 !	 Ci • .TAI%S	 THE	 ACTUAL	 • IUMbER	 ZF	 "L"C-',S
Sup 01#R3 I	 wklTTENt 	NEED T3 SUI;TkACT	 :, PF v 1 P E	 .
3051
1% 93 ,.__!f—S.lf FE"F.ESCE_>_ I1 _.AUES $ 	 —_.__
BOT ROEOF t	 P AST	 ENS-2F-FILC.
—1 NORMAL ACCESS,	 0,1 010 AND SET s XT4;C WRY TP NEW ACCEISFD BLOCK CUNT
DIRS 00121D1RERR IlSSt'E	 CIO
F Mltv	
_1SP^!ahXTREC^2t.Ai^ _^. 1_PCP_BLCCK^C.ldllttiL.ffirM-ST.ACK^.--
M(1V (SP )*sN XTRFC - 4(1:1 )
_. Ylov (SF`)#,LSThEC-2(Rl)
Nr1V (SP)*,LSTRFC-4(R1)
RTS PC 1	 RETYRA,.
___1_	 RE1.^-f'ASI._E^:,.itF•^F1LE- A.T.TErPTED, CMLRT .x	 BL16CAS	 rA:!T. C.'!E_	 Ta_...._
i N AYT E S AND SU`'TRACT Far„ REOUSSYED T A ANSFFR LENCT N	IN OI/	 DPH,
RDEOFI ASN 090OW3 I	 ?I UL T IPLY	 9Y	 ')I?',	 BYTr-5
t1(OV.	 ___. 0I(, * 0.IZS8,Ft4	 __..	 ____	 .1 CET	 8(1 /3 	 STATUS	 SL2CK)	 --	 _




OLE 105 1	 IF'	 NFGATIVC	 .1R	 irh: , ,	 to	 TRA*WiR
0010 ,01RERR I	 ISSLE	 010	 AND






1011 moo F,EFRK(5u),NXTQEC-4(Pl) 1	 SET	 NXTREC P?INTER	 Tm	 PAST	 EC'F,
^ V	 ^ - c F.!'.;c ! 21110.) s.-1aC.T ^ L L- t^ p 1.1_-----	 -- ---	 - .-- -	 ._._	 ^.	 ..
M OV SET EOF CVlE	 IN STATUS BLOCK
_--	 -. _MOV.. R5#-(SP)	 _ .. 1	 CALL	 I *ERR F:R MFSSAGE'.








	 --------'	 ------_--	 -- —
Mdv 02(R5),N1 1	 GE T 	LUN
...Bice #FV9T . H,FV9T-l(kl) 1	 IN^KATE N? In IN PfttGRESS
TST (Sr)* I	 CLE A R STACK
TST (SP)* -
TST (SP)*
RTS PC i	 PET^RN
i WkITING TO,	 DIS K .	 IF	 QEg ljESTEn	 ACCESS	 IS	 AEYOND	 ALLOCATED	 SPACE,
1_-_.___ATTEuPT. T 0 EXT E ND	 FILE,
1
RTnSKi _S up^ 
_F.H_lEA_#2iAA1 GNEST.PL:lC!_T0_6E.w.RLT^_--
sac R2 I	 WI0,HF5T	 %?Cx ALLOrATED
SUB F,HIrK( R1),R2 I	 IN	 h?,R3',
SOR 111,43
Sac Q2
BLT 105	 1	 IF VT )	 C,	 ACCESS	 IS	 oITNIN	 ALLPCATI?v
__ ?_S I_ F3.---
	
)_._ ►±1.F'+."; D`A	 'FC	 1 1 	-TES?
8EO 30S	 1	 IF	 al-k?,	 Ns	 EXTE^;O,
i WRITF	 REJUFST IS PAST	 ALLOCA T ED SPACE,	 ATTEMPT	 T?	 EX T E N D FILE,
i
Mav Q3,R4 I	 SAVE	 d	 6L%CKS TO	 EYTFN^
--
ray- --- --A.3,R1_ i	 SE•T	 t i p	 RE GS	 FZQ	 ',LYV J .	_.	 -----CMP 42?,IR1 1	 IF	 t 22I	 ILZCKS	 P^%li;FDI
BLT SOf I	 ry 221
M OV r7.?,,41
1064 "Uv 011a2 I	 ATTE mPT	 ` V% TIGi t 	')S	 ExTE"+pI
JSR PCI,EXTNn
ace 301 1	 RRA N r,l-,	 IF	 SUCCESSFt,L
J
•	 ENV N2E+1,A;2 1 ATTE:MFT	 t,a"1 •C:!"TIG'. 1 0US	 ExtCNO
4S!i PC,,EXTND
scc 30% 1 PRA',Ch	 IF SUCCESSFUL
Cap R1,R3 t If	 N ELUEST	 WAS FCF ACTUAL (1LICKS
©P) 205 1 '•kr-CFD,	 ' : 21	 S P ACE	 AVAILAHLE,
L;C^LST	 '4AS FiA 22...90VS, .TNI—
	
... _
ry ma y 43.Rt 1 FKR	 MNAT	 W[.	 NiEFO,
JSR PC..EXThD
OCC 305 1 VAANCN IF SUCCFSSFUL,
1	 UNAOLE TE1  EXTE N D FILE - RLPOAT EPP7R',
2051	 JSa	 PC,FCSE•R"	 1 CAL L -FCS;RR F0R fAESSAGF,
.	 MJVB
	
FM'1tRO),R1	 1 MCvk ERROR ME T9 1!r' S T A T US ML%C
M 0V 81.31,,+G.I''Sd
_ nkv 02(n5),N1 !	 GLT Lt%










i	 -.	 __-. EXTE • 1A SUCCESSFUL PR N1 CXTE'" U NEEDt^,
i
_.. 3JOS t__ _R l s f-^.a'013, 1 R E133_ _. __ ^— ___i . Ds'- L 11
M Viv (SP) •, R3 1	 RC0 VRE	 NE XT VHN',
MaV (SP)•,k2
i
! IF	 9	 VIRTUAL HLCrKS	 WR11TE "1 > CvRRFNT	 VR,4	 COUNT	 IN	 FI)Bj	 UPDATE
1 FDA	 VEJ N COUNT,
CMP F,FFGW(
	 A ),R2 I	 IF MIGw -7 RDFR YMID OF cDH V.ON.
_ N LT 40` !	 V'1 'J 	CE:UNT	 AFIE P 	 :+6,I1G,
DST 505
CMP F,EFRK • 2(k0),R3 1	 'AA	 IF	 2	 ANA	 w. RD	 I•^
8G5 50T 1	 < LO"'990E;;	 . 1 ;110	 ATE N	 '^W[.
F 1 E;	 ;;.c(POI
---_i _—
	
SF "_F:03	 V_n,;	 T'	 N4 1.4	 UNT
110v R3,F,I:F	 •<•2(	 0)
5051 M3v 02(RS),F•., 1	 GET	 LL'v
ASH 92,kt !	 GET	 I)FuBLE-WNT)	 IvnEx
_-.- moo R2,},xTFEEc-4(,'!1) 1	 SET	 V5N	 F40 NEXT	 ACCESS
' M0v R3, NXTkE:(:-?. (111
ST
_	
-- -------- ----- ._
mhv (SP)•,LSTREC-4(kl)
-




MAG TAPE REAO / W RITE	 -	 WAIT F-R P P EVI ' t,S	 I/Me
FVTAPE! '+Ev 2(ti5).WAITAK•2 I	 L L "	 TQ	 WAIT	 ARC	 LIST
":!x_.__ .^a5, - ( S ('1 .- - — ---- . ---	 I	 S A	 C	 .h5M av AWAITAP,45 1	 CALL	 FVWAIT(LJN')
JSR PC,FVxaIT
'40v ; $P) +,R' !	 PEtiT C,i1C 	 R5
1	 SET UP	 01l DPOI
M aV 91•'.4111,11'7*1,IOrN 1	 SET	 UP	 I/.'A	FU`CT11%	 CJOE,
B NF SOt
Mov ria,.Lra.Cla•o,1sccH
lOs! MaV GE:-	 L0i
H ISR rFVBT,F,cVFT.1(Nj) !1^ICATE	 FILE	 1+AS	 t!EcN	 ACC;SSt,I,
M ?1V R1, ^ 1' • G, I."LJ i	 L J'•.	 TQ	 UVe
MEOvE1 FF'--TA 4 -1 (RI	 ')I: . J', I'Er	 )	 F o : %T	 cLeG	 T,	 DP,
_^—_----MaV #I •".STAT,,11'•0,1,Sb STAT'1S
	 ?LCC,()	 -
A S:a a2 ,R1 1	 "l . 'bLE	 474'1	 'FFS.:T,
ADD R1, . 1: • C. 1'St;
ASw a•2,''1
MDV 4	 4 4),01 ' •f5 , I.+PL I	 S?L W T	 AEj',RESS	 : F	 6,-1FFEQ
Mev fbt	 5),G:J • C,I•NL • l I	 C	 :,TT t ,	 T1	 T RA'SFEEV
1	 2
3	 ORIGI.'v'AL PAGE ID
DI RS 	 00100DIRFRR




! RbT ► RA













lOtl	 ASTXt4	 i FXIT AST RlUTIkE
1
•SBTTL FVCL"S -- CLOSES FILE O N DISK IR TAPF,
!	 ENTRY( CALL FvCL"SW I N C, I n i-F611 )
1	 MHERF LU" 8 LOGICAL wNIT S,
i	 IRxFLG a O P TI VIA.L REWI^G FLAG, IF T`15 A4Gu?o.E y T IS PPESE N T ANA
!	 ) 0 4'40 TWE S p ECI F IF-) L t!\ IS ASSIGNFD T l A MAG TAPE
_.DEVICE • T-tE .TAP E IS k=.nZ6%L. AFTER THE 1 CL2SE . •. 1PI:RATI21 4— .. _
!	 HAS BEEN PERF.HMEn,
1
!	 THIS SUVOU T 1NE CI.^SFS A FIL L ? PFNFD b y rrmPEk',
i	 IF T HE Lu y 1S ASSI C-%EU T" A !+ AG TAPE DFVI %E ANt THE DATA SET
1	 IS OPI:,,E, Fok NUTPUT, AN E ►dU - i'F -Flt.E IS • ^ITTEN ?N TkE WAY,
.—s--.-IF THE LL'N 1S ASSI Gy EU TZ A-LISA FILE, T,-.E FILE _1S
)	 THE FD9 IS FREED,
!
FVCLASI!
moo	 2(RS),w'AITAR•2	 ) MOV LL ►: TO FVWAIT ANRUNE N T LIST
ma y 	R5•-(S(')	 I SAVL F5
---_- --- ----118V _._ OWAITArl•R5
JSR	 PC,FV,4A1T	 i L'AIT F:'R C: MPLF714N "F ANY I/,!
 (SP)•,45	 I RES "AE R5





1 C M EL4 IF MAG TAPE
ONE	 5S
..__JriP	 - CL"IS<.	 _ .I N b T M AG TAPE	 _ -_-
'	 t
1	 CLPSING MAG TAPE FILE,
551
	
BITJ	 VF'ViT.A,FVET-l(R0	 I I tF'^ED FIR 3VTPUTt
ONE	 504	 1 RAANCI- IF YES.
!	 READItiG 4 A 1, TA P E. I F T wE 0ST ^ P^RATIiv CIn haT Fvr-',INTEQ Ak E*F -
1	 AiiV TnF TA ►'E 1S v,)T REJVXI:'', C ►t AT *"E LOAD PZI N T• SPACE PAST
!	 THE NEXT E?c
t
1	 READ TAPE CwAQ A CTE a ISTIL;S Ti JETF; ► l I N:t POW14N.
M '9 V	 r1Q.Sf C ^^1	 ^, Itch	 Fl k :T I ? N C?DE To D W B	 -
PISS
	
rFVpT.F,cVoT-1(A))	 I I h '' I CA TE 1/2 1 N W D RESS
M2V
	
I LL B TZ Dre
H(OV
	
W-TA9-1(ki)•01C•C'.VEF ) FVr.T CLAG NuM r ER TZ DA6
MR V
	 I I/- STAT:IS HL:CK ACD4ESS T. RP2









	 PC ► FV..AIT
►lov	 (SP)•,NS
SIT




I P V0 a (l/? STATUS BLOCK)
1 TES ) F2R I/O EQklQ,






J IF	 TAPE IS	 T1	 RE	 ACW:	 'U'(U	 AFTER	 CL^:f:. D7	 NOT	 S t A('E:	 PAST	 E?.F,
1
Cat"d (p5I0A2	 I SE.-'N'C	 ARaUM4NT	 PPESENT?
I t;hF 7S	 I Rh	 ':?.T.
__---.....	 .__.TST *4tR51 vFS.	 15	 IT	 >	 :;?
AGT 65^	 I ': A4 %CP,	 IF	 YES,
I	 SPACE PAST NEXT	 E0'	 I A R K,	 SET 1.'P	 J'.,
}	 731 MJV XjV,5PF,0I 1•0,ILry
	I Fl.•CTI ?.v	 C"DF
Rise fFv!T.H,rvrPT•1(Ni)
	 I lh''1CA T L	 114	 1"	 nh:G^tSS,
mjv I 7L , 	 T7	 UPb
NVd FLAG	 ti's "ri."	 T 	 C	 _-.-
CLQ I/'	 :TA T 	 r'Lh	 A^COLSS
"dv I► 1,,I	 • C.1'Pl	 t "Zv L 	 1	 FILF	 "A',<
t`Ir1! hDl:',:1Rf^t1,'	 ) lS^^G	 ^I'
NOV a5,•(SF')	 i Ai T	 F ;'H	 ^dr1't.ET!z^:
miQv #.A) TAI', a5
__----_-_ -J5R PC,FV,.AIT
r Jv (SP)•,k5	 I REC) ^F.F	115
Lost bR h01•	 t W- A P FLAGS AhL	 "ETURNO
i	 •	 W RITI%u	 ''A:. TA F'i .	 AFiTF	 r3F,50t) Vev 910.r	 ("I"•",I:F%	 I Fl. • 'TI:%	 C'Cc	 T;,	 DP 
RISE; AFVOT,i?,FV'-T -1tk1) 	 I I N 71CATL	 I1Z	 1 1 	 'K'GRE;S.
111 V8 fF"Tt.a•lf^t),0!:•L,I:"^F	 I X 4 7 %T	 FOU	 A	 T:'	 -PG:,
CLR 7I''.n.1;e:<	 1 •;^	 I/;	 STATUS	 `L-r.'<,
I'! r)T ISSL,'	 Ct
"EV r:,•f5f')	 t CALL	 FvoA1'T	 To	 A41T	 FDa	 Cl"!-PLETI'•
r. av A I TAR, k5
1
IF	 Sr-C?hD AwGU M E'l	 PRISE:"'	 A',U	 > n,	 r,L:1I':D	 T4PE,
t
60s i C`ipd f R5 ), a2	 I SE	 4':1'	 A r^G.' y• hT	 P R F SF' T ,
4NE 705 inF'. k 'r	 IF	 \IT,
TST X4(115)	 I °I; c S c ",T,	 >	 07
RlF 70R )+A\	 IF
65St mev PF•I'.L	 F.	 Tj: ,7 ,	 r7CE	 T^	 DP:,
M av t°1tCSr+•C.I'L'J	 I 11 PiL	 L;&N	 T,? 	 '!Pa




_AI"sTAT, ^•I "'• ^,1' 50	 ) ► c;^ A 	-?^^	 ;5	 ^L^"r)	 T.:	 OP 
El"S AC I7 9,m





84 -CL°FLi_ _	 -	 -_-.-	 t WAP ;LAGS A',^
1
i CLISING DISK	 FILE,
CLDISKI CMPb ft•1,LUNF'?c,-I(Ri)
p t^E 10T
J y °_ CL°F:G	 1	 ' '	 I ! L.0 F -R	 L'U'G,
lOSi 1.	 * %, H LUkF1it-1(K1 	 I	 Sc	 Fi:, 1	 z
A SL R2	 1	 CC T D	 1' ,;s y
m iv FVI ST ( A2). (i 1 	 I	 ZtF;")
I+eR R2
CL'SFS kC,F r S 1-RR	 I	 ISY.'
'
 'L .S^
--A- t _ CLEAC FL A GS (P^_L:'	 1^^.^ - +;ET
CIRFLGI
CL Q: Ff)°FLr,(A2)	 I	 i .',l	 Ii7A • L F • 7	 „ • T	 I •	 5^,
CLrFL11 CLr, FOT-1(Qi)	 I IVTE	 f?+k	 L,''-r
;4 T 1; PC	 I	 (4r111--.
,SPT T L F y ML T E --	 r Ej.E T ES	 A	 PL':	 t'1	 (	 I!L:,
12 4'
/r ^
ENTRY$ CALL FVDLTE( LU4r ISTAT)




I	 THE FOLLOWING ERROR COPES ARE RETURNEU I N 'ISTAT'i












__Clip -R-i ,_eL4i=S r -^ ----------- .-T.L-SI-F1.R _GPEeTEe2-THAN `_I:X_ _ALL2_?LA-_- ------
BGT
	 30T	 I IMF' ' 4 CH IF TjO LARGF,
_. _.	 MOV
	





	 i 'IA IT FT.R C.''HPLETIoN OF ANY 1/0
JSR	 PC,FVoAl T	 i	 ON THIS LUN,
tl ov	 I-0,
-._ SITS rY FVR T .D,FVBT-1(K1)
	
i CHEGK For D15x FILE -
RNq
	 303	 t FRANCk IF kiV DISK
CMPa	 1J- I,LUNF Do­ -1(R1)	 i IS F ILE iPEN?
BED	 303	 i E'RA % Cm IF I;,OT.
—l:ZVa--L.U!':FD.P- ltAll-,R2	 _-.- J_ .L'EI_ FCB.INDEX.-._-
ASL	 R2	 ) GET WZRD INDFx
MOV
	
FDNLST( R2),RO 	 i W A ESS OF FDS
R(AR
	 F2
JSR	 PC,.I)LFNR	 I D^LLTE BY FILE NIVIE BLOCK
1	 BCC
	 10.;	 i f^R a'.CH IF SUCCESSFUL







•	 1 -. -__._ -. FILE LELETLO - -CLEAR FLAGS FOR LUN .A`:U AETURN,__-
)
_1►11zL—_H ^1Ei___ #-1.. LL' f^^1(7311------
	
i--I^^ l-:.A TE__ ^? ..FD9_ FOR
	
_Lli !^.-	 --
CLRH	 F0!lFLG(R2)	 I'• 'ICATE F- i . 3 &-T IN US•"_-,
CLRB	 FVET-1(R1)	 1 CLE A R FLAGS BYTE FCR LUN
RTS	 PC	 I RtTLRh







R TS	 PC	 1 F CT^R(^ -	
_.
,SBTTL FV,!AIT -- F J AITS FOR CO PIPLETIM OF 1/., @
1	 ENTRYI	 CALL FV0AIT(LU % C,I e S T ] )
I	 THIS StI91 1 4 Tl yf 4 AITS F(;R C4 ! "PLETI•'`. ZF tNY ?UTSTA N;OINr, III ' rN THE
DESI NATrD LUN, T0F F) AGS 'IYTE (FV' T E'.Tr.Y) IS CPECKFD T? VETEkMINF
I	 IF A %,Y i/a IS 1% P R " rRF-5S, !F SO, TH( FVE ,'T FLAG F'R TF'E LUN IS ?dTAI'^EU
1	 FR I M EFNTAD AN^ A ^AIT ( S ISSUFU,
I
- I_ IFJ HE SFG(a1 ("P.T14`'AL)_ A^GJ!71:`+T_ I S P^ ^1 I uE_, ► TNC C .^^-w'^ R 	 I/^ ^T4T!S --
	 _.
I	 FLOCK F n THE (, j . (I UIGATIVI THE l ;E ;v l.T .:F T H E LAST dPERAT17N)




	 r42(R5)#N1	 I GET LU'




	 105	 1 a RANCN IF 1131,
MwVB	 EFNTAG-1(R1),WTSE+k,T5E=F	 ! YES - :4AIT',
D1 !zS	 NWTSE , CIRERR
lost_	 CrIP	 (R51882
	 ! 2%! A FGOENT PPESENT?
BNE
	 204	 t --iRA N CI, IF "OT.
4O.V__4(PIL,R2
	 ---__r JYE5, GET R(R TLR^,.. ICSY)..
ASH	 192,41	 i ^ /L'"LE W2R'l ?FFSFT F.'R LON.
MOV
	 MTAT(R1),( "2)+ 	 I xZVE I/4 STATUS NL"CK,
MOV	 IOSTAT+2(R1),('12)
2051-_ _ RTS . _- PC
	 ! RcTy ^A.
1
.__..SFITTL FVaI,.D -- _RE_JI'^t).5_IAPPYCL^tI
t
1	 E%TRYI CALL FVRlrJ%r(LU`))
!
1	 WHERE LU I) r LOGICAL 'UNIT NUr-'cR :'F TAPS ? W CISK FILE.
1	 IF 'LU NG ' DESIGNATES H AG TA P E, THF. TAPE IS RE•s00VD,
__1
—_IE-_!Lll^^! II IB"!aIES_Il.I51S,_Try_--VIFiJ^JA^-'_L°UJ<_l.U"__EER FOR -THE __XEXT.- _--	 - -








__—X1'1[ 	 --.----Sfi^-`.Cw IF YES.
1	 DISK - SrT VIR T UAL RL?'CK N- 0MVE: R TO 1 F"R ' , EXT ACCESS ca n: LUN,
A54	 d2,R1	 I G ET LeUBLE-WORD INDEX Fe R LU`i,
CLR	 NXTREC-4(R1)
f l oe	 *liNXTREC-2(71)
RTS	 PC
W AI._'H--Al^-Y--PAG^!17u.S__ll"!-.9d^ nE ' I.!'D-iaG TrFEt---
losl	 MOV	 2(R5),'4AITAR+2
	 J LU •. TZ FVAAIT- ARGUMENT LIST --- _--
M OV	 R5,-(SP)	 t SA I,E 1:5





	 r k ES17 F E R5.
1.	 SET IP
M OV	 02(R5),R1
	 i G E T LLN
B1SB	 #FVgT.E,FVPT-1(k1)	 ► IN"ICATE 1/3 IN Pi?O GPESS
MOV
	 R1 ► r,ID+C,I'.'LU
Hove
	 EF'•Tap- i(Ri),f)1+^+C`. l:EF i E v '',T FLAG









RTS	 PC	 I QET6RN.
,SPTTL P RSFNM -- P A R SES FILE N' A " E A"J ST2PE^ IT IN -'IATASET ( 'iESCFIPT;'k,
I
I	 ENTRYI	 CALL PRSF',t'(F'ILE.NC H t.k ,CSDESC,ER P OP C,LUN) )
)
I	 THIS Sij8O,3UTINE PA P S"S T-IE O 'C4AP I ilvT -  :ILE NA" :: 1N 'Fit-E' A^\'D
—)_— SkTS _4 f' 1 .i-A T A _SFT D"S^RI P T^	 I ^ T^.:; 	!'RaAV '.i ^ 1717'$r1	
-	 --	 -I	 TH'' DATA SET D ,:SC p 1PTra Pr, 1,NTS T;' T ►,F .%Pom IP^f AT: LO' A T I I.NS Iti'
I	 'FILE' F,' ! 4 THE STA N T .'F THr- nFVIrE NnNF, u ► R "CT,',vY, A%!, F11.E%AMk
I	 FIELDS. AN
 O"ITTEr) FIELD R r.5, , LTS IT n 2E^iI' OTPY F,`R T 14AT FIELD,
1	 IF THE Dr- VICE ` 0,^ -' IS PRc'jcNT n>1^ THr F I F T " AR,Uuc p'lT ' LUt" IS
I	 PR,IVIDFD, THE L3GICAL UNIT :'! R EEK IN 'LU ' IS ASSIG N ;: [) T. , THr
I	 IF 1HE DFVICE `A u F I r P RFSF'k:T ANC.	 (Ik L'.'DVy r' I H 	 "t
I	 PR IF A '(' t5 F ? U^'n 41T•'tuT A 'J' ( d'JT ' , 7T VICE 11E;`S1),
I	 'ERH:7Rl 1S SET 11 1 





ADSDESI	 ,rlt'RD 0 1 PoIN%,",	 TV	 LATASCT DESCkIPT IQ
CHRI	 ,WORD 0 1 PUFFER FT p 	 TErP Z Ig APY C ►+AlACTER	 ST@RARE
1
PRSFNMll
MOv 2(R5)IRO I WILL NANF) 
08,05).. '
	.	 ._—___j_. CLEAR	 10925 0 , _.__.._.
1	 ZERO DATA SET	 VESCIPTER,
x4v 6(45),R2 1 P(DATASET DESCRIPTOR)
M8V R2,ADSDES
VJV 06,R3 ) L2 ?P C-UNTER
SOSI	 CLR (R2)4
MWV l4 ( n5)lRi t 0 CHAR : CTERS	 1% FILE NAMF
SEO PRSRET t IF	 0,	 9ETI-^RN,
1	 SEARCH FIR DE=VIC t-	 NAM E 	 F %L 0 , ,, Eu 9Y	 't',
M idv Q08R2 t POINT	 T "Z	 ST A RT	 OF	 STRING
CLR R3 I CLEA R 11L VICc	 NAME	 CHAR C'AUNT
IO S 1	 " C I It
CMP8 tR?)+,01t t TFST	 F-R	 't'
REC 305 t BRANCH	 I F	 F'zUND,
s4s R1,2,1% i NOT	 '1',	 CHECK
	 CHAR	 CZ,UNT,
1	 NO	 f i t	 F O UND,	 RESE1	 00INTERS-.
M,"V •4(k5),RS t R ESET C	 CHARACTERS
R0, R2	 _ ____.___—__1_- P21,.T	 TZ. START
	 OF	 STRI":G....
ADD A4,ADSDES ) BYPASS VFVI U E	 NAME	 DESCRIPTOR
OR DIRSCN
1	 '1'	 `001, SET UP DEVICE NAME DESCRI a T ;I R	 A14C	 ASSIGN LU"l
	
IF	 REGUESTED,
3051	 C !1P R3 ► 05 t IF	 0	 ChARS	 1r:	 DE V ICE	 NAME	 >5,	 ERROR,
BLE 35$
--3551
	 07V R319ADSDES 1 0	 CHARACTER S	1v DEVICE	 NAME,
INC ADSDES t INCRErr NT PZINTER TO ADVOESS
INC ADSDES I PVRTI,,%	 PF	 rEv10E	 NAME	 ^ESC`IPTOR,
MOV RO,RADSDES 1 P(DEvIcE WIE)






DEC 6R1 I SKIP





mov RO ► R4





S	 CONVERT PHYSICAL	 u N IT	 `:fG,	 TW BINARY,
CLR R3 )	 CONVERT ChA R ACTERS UP T8	 'if
4051	 CMP8 ( R4),0'1 t	 TO	 UAIT 1:0,
DEO 50'T
--	 -----hOVB- --.-tR°)+,C.HR--	 --A-NOT.. I I r	 v E .TO	 TEh o 	ST? R AGE_	 ._ --
	 --- ...-SUQ d 'O,CHR 1	 CfC'^VF R T TC	 LECIKAL	 DIGIT
NUL 010,, R3 I	 MULTIPLY F c c;vI7JS	 RESLLT
ADD ChR , R3 1	 ADC	 ke'' ChAkACTER
OR 4 01
1	 SET	 UP	 DPB 77	 ASSIGN	 UNIT,
_.	 R3,ALU N# A,LUNU.._ _	
--- -	 --_--------_
M7V RIO.(k5),ALUN+A,LULU -
DIRT 11AL0 , 011ERR
1
1	 AT	 T H IS POINT,	 RO	 POINTS	 T I TI+C	 FI R ST ;HNRACTEI	 'F	 THE	 F IL C NAmE	 RTRI`'G'.
t Al	 Ce'.,Al,,.s T4L	 Nu m "E w 4 F 	 C^. a RA CTCRS	 P E-AIN11^	 TD	 PE	 5CA\•El.
1 R2 POINTS	 T , THE	 FIRST CHLRPCTER	 FOLL":4I\;	 T ►-r	 1. 1!	 SY "W I L'.-
1
1	 SCAN FIR DI R ECTO R Y	 1DE"'TIFICRTI ?" , '	 "[''1:111,
DIRSC `I 	 Mdv 02,kO 1	 flAINTAt\ P' I`.TER	 I'l	 START	 ?F	 P"SS! r LE	 IJIC
CMPB (R2)o0'[ I	 IS	 'JXT C04 1 ,i ALTER	 'Cl?
BEE 5% )	 NRANCh IF	 "t5,












CLR	 R3	 1 CLEA N+ CHARACTER COQNT:





1 SCAN U01L 1 3 1 F'')U`,D
elfin	 201- 1 OR UNTIL ALL CHARACTERS SC^NNEDo
. $JA _ . _ R1.14S	 ..	 _ . _._. ___^_ _ ___ - .. .____.___ 	 _...-.__...
I	 NO CLJSV.G 0 3 1 . ERRf1R.
Jhp 	ERQZq
	1	 20:1	 MOV	 R3,>lADSDES	 t MOVE is CHA R ACTERS IN DIRECTORY NAME




MhV__.—.-..RO, 0A0 S DES _...___ t_ MOVE A ^ DRESS . KF._D I IECT?RY. NV4E ..__.____
INC
	






+R1	 t Sall' 13,
1
1	 AT 'HIS POINT, R2 P OINTS TO START ^ F R A,41NDER OF STIZIF' u,
__.R1 CON.IAI.1S._THE.r_dF_ChAk,%C_TERS__REMAINI G_.V eE_ P.KOCERSED:
	
_	 1







___PRSRETI RTS	 PC.	 _
1
.rlLE N A %f E STRING C.I N TAIVES nEVICE NAM E > 5 CHARACTERS OR 'L' WITHOUT
I
	








The subroutine GETCOO lets the user accept or change the default
coordinates of the cluster map file and theme display that are
passed in blobal common.
• Calling sequence
CALL GETCOO (IC,TC,ISET)
Argument T e Dimension In/Out Description
IC	 I	 4	 Out	 Coordinates for themedisplay
TC	 I	 4	 Out	 Coordinates for cluster
map file
ISET	 I	 Out	 Flag set to 1 when
user wants to exit
i
Z5 L4 a	 PAGE-1---
GETCOWTh /TP16LOLKS/WR
SU p R l u -T 1 1 	G^ .T CO? ( I C t TC j ISFT
_.—_... . THIS PRO ,.3 R ► P 	 SETS CIORDI NATEs rRom THE USER






- 0003 INCLUDE	 'EW, 3 3CA ," Sr."10 `, INC'
0004 • INCLUDE	 '5Y1C300s31CViSPA;W9,
AD Q 5—i-—PAR ;fF
— 
A . 	 T
• IMAXVall#NnOIS2209,1:LSKIPcID#DSbKIPGIO# MAxACl,u6 #m AXACC24#
0006 • EQUIVALCICF-	 (C1tiCr.ATE)l(Cl#IS7(i)o(C3#PFLAn)o(C4#TXI)o(CSPDISKID)





0010 -.CO14MMN/CZS!	 /&CnATE(2,'AAXtCf,)#Cla%"EC(MAXCWN,MAXACC)#NOCHAN# ► !OSURI
• ISU4CAT(4AgcOl)oSt)f-'P'..il(IIAX.R"6)of'.ATit,'JT(MAXCAT)#CATTH(IJAXCAT) INFIDII I
•	 co
0012 • INTEC5P	 PDATF2#TTIATE2,PDAT=3#T,.,ATE3#CATN'kM& DISKID#RANDDM#GRID
0013 BYTE
	 DFL F LGs N Z A COt SA M- R , $ I. KFL, N S I ART, N'TYPEls ALP# ALPO
0014	 • qyTE	 PCTCT,PCTCT?#VA;:,VAwv,pDLA'41-,LITYPF
0015 • CZN!MP`.'/y;'rl,? /ISr-. r# sD^LFLC-. i\AtCn tAQATES ( 2,MAXACt))#S'IILGP ( MAXA CO),





INTFn n R EFLAnl # EFLA07 1PFLAG 3jErLAG4 ► EFLAG5#UFLAGI#UFLAG2#UFLAG3#
• IUFLAG4
- 1 -t-q 7E ^ E 7, . P. F L A _C, .i
OOid • C.'^'M":.,/CC'tli/PFLAf.,nSKtl',T,EFLAGI*EFLAG2,ErLAG3oEFLAG4#EFLAG5 OUFLAGI
• I#UFLAG2,UFLAn3,UFLtG4#^E-LAU(M tXSUP )
C*
0019	 • INTEGER	 TXI#TYI,TX?,TYPl4C-ISP#Gj6IQTWIND,nCTARYtG4lNoGMAX#FUL
0020 • INTEL'-'R	 EP- I "V , CL	 s CL L1 w% D
"M 4 /
.T X 1,_T_N	 ^4	 @ -G	 4Co" 	 1-7 ^,;' i 	 x	 V? j AV) I ^p (2) # I l
% i re	 T -1	 S Pt- I	 C	 5 , NISP 14D	 I m W 1	 r ( 4), NIJHDOT
ti 2DV T ARY ( %`) 0 TS)	 11" 1	 FUL ( %1 s 7 )	 C L A,4NU ( 9) , C LU WND ( 8)
0022 • C011.Mq4/C0M5/0 I SK I L. h L At'V ol (', , D -'! T S )	 GR 10 ( NDZTS) , DL AEE L ( N DOTS 1.
• 1TYRE(NC0TS)sPECV'C
0023 ',11 ME %$I Or I	 IC(4)#IC(4)


















0035. ..-_, AD _ - - CONT I qUE	 _. .
0036	 WRITf(6,A20) TC
0037	 WRITE ( 6#A30)
0038	 CALL P.L'TPUT t 7 )
0040	 CALL FtiV4(W,74)
0041	 1i({j(1).jQ,141) r,;4 TM 10
0042	 IF(W(1),FQ,' ') f.0 TO 40
0043
	
IF(w(3 ), F Qs'X') GO TO 777




t^.tCO,RncI). uT^^NiX , ^^,^w ^Rntl) , LT,i) G3 TO 20
OC48	 CALL INTFF(IPT,:^,74lCt•2.4C(1))
0049	 _..IFtCQ1Rnt i•i).GT^ N LI .v,c R ^C?0Rt)(L • 1). ^1T,1) G01_ .T0_ 20...-- - --
0050	 15	 C`At.,TI',-Ut:
_0 051	 30_
0052	 20	 CP", TIruE
0053 	 WR I . T O- ( 6 , A50 )
0054	 G0 Til 10
_ 0055	 ..__3^_.. --- •_^x.^T I.^U E
 . __ . ----------- --•- - _--•__ --- ______-- ----._.—.---------------







-0059 -- .35 _^ - _ - .t;^ ►, T I u^c	
-	 -	 --	 ----- --	 ---
	
-	 0060	 40	 WRITE( 8401 IC
0361 ._
	 -. . _ ...wRLTE( 6 1 6 39)	
--- ---
0062	 CALL QUTOUTt7)
0064 -- 	- CALL FHJI:T(W,74)
0065	
-- --	
_1Ftwt1),FQ, ^r.^ )- nd T' 10 _.	 _..._.
^ 0066 	 1 F (W t 1) , r p	 d T.`; 7 0 -






0070	 w—'	 CALL INTFF(IPTrW,7A,C^0pDtI))
00 7 1	 45
0072	 IFM'Ck0(3),E0.0) C4 rl R0(4)sC'*4RC(2) NON
0073
	
IF(C?2HD ( 3),r_-0,0) CD^Rrl ( 3)sCueRC(1)!NPIX_.___—.^__----
	 ---_—__--
	
'	 0074	 D0 50 Is1,4
	







0079	 C2 60 Ist,4




0044	 777	 CO N TI14UE
OOPS	
_ _ . Q ETURt.
00"6	 8C6	 F;R-AT(74A1)
O0 A 7- -_	 Ei?^	 F?04ATt/t SEIMFNT CAIR^I'ATES ARE 	 > ' ^I3,!^-!-,^3^4X_^13_^'^!1i3)
-OOAu	 -- i3 39 --FOR M AT ( fI 'T N0 . C; + RLI"'ATE; ( F CFSi R FO >' )
0089	 840	 FJOWYAT ( /' DISPLAY CU:'Rt I I N:ATES AFE	 >', 13,',', I3 ► 4Xl13,',' 03)
3
FNRT RA4 IV •PLUS V02 .04 	 {7125148	 31.AUG•77
	 PAGE 3
•	
..IaQTC^Q^E.*.V ._,.___tTR1aL^CK;>L^P_.___..______.._.-- ---._--- --... _.. . __.^...._...______.__—^...._
0090	 lt90
	
FORwAT01 +++	 ERROR IN VORCINATES










This program is documented in reference 1.
_.NPRaQ
NFAitTNAN ly-j+ .LUS_yOz^Q4	
___.—.__. a^J_xt^. 1 7 _-31"A U S, 7.7	 ___ PAG-f.l_.___.
-T^J^F /TR)'^LrCtS/wa^
OCO1 S V OIR "UTINE	 W Pit A S( Lu g„ Fl% # P, ' F # FNT,E ►FiPRTY,S)4FO)___--
0002 1MPLICITI-%TE ^E9(A-a)
0003 CNMM?N /NC? v/S$, SErL $ *LEilRnOS#VOSPRe NCPRaNPPC#ANCLoNCeNSI
1	 ”SPIT,^^I , ^^CAR . S^^p . R"IZ,°ScIP^N512 , CALP^CERR
C2
0005 PYTE	 r;UF ( i )
0006 ^^p^iF(I)sFF!!Art'UF(1))s25!^•FF;'^CtBUF(!sl) )
.0007 IFtC6HF.`'E.0)rt"eT ^F:N
00ne IF(F"T._rJ,l)	 yr	 TO	 1	 __	 . _	 . .... _
0009 I F(FrT.EC.?)	 G A	 10	 2
0011 &;RITF(1?einC0)	 F' ►+T
0012	 1000 F WA MAT 0	 FLAKEY FOPMAT S IECIFIC A TI?N	 1 ,15, 0 	 WP ROS TER.41NATES.I//
i	 /)
0013 CERR	 P. 9
0014 QETUR%- 
SS _ z ^' 'F(0
0016 SEXPPUF(11I)
0017 LF	 s	 0	 -	 -	 -
OOSH fjPP0R%SuF(t04)
0019 f4RSpP*4UF(1776)_._.
0020 NC Pk s&;,c (1"12 )
0022 ANCL W ILIF ( 105)
0023
C





0027 t,CARs9-'.L!F ( 17,15)	
-- -	
_
0028 SVG	 s	 HFUF(92)
0029 FSIZ	 s	 960F(10n) 	 ---
-	 0030 PSh:IP	 a	 0
002 CALP	 s	 0
0035 r,3	 TI	 4
0034	 2 SS	 s	 1
00 1 5 SE	 s	 9?uF(23)-6




-0033	 -- -- V('SP4	 s	 1
0039 N CNB	 s	 81NF(19)
0040 4P°C	 s	 1
0041 ANAL	 z	 4
00 4 2 '^C	 s	 %CPp
0043  Ns • SF	 __	 r_------	 ---.	 _
OOA4
_.	 _.__ __^—_._.__—__
,,. I t s
	
^-
0045 DOI	 n 	 0
OC46 ',CAR	 s	 `.CPa
0047 SVn	 •	 1
0048 RSIZ	 .	 NC•(.+946)44
0050 HNIJ	 s	 400 —
6 0051 r,ALP	 s	 t	 _.	
--•
0052 GO T: 4
^-2
FORMAN IVWPLUS V02 • 04	 14126117	 31,AUG•77	 PAGE 2
_ MMS FINr,..y_.__1_t?.1^'L "-C^SS!_^i?
0053	 3 NS a gAUF (39)/4
0054	 _ 1m8UF(14I
0055 SS a	 RSetIAhD(I^1SI.1I+1
0056	 _ .. SE • SS# N -S-
0057 LS a 1
_..4058_ __ J.a .!...2'^0- -
0059 NRODS + 1
0060 NDJPR__
OOt<i NCPR . 4
0062 NRpc .
0063 A•;%	 n
—0.04.! _..	 _ _ a(, L-
0065 NU IT 	. 8
0066 DDI	 • .2._.	 --_
0061 "CAR	 •	 4
006 13 sit)	 s	 1
0069 KSla	 :	 8:3UF(17)







0071 N512Y n 	 38
0072 CALP
0073 CALL	 RaWAD(LLJlr+Fil+pL,F(41)+624+`3CT.EPF,PRTY)
0074 G:+	 TO	 4
0075 1TC(I IlU1)
Q^7.4_ —_ 	 Q!3l_ ^^. ^wAT(! k" _^_'±[?! _aE_	 _1.' i _ WPn ►'Sj-_- PR?GR,]M TEPMIN ATE S,!//,.L_._____._
0077 CERR s 11
00711 «ETU;•,
0079	 4 IF(SWFG',NE.0)	 4ETUON.._..
0060 Op N(U g TT	 s	 3+TY PES + U;4K N 7W N+ +hA"Es + C300,1)NE A D5R + DAT'	 _.	 ...-





0083 CLt' 3F(UN. ITa3) -
00 A 4 gkTURN
-	 jrb
15. HVFY
This program is documented in reference 1.
HfP4TR4N	 IV•1101% V02-,#14	 PArAE--I-
wvr y ,FTN /TqV;L!CKs1i%9
coot su!'4%7 1, ' I .	 Hvf * Y(1 4 RjF")
0002 IMPLICII	 P-17FGER	 (A•2)
0003 MYTE W"(1)
0004
s	 1^b I i	 W, CL 9R
0005 UPe,!'% I 1	 1.1, LP




0007 ;114171.( ii: 4 1C. 01M I
0006 JODI F) " !"AT  ( I	 CL' 	 z	 151 1	 VNIACCEP70LE
0009 G A TO 99
Dole I T7	 e7
0 c "I I I T
__00 12_ 10C2 F L "t'r. ATA	 fl , j I T	 5
0013 Gk!	 T : '	 r, 9
003.4 2 JF(tjPPC.F C.1)	 GO	 T?	 3
1110V FAR "AT( I 	KAPU	 a	 1 .15, 0 	 (INACCEPTAULLI)
C
C FUDG-	 Fe"	 CkUmMY	 U 01. R 	 1AP,.-S•
C NRPC	 c; E1	 To	 I





a	 17,	 CPU	 3-11-13-1
	 -SI F P C-
'i 21,	 T'	 '
0019 3 I F 	
0020
0071 1on5 F O r	 I ( I	 V*'S') Rs	 I	 I	 AACCbP1AB4Ef/
I	 I	 P	 il i T	 70	 V/)
0022 .	 ,— ,	 - - - - ., Dsp :. I -- ----- —
	 — ---*----- - — — —0023 " o	 T ,	 4
0024 4 p E T J 
P%
007 5 99 vqllr' (1; ► 919)
00 26 999 F t' , i fA A T	 T E A tA I NA T P S
00 ?7 CE pq	 I I



















• _ {1lti{11it::fttiii{Itfitilitttliltttltltltilfl{fill{f{tiltff1 11fJ . {.13.ti1 -1_ ---______-
	
1	 1
PR?GRAM i FORTRAN COMPATIBLE MAG .TAPE - SUBROUTI.4E_	 -_..
	
I	 TITLE	 I LECTAP I
	J	 .._.AUTHOR .._-_ I G. CRIDLAND	 1 -.----- -	 ---
	
!	 COMPANY I G.E.(MODIFIFD BY AERONUTROAIC•F"RD)
	
_J.	 I RESTCRED TO GE STANDA,.D ('!TIRE OR LESS) RY_LEC.__.___
	
t	 FU+'CTIZN I T O PERFORM THE NECESSARY TA PE BPERATI4NS FOR	 !




—_---____-- . •MCALL MOOT¢, m BWA SS.DIRS #CLEFSS.w TSF $Ssoll3.-_--
,MCALL SETF%S

















F.I N I T $
CLR
	 MTLSFT (INI T IALIZE LAST FUNC712N ISSUED,











IS	 MOV _ MASGMT,R3 -	 - - --
t 1_
M 0V	 •6(R5) ► A.LLiNU(R3)$
M3V	 a; ( R 5)jA,LULU(R3)	

















m oo	 (SP)•.F3	 i REST^RF REGISTER USED
	
_	 RTS	 PC
ASGMT A_' LUN$	 0,^'T,0	 I ASSIGN - LLJN DIRECTIVE
--
ASGXT I ALVNT	 0, XT 10 $ASSIGN LU G








	 1 SET Ti IfETACh MAG TAPE UNIT,
NOV f2(R5)#0I0DP"*0oI0LU
r	 JMP	 MT0J0 1
- 1	 ATTACK UNIT,	 CALL MTINIT FIRST,•'.
TATCNI
--	 ---I NOV	 R5)jQIa0PP*0jI@LU
	__..	 JMP	 ..	 1TOIO
_____-REIQ_.l1AG N ETIC. TAPE UNIT-..-..--_-.-
s
_.._TREA 0 1	 1
MOV A2(R5). p I0DPA#Qv I0LU
	may
	 MI g MTFCSV	 1 SET FOR READ RF.OUEST,- 
MTRWl1





voloD p 000	 1 SET Rn V IT! ADR.OF QUEUE . IJ'1_DE'8^_-__------^^
ma
y






1 GET WO r.O C?t+NT	
-- -.---
	 --- --- - --
	
ASH	 01.R1	 1 MULE k?Rp COUNT
MOB _ . R 1^0^1 pP L . ?( !? 0)_.l.S7 eRE_'^2. R R._C^k^I_LL?	 '±EL _L SI T W21RO 2
	JSR	 PC. t+TG I O	 1







(SP)+,R1	 1 RESTORE R1',
	





	 PC	 1 EXIT',
	










	 92,MTFCSV	 1	 __..--	 ------ - -
JMP_-.	 MTRW	 1






MTU? 1 1_._. -. ..	
_ .-----
	JSR




	 PC	 1 EXIT'S
1











— -- --- NfdV A2(R5)#Ol@('•P9+0.1OLU
	
may	 94.nTFCSV	 ;	 -------	 --_
OR
	 MTU7	 1
J---..---MAGN E TIC TAPE ••• . OVEUi l[ . ••.'___
I	 -


















(S P ) 4 ,R2
	 i R EST M R* O kGIS T ERS USED(SP) 4 , R 1	 I	 —	
—
9 010nP b 1 REQUEST MAGNETIC TAPE FUNCTION












SE,' !SL- CkA-1ACTE- kISTICS
SKIP FILES,
---J,	 BUILD STAUS W ORD F"R RETUP t. T;- USER
MTFCSVl o s*,*2 1 M AG TAPE FUNCTION) ISSUFf,
--MTLSFTL-.&F *.+2 I LAST M.AG TAPE. FU!-XTIlo.%
	
MTUNITI, WARP
	I SAVE TAPE U N IT NO, HERE
- '-lCSECT STATUS




I BUILD R ETURN STATUS ► 'EQE---
SAVEI	 it.42	 ILAsT COPMANn FOR MTSTAT





—.MTSK 101	 1 -
mov	 Rol-(SP)
mov	 ocloopsono
mov	 @4(R5)jQ.I:' PL(R0) I
MT 1 0 	 I



























































































0,1 -'B P L ( RD)	 I
R3,-(S W )




P6(R5) 1 PARITY VD :'R E^EN
MTODD
p.A
' HIS 010,0,I0PL00) 1	 EVEN
MOM 1
JMP MTIO	 I
M?DEN I l WARD 2	 1	 0	 1 200 BPI
-JWORD _. 1	 I	 1	 1	 1 556	 ESP[
SWO RD 0	 1	 2	 1 800 UPI
,WORD 40	 1	 3	 1 o00	 BPI	 ru .tP ME.-_._-
_._L.____
i








BEr,	 - _ IS
MNV MTFCSV,SAVE
iS 1
M0V - -01o,,r+TFCSV — 1- Ii4DICA'rE -RE A D	 CHARACTERISTICS	 REQUEST
JSR PC#mTg10












_- MN{J _ _ MT Sw0.2^R1 I	 GFT , Rr;TUE2+Epr45 F 	 STATUS	 WORD
B IT 03,81	 I	 TAPE VLNSITY 801	 9PI	 ?
AWE M7556	 1
_---- -
	 - --- ---------





__ _ ^_	 .-•
N)S 020000,MTSW 1	




MTE 2 T	 I
-
. BIS 06000O MTSW --- ---
g MTEOTi 1
- BIT 020, R1	 !	 TAPE	 P,,ST E . 0-T MARKER ?- ----- —	 --	 ---
— --
BEO MTL.STF	 i
BIS 01000,MTSW i	 YES,
017 040,81
	
{	 LAST CO M MAND ENCOUNT R ED EJF	 RECORD	 7
BEO WRTLCK
	 1
B IS 0200,MTSw 1	 INDICATE	 TAFE ' PAST ETF
-, WRTUCK 1
B IT #2000,R1 --i	 WRITE.	 1_?.C K 	EN	 ?	 ---
___ REO M T 7 C H	 1	 N0,
-
H IS 02000,MTSW ---.—.
	
—__1	 YE:S, . __
R lT 0100DO,R1
_
1	 UNIT	 I S	 7'CMANVEL
,.__.._ . BEr MTL.n'T
= e1s Xl0000 ► MTSW i	 _ - -----	 -	 ---- ._.,--	 ---` .
MILD?Il .. ^— - -
---- --- -------
R IT 020000tR1 i
BEO RT?JSW	 1	 Nil e	 RPTURM SET/,E'-, SF	 W2FD',











	m oo	 MTSW^A4(Q5)	 1
	___..._CLR
	




OIPDPBI OIQS	 l0,RL8t0#1##MTSWI# OI(0,0.0,0)
i
17. LIN.FTN
ENTRY POINT - LIN
Line Input with character checking. Input a line from device
number II and checks for: 1) X, 2) B, 3) R, 4) CR, 5) normal




Go to (1, 2, 3 0 4, 5, 6), I
1. X entered - exit immediately
2. B entered - go to previous query
3. R entered - restart program
4. RQ - ask query again
5. CR entered
6. Normal data entry
rH^Q^RTR !^N_1Y -P^.!).^-V.^2-G4---.....-.---	 ---.._i4.t. J_^42.....---31'A^^G^17 	 ? AaE-1--_.._-
LI N ,FT N /TptR1.DCkS/No























	 . 9 000.. F "^`t A T (7 4 A1)
-
0009 CALL F R I NT (LINT , 74 )
0009 IF"(LI';'t1).i:^,'-^>	 „n	 TO	 920n
	
---	 ---0010 )r3,3	 T1	 4.150
_4 411....- _ _-^-- - .__.^.f: ^ L I , ^ ^ 512._, c 'I,!.^ ! ?_.^ ? _ ?. 3 _.4 5 4Il^..--_	 -----














- . -	 -	 -	 ----	 --	 ---
0018 IF(LINF(1),E0,'	 ()FLAG	 5
0019 RETUR,j
0020 9910 IF(ATF,E9,i),,:RITE(i1,9%i)TI
0021 9911 FV!RMAT(I	 ENV-OF- r if-E	 P, 'C'U'TFREO	 ON	 LUN,.',s.I2,_1, _=K-ASSUMED,!1)
0022 GO	 T" 9912
1	 0023 9.4n0_.__._ FLAG
0024 RFTU4+j
0025 9450 WRITE:( (0,9451)LI"E
0026 9451 FOawAT(i	 1,74A1)
0027 GO T.' 9999
0023 9590 CONTINUE
_0. 0 2 9..- --L P= --I - -










--- - ^ T F	 0	 _	 .—_
-0035 01'F',(U'SIT:3 ► "+A,,EsL1^E(2),TYPE"2LD',REA07NLY)-





0039 TI	 e	 3
0040 30	 T'J	 9999
004 ). ...._9 4.'x- I',F(2).,t,1.,.:X'_?__	 '".9>yn_
-IF.(l	 -_ T,7	
— 
-0042 G!'	 TO	 9299




0045 LU"N	 a	 LUN''	 4	 1	
__-
0046 LUTAP(LU'Jh)6TI







0050 IF(LINE(LP),FG,^	 ')	 3	 T,	 9240
1 2
raRTRAN IV•PLUS VO2•04 	 14127142	 31+AUG+77	 PAGE 2_
-----
0051	 LPP a Lo	 1
0052 .._ . 9x !11... VP a L N P • 1_ ...._	 _.	 -- --- ..	 _.__.._ .... _....-.
0053
	
IF(LPPoGT,LP•31) ti p! TO 9202
0054	 IF(0r,.F(LPP)jhE,1 ') G'? TO 9201
0055	 9202 LI N5(0051
..0.054
	
0,eC (.W'I T sZIatY^^1^!LS "IL.^Lpl^i7^^.! ^ r L^R^4D^f11.7_L
0057	 Go T,1, 9999
0053	 9240	 IF(TI',EQ,A'P?n0 72 9290	
-	 --	
--	 -.
0059	 02 T1 9999
0060	 9250	 IFtLj^:6(3)',^^F.,' 1 ), G° TO 9260
0061
	
9912	 LUNN a LONN w 1
0063	 TI  r 01A8(LUNN)
0064	 IF(Ti;raE', I r )G0 - T7 9999_--
0065	 IF(A1F,E4,0)CL'ASr(L,'4ITa3)
0066.	 ATF It i	 - -




0069	 TI a 17
0070	 GO Ti 9290
0071	 9260 LP a 2
0072	 CALL I"_TFF(LP#LINE,74,LU";C)	
--	 -------- ---- - - _ __ -
0073	 CLZSE(UNITaLUNConISPOSEDISAVEI)
00 7 4	 G.,1_1 _91c99
0075	 9209 TI a t(`
0076WRiT G (1t^ ► 9^9 p )(L1k^tlb),I 6s 1^1 3 ^.	
-
0077	 9248 FERNAT( f I" PUT LINS IN ERR"R, LI%E FOLLOWS,)/' 1#73A1)
0078
	
_ aE TO 9790 -- - ---
	




0079	 9100	 FLAG o 2








- - -- _	 _-- -- __ ----
003	 9290	 C71Nt 1 „L'c
0084. -
	
_ FLAG s . 4...,.._-._ ___	 - - -----	 -
00@5	 RETUgN.
0086	 ENO _	 ---
^^ 7
18. RREAD
This program is described in reference 1.
/ay
At,
NF?!R T PA y V^at,US V02 • Q^ _	 _	
_..._-14126105_-_. 31+AUG*77 _ 	 PAGt_1_—___
+ PREin ,rS 1TQ1AL'4 CKS /NR
0001 .	 .. SUORaU;I P F	 RPEAD(1.ti y ,F11 i 8 . 1F # PQLII,BCT,EflF,P R TY) _ - v.	 .	 -	 I 
- • -.	 - -0002 IMPLICIT	 1 10	 rjER	 (t - 7)
0003
_. CO"M;1a/1"LP/I0,LP
0004 COMM ?N /STAThS/S
_.000-._. c? "r'`, /F1TAL/.2'?t-8-RR -----
	
—._r








DA T A	 E VI F S..."	 t	
-	 -
. .
F	 0010 FVF a 1
Q ^!R_1Ir.(^P,-3 n 0 01 ^11t^q S 1 ?	 __--	 ^_	 -
D3000 FOINAW	 STEP 1	 9#21101
Coll
D WRITE(LP.3n01)
p 3001. cOH,yATt ^	 wt! ►+^?7'///)	 __	 _.
0012 PV'T	 a	 2-1
0014 9 CALL	 T I LA^(L'_ I N, ni'F(7),Pk:)r
0015 -_. IF(S(I)	 -Q, 11 37 A ) r' p	T7	 7
0016 IF'(S(i)',1-'E,"366)	 G'	 TJ	 2
0017 3	 _ caF	 a	 n
0019 2 FCT	 s	 S(2)
D3004 FM g m AT( 1 	JCT	 a	 1.110)
0020 7 PCNT	 • PC:NT	 1






?	 002S 10 t1 °—	 -	 —	 ----	 —
00 24 9 PRTY	 a PRTY • 1





D3n02 Faa4AT(I	 STE P 	2	 1,2110)










0030 RR	 x	 0
0031 E P r y X I ' 0._
0032
_	 ^_.._	
-	 -- - -------_	 ----
^y g^Irxlop_
0033 5 IF (0'JF ( IE),'4A,O)	 G1	 TO	 6
0034 FZF14YT	 a	 1
0035 6 9CT	 a	AUF(4)-
--_	 -- -
D %IWITr(LP,hn32)(•,i!F(X),Xat,o),OCT,PRSIZ
n5039 FC ww AT (1	 ',Olin/)




C RR	 ,^E,	 0	 IS	 EQR-H	 Rr_C?R-	 SO2
00:8 ACT	 x	 1Mi+J1( 1 CT,;1 wS1	 )
0039 IF(L.!F ";XT,E0,0)CALL	 FVJS'T(L^.`,81F(1)•9UFt2))





req?R#N IVOPLUS VOPO4 	i412AI09	 31eAUGw77	 PACE 2
00 4 4	 ENTRY 4SKIi'(LUNsF1i#ISKIPs%UF)
004;,	 L KI IISKt(' 






























0063	 CALL FVREAO(LU "s.1u fs51?)
0064	 CA(L FV44IT(LU'-0	
-..










Sorts an array via the method known as Shell sort.
e	 Calling sequence
CALL SHELL (NR,RS,B,P)
Argument T	 e Dimension In Out Description
NR I 1 In Number of records to be
sorted
RS I 1 In Size of records to be
sorted
B I (RS,NR) In Array of records
P I NR In For 1<I<NR, P(I) gives
pointer to row of item
B (.,I) to be considered
the start of record 1.
There exists a version of this called JASSIF in which B is a
byte array, which makes a lot of difference on this machine.




0003 1NTE;EP	 ta^atRS.!^^t)	 _
Dona M a %•
0006 1F (ri.EG.T)RETU!",
0007 { n t 4-M	 _ _ _	 -	 -




0613 1F(LL1.GT,PS)	 "•	 T.^
0014 LL?. = L 4' P(I)o:.
00+5 lP(LL2#GT ,^S) 	 ;D	 T ..	 43	 -0016 1F (iliLL1, 1 •').LT,. (LL-:, 1))	 0	 1?,	 303
_...0D17.. _ 301.. _^ _. IFi!i ^.LGi,1 "^ SGT,. LIL^r I Zl. ^;a_?s -
001b G0	 T ;;	 't
0019	 303 CA 302 L =	 1#R5
0020 A	 =	 N(L,1)
0021 "(L• 1 )=1;(Lo I")
03?2	 302 ''(!,.lr ).t
0024 t I) =N t l'^ )P
0025
0026 1^1•"+
0327 IF(115T,1)	 al	 T o	 3
00?d	 4 J =	 J •	 1





See volume 1 0 section 3.5.2.10.8.1 for description. Listing is
presented below.
J-/33
MF91 RTRAN	 IV-PLUS Vla . 1 a . 14129 14 6	 -_3	 PAGE L_—_
SU p S1e^,FTV /TUt?U2C<S /'+.R
0001 SU201UTIkE SURSTR(A,i,'•_	 -..	 ---
0002 IM^'LICIT	 :N	 GEE	 (A-/)
0%M 3 LP,ICAL•1	 A(1)•v(1)--
(t O r ^ DATA	 RLA'•K /2N
ti0 n 6 JS=J
0007 LZO
Cori.; IF(N	 .t:6.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 2()
00`59 L=%	 -	 -._	 --	 --	 --
OOif IF(	 L	 .GT,	 M	 )	 L =M
00 1:	 _--------__—.93--1 'S aI I1--
Do . 3(Ji)^^(I	 )
0014 JS=aS + 1
0015	 IT CVJTINUE	
-	 --	 ---	
-	 --- ------	 -	
---	 -
0016 IF(	 ".	 .GE,	 M)	 RETURN
0016 Do	 30	 KzL,m
0 019	
- --- -
R (J S) = R L A N	
-	 -	 - - -	
-	 _...--- - ------- --. _ .
0020 JS=asp:
0021




The subroutine performs the logical operation between two theme





THHOO.FTN	 "I T Q I ii L CK7--;'/ w
coal	 SU3RAIJTI,'4E TMMLOP
CCeCcCCUCCcc^cCCcceccceCrccccCccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccccccccccccc cc









r  (_2 ).2. 1
0007	 Til"DEFC."Or2
0008	 THiV1FWx3 1	 — .1 .
0009	 10 CZ!.:Tlkue
0 010	 WRITU (6#1?OV)
Doll	 Inon F O R ".AT(Os I SFLECT LWGICAL ?P RATJVJI)
k J ;; I TE (^j 10 1) 1	 1
1001 	
-	
f-s I '-(-A )--DD (S)uP T RArT I A 	 D, E XCLUS I VE OR I I	 > I
C	 READ ?PTIO!
0614	 - RLAD(6,1011) W
0015	 1034 FokmAT(74W
0016	 CALL rRANT 0,04)
AQ1 .7 —LU .4 ( .1-), LG A.I . Y	 T 0-4 50
ogle	 IF(1441)J-Q.1110	 G' TO 11





GO T r* IC
OC22	 T. Y % L)
	
I.Tf) . F 0	 A	 TH,,0FF(1)=IAI
0024	 IF (.40 ) ',[-C I V	 T H:iV F ( I ) z I S










1 F (F 0% r- Q. I A I ) Ar U'= A" 0 0
—0-0 ^ 4— ------TF Cr t i E C —' S-' -)- A r 07 S	
I ., J--
0030	 IF(FL1xtEQ. I N V ) APO"- IAN,GI
0031
	
IF- (FUN, i:0, I E- I ) AFUN IC I E04 I
0032
	 10 O C 4,'. T 1,14 U
0033	 ',R I T F ( f, 1 10 3 0) T H 	F ( 2),T H " r, r:
0034	 1031 FO CZMAT I % SE: LPCT INOUT 7 k c: Vr I	 I#lX#I1#2X#I1t2XII>1)L
— ------






0 0 N i	 I F	 C C .	 G.4 T 3 4 5p
0039	 17 V1 10
— '0 040
--





	 CALL INTFF(K,-,74,TH,'' 'iE3)
0045 0R,THFMES,GTs9)
x	 ^I ►, T , 102







FORTRAN IV-PLUS V07 - 04	 14129110	 31-AUG47	 PACE 2
00 4 6 WRITF(6 ,105)
0049 i06 . FOR y AT(. 1X,'S'SJT- 'F	 RAy GE -_i-1.{')






	 - --	 _ _	
_-.—_.^..	
-	 -	
^__ .. --- -..--
0052 TH`41)FC(2)aTHEMFA
_Q0.53 __T!i'!D '.F..S3 )aT HFNER	 —
0054 25n THEt^F421HMCFFt2)
0055. __. JkEMEB%JWM7EF(3)
0056 300 Cid`,T I NUL
0057	 ..__ _ _ WRITF(^,1100)	 THMDEFS4)
0058 1100 FC Q M A T ( i1 SFLECT	 A UTFUT	 T4E4E1	 ',1X1Ii,ix,'>')
C READ_.-:1L1J?LT._ 1.Z+E11E- _ 	 —^
0059 FEAC(6,1120)	 w
0064._
- - -- -
1121
_FjoR,MAt474A1).-------•---------- -- —




CALL..FR^ , T( W ,7 4 )	
--	 --	 ---- -	
--._.._...--
	
--	 — ---0063 G•7	 i t	 450
__00.64 IF t r s11.. F D .!	 _Gz-j	 U (?
0065 IFtwc1),ED,'	 ')	 ,Z	 T7	 1121
0066 ;ALL	 1 %V F(K,W,71,T1-^"F0.
0067 IF•(THE"rC.LE,0,01,THEMEC,GY,8)	 G71	 TO	 302
0068 Cd	 T°	 304
0069 302 CONTIN,JE
0071 306 FkRM A T(1 X •'UUT	 OF	 RANGE	 III')





	 ----- --- ^....-------
	
--.----.__ -_--
0075 1121 CL^:T I tijE
^..00 7 6.._ THE'1FC-=_THM^E^(:?.)_ 
0077 14R I TE ( 6,1122)	 THF.MFA, AF'U 4, *N:;tiFa,1HE,1EC
0076
_112? FNRMAT(1X	 THE., E . L .. wIC"^	 v: c, E ;: ATIPN I ^/
-XSX,	 'TFlE++F ► ,122)f,t3,2x,'1HENE',12,2X,'a',9THEME',12)
0079 ...
_7l2.3.CO NT ItiUE_
-	 — ------ ---_ .._
	




24	 FORMAT( I ^F;%CE	 D	 tY)^S/(`1)"?	 >')
--OOA2	 —RE^O(5,1125)	 W









0085 1F(WW' EO,''4')	 DN, T;*	
-
.10 -
	 . ---	 --	 - -------	 ----- --	 -0065
-	 - IFtatl),EQ.'r^)	 r,0	 T p 	448
Cosa 44R UON I TIN.!^	 -
C
C
READ	 Tk;- M E	 A	 R	 TAE-1E	 9	 1`^T"	 X,Y	 AND	 C34PUTE	 AND,1R,_ X00
SU93TRACT	 TwEN	 W RAC- R E S ULT	 I'• 1 .1 	THEME	 C	 - -	 - -'
OOP.9 Da	 490
	 Lis^,32,32




DU	 450 -. Lzs'1p 'ill
_ 1.64 ---












1F(FJ-4,6U,'S'	 7&'*	 2 6
0099 {F(FUV,ED,'N') 	 G1.	 T(.	 20___......__—
117
FORT g AN IV-PI.US V02-04	 i4(29(iO	 31•AUG n 77	 PAGE 3
—0100 IF(rU'%,r0,'E')	 GA	 TO	 24
0101 20 CO N! TtNUF
0102 DO 28	 K1=1,2
0103, 00 2P Kp=1,296
0104 2r X(K2#KI ) 2J.%NP ( X(X2,Ki) , Y(KP#Ki))
-
r'_I'3 r _ _---	 -- ---	 --	 ---	 --0106 22 C^',T1x"F
.0107 .-_D3 30	 x13182
0}^105 ^0	 3^	 K2=1,256
Yd0;.
_	
30 X(42,X1) = INR( X t K 2 t K1 ), Y . t K2, K1)).-_----...
	
_	 __—.-------	 --
0110 Go	 T:)	 36
Cliff---24 COOT 1
---
0112 Ud	 32	 .<i=1,2
Q113_..	 ..__ 00. 32 K• 2 = 1t256.	 _...	





0116 26 CONT I NOF-
0j. 17 'J0—i4-"l-1102.. 
0118 D6 34	 K2=i,256
0119 Y(K2rK1)2100'"(Y(K?,K1))
0120 34 X( 3.2,K1)=JAND(X(42,Ki),Y(K7,K1))
.0121	
-
36 CON'T 1 140f.
0122 CALL	 I •^T(TMEMEC,LI'.E,l6tX)
-J)12 3 C Al L	 k IT- .




0126 1180 Fo lz mbT(	 '1(R)ESTART	 OR	 E(X)IT	 )')




0128 1200 FoRkIAT	 (74A1)
0130 - TcIF(h'(a.)',EO,'R'	 )	 (i: + 10
0131
--
IF(W(l.)•,LW,-!X' )- GO	 T rO 1220--
	
—	 --	 - — - -	 _ _—	 _	 ----	 --	 -- --
G132 GO	 T71	 450
0133 -122^ CON'TIN!:E...
	










22.1 ENTRY POINT - TWRITE
The subroutine TWRITE writes the clusters and categories assigned
to themes on to the I-100. The assigned clusters and categories






/T'i I ,t.VI CKS/wq
0001 SUcIR,.UTINE	 Tl,' RITP
0002 1 4PLICIT	 INT;jC-R	 IA - 1)
0003 DIl,5-%,SjJN _Y (512)jTX(512)#TY(512)._.
0004 N•li"ISION	 pl)(055,14)
0006 FOUIVALEIXE	 (Y(j) ► PIX(j#t))
0007 (% d 	 / 4 4 -7 m / I C ( d ) a T C ( 4 ), 1 X	 I Y	 T X	 T Y	 M X j M Y
0008 /LOCD•42/C,,ASK
0009 IF (mY.GT.12d)	 GO	 T?	 5
0010
0012





0019 DZ 0 LLtl,mYl
0020 LmLL
0021 10	 1 ZZ I, N
C
C
0022 CALL. IRMA ly(L)sPIX(IA





00 26_—_-15 --- -1 P ( '^ -L E,-41— -CA L L _AA I
0027 L=LL
0026 P912	 as	 0
0029 ol	 40	 I al, N
C




E A Df TF_TT( _L)i
C
• C PRICESS THE BATA	 FROM CLUSTER MAP FILE
C 'A AKIPUL.ATE	 IkL	 THEME	 DIS P LAY	 ACC7RDING4Y
C
LNE =1 , Mx
0032 IN	 r	 JX(1. 1^'E)	 *	 P512	 *	 i
0033 m	 c	 Ic;YTt:(j'•-1,Y)
0034 k­ 	 -TX(LI N.Ir )	 -1
0035 CLL!cTQ	 v	 IJYT%(4,1*^ Lr)
0036 IF(%t'3rk.E0,C' )	 G"	 TZ	 30
00 1 7 Y(1*1)	 a	 PR("f_C-ArK(CLLSTR))
0038 So
0039 L o l 4 MYl
0040 IF	 (L,GT •.MY)	 GO	 TO	 45
C
C INCREMENT	 P PINTER	 FOR	 Y(NY)
0041 P51.2	 s	 P512	 512
OG42 4n CO'ITINOE-
C043 45 LNLL
FOOTRAN I y oPLUS Y02-04	 i4129144	 33•AtjG•77	 PACE 2
AkE I Tk,F Vi---t-TH @LO-GK5JYR--____
c
C	 .. — -- .. _ - _ - --. --.- - __ 4R I TE PR I CF SSk D PAT A BACK TO CHANNEL FIVE
C	 FOR TH6MF DIS P LAY OF CLUSTERS
6044	 - DI 50 ItIoN	
- --	 -- .	 ..-. — — — k  -
__p p A 5..	 ----.qALL-. V0.15A I Y ( 0-0 1 X (lAJ
0046
	 L a L#k'Yi
0047	 IF (l.,GT, m Y) Go T1 . 55
0046	 sm	 CONTINUE
0049	 55	 IF(NoLE@4) CALL
- W AIT
	. ... .... . .....
coso	 60	 CONTINUE
0052	 ENn
- --- - -----
23, (300 ,6] VDALTR.FTN
The subroutine VDALTR erases the full (Channel 1-5) window which
is in globe common (COM 4).
• Calling sequence
CALL VDALTR (ML, MT, MR, MB, CH, IBUF, IND, FLAG)







CH; channel number to be erased













ALTER VIDEO SCREEN ---	 -
C
C FRflM C OORDINATES XU,YU T; XL, YL





0002 IMPLICIT	 INTSGER	 ( A•2)
0003 BYTE	 TSUF(512),BUFF(i)
C
0004 IF	 (XU	 .LT,	 0	 OR *.	 XU 4•.GT, -511) G? To 999
0005 IF	 (XL
	 ,LT,	 0	 ,OR,	 XL .GT,	 511)	 G0	 TP.	 999
0006 IF	 (YU	 ,LT,	 n	 ,PR.	 YU '.GT,	 511)	 GO	 To	 999
0007 IF	 ( Y L	 ,LT,	 0	 .OR,	 YL .GT,	 511)	 GO	 TO 999
C
1.	 0008.—. ......LNCT	 a	 XL	 +	 XU
orcl i PXCT
	 a	 YL	 Y U •	 i
0 (110 IF	 (LN C T	 .LT.	 i	 ,PR. L":CT	 •. G T '.	 512)	 GA	 TO	 999
OGii IF	 (PXCT	 .LT.	 1	 ,7R, PVCT	 .GT.	 512)	 GP TO 999
0012 _ IF.	 (CH"I L	 ,LT,	 0	 ,OR,	 _ C HNL	 .9T,	 5)	 GO.T0	 999_.._
-	 0014 rCHST a CHNL,
--




0017	 CHST a 5	
-
_ 0016-
 —3Q	 CD_100_I_n rU-tYL _
	
-------
	 --	 —_ -
0019
	
	 Ki a K
C










 2 3 — ----
0024	 D2 110 JaXIIoXL
0025
	 TBUF(J•1) n nUFF(1)
0026	 IF (IN N .E0, 1)	 GI TO 1P5
0027	 TBOF(j*l)	 )UFF(K)







PIPTRAh iV.PLUS V02.0; 
	
14130107








	 FLAG s 0
C








The subroutine WINDER consists of two subroutine SLKTHM and
VDALTR which erases the partial or full window.
• Calling sequen :e
CALL WINDER
MFRRTRAN tY-pLys Vnz ^9 4 _ . _	 ^__	 1^1301t4	 31!AUQ^. L7_.._.^_-_	 PAGE_.1_____







rCCG(.^Crccrcccccccccrr"crcccccccccccc,CCFCCCccccccccccccCC cc-cc c.000CCCC C C_.__-
OOo2 V O L ICI t	 1,, ; T('5 , K(A- X)
0003 INCLI.+DE	 'S v 1C3 n O,43CA+4 SC-' M ! N,1%C 1 	-	 -
0004 • INCLV:1f:	 ' SY)(3')J , 33CAMCPARA`,1k'C#







0007 • _	 INTOLO Ci(569),r2(256),C3(11),C4(345),C5(629)
• 0•
0009 • INTEGER ACOATE,5(1bCAT,SU°P^P,CATKNT,CATTW
0009 • RYTE	 C'`',VEC,t',o.,4AV,'iPSUh,J•TC4T,DZTCLU
_O.QiO ( 2,MAXAC ^),'Cy'EVE. C(OAXCWN , MAXACC) , NRCWANON O SU9,__
• ISU;CAT(WAXSUa),> l!r!+'.'P(MAXS,'ci), CATK',T(MAXCAT),CATTFI(MAXCAT),NODM,





INTEr•FR	 ADATES,5(+ NAi, A^ALST,rLnuAY,03TGAY,aD4TE1,TDATEI
0012 • ;NTEG!R	 POATF2,T"ATE?,PCtT=3,T^ATL3,CATNAn,DISKID,RANDPM,GRID
- 0013_ • .	 9YTE .D f•L^Lr,"rACO35^1L r,R ,S' ^•"L, ^ST g R T ,'vTYPEi,ALP,ALP O _-..-_.._.__ ___
0014 • BYTE	 PC•CT,PCTLT',,iAR,V;.17.CLA'7lL,TYPE
0013 • Ca"',ay/C('M2/ISFu,GFLrLC,',O^C':,ACATFS(2,MAXACD),SPILGR(MAXAC01,
• iSU'4Et.("AxACO), SU',+AI ()'AXArD),iN*iATL(2),ANALST(5),FLDDAY(2),
• 20CTRAY(2),"JSTA4T, \TYPEIIPDtT^1(Z),T:ATFJ(2),PDATF2(2),TDATE2(2),
^. • 3PPATE3(2),TORT %: 3(2), P+ 4CAT, r:tT^A"(t'AXCAT),ALP(MAXCAT),ALPI,







0017 • INTEMCi ,'	 PFLA!	 -,"k(m,,:T
0018 • COeM: N1COM31•' r"Lp",'SKr'iT,ErLAGI,EFLAG2,CFLAG3,EFLAG4#EFLAGS,UCLAGI
• '






0020 • 1NTtf,kc	 SP-:I"C, C L A -n, CL ;j w ' 0
0021 • CH"Mrr; /C 	 M4/Tx1,TY%,TXP,TY',1x1 .1Y1,1x2,1Y2,ACRISP(2),IIS(4),Gt4),
• IR(4), r 1.lA;'(s ► 'c+rT-:),FP-I,n(5,•-150W11 	 W'1NI(4),NUMDOT,













0031 CW:W'^(4)8256	 uR^ IA







10	 C» T 1 %'.E .	 -
0035 FLAGS•J	 ^^ r
2
f#PT RA% IV-PLUS v02-^4	 14130126	 31.AU0•77	 PACE 2
• _ M1*QEA.f.T'a.^_,_._.1_T41`!L("C!i^!M3..^_.^_.....` 	 ...._.^._.__.._ ._..._._-- 	 —.__..._ ____.__	 ..._.___
0036 FLAt1Usn
0037 aRITFt6.20)
0036 2: F0RMAT(jX * '5FL5CT W1003W 8r COSPA AkD EvTER "CR"t•/
x 'sw W S" R EADY	 P)
0039 REA31600) W
QD , D^._ _3rz.^	 !S (7 4 41)_	 _	 ___.._---
0041 CALL FRZNT(4#74)
0042 IF(Kti)'JQ,it")	 t10	 T'	 10
00 4 3 PoF	 T('	 60
00 4 4 CALL	 Ia4(C'lhSC4)0045 rd	 ',1	 Isl,+,lsi',iD
_.OG46-...._ d____ iF lsp, I.► ^C1^L^..GI.rI_.^w.13_.32._^	 ___.^._.__	 __..___- ._^__...__.
0047 Ga	 T:1
	31
C SEARCH OR SPECTRAL	 PL"T	 WIt-!1A'4
C -	 -
00 4 8 37 CONTI-j"i
—._ ^^
_.00 4. ( C 	?- ^,t(2).•i.TaSc'° I''442,_I )., " W . . CUF S aR M 	 GT,S P WIND ( 4# 1 1 .x. GA	 TP	 31 _._._







0055 ^MB•yP^, IA ^th.l)
0057 GA	 T :"	 33
0058 31 C0%T I1,'e
009 7d 3 4	 K	 T'.D	
—	 ---	 -
0063 G•"	 TO	 36
• _0061 GO	 T1	 14
0062 — ,ss C^vTIti^E
C
SL ARCH	 F,n	 Del	 PLOT	 i1'•0'W
C
OC63 IFtC:R^1'R (2),Lr 	 1)T	 U(2,K	 H.CUr,50 R 12),GT,'IT W I N D(4,K)) GP TO 34
0064 tFtC.;;+s:^c!).LT,r.T« I`^c3,K1,' ir .^'^r:5d?ca).,GT,oT w 1NDc5^ K) )_GO TO 34_ __-
•	 0046 rL^':T^:I	 ,'Gt7,K)	
-	
-0067 ►+T^rTr!	 .:^(z,c)




GO 7 1 34^ C.:VTIN )E
0072 «WIT^(6,9410)




-	 - -0075 33 Cd;Tf,,,_
- 0077 ^H1Ta(^,40)
0076 4J FD4+lAT (1a @ 	 'SCLECT	 ZPT .1	 %	 r?R	 dINC?a - ERASE, t . /
-
-
- X	 'D((')A01..AL	 1-4	 MULL@	 >')
0079 READ(60S')	 w
-00m0 51 FJgkA 1 ( ) 4 A1 )
_	 00M1 .	
_ _.__ _ _
_C A LL	 c°''•'T(.4174I -
002 Iit.tl),=:,'a')	 %	 T'	 10'-
0084 IF(+tl),F.i,'X')	 G 	 T1	 60
j	 FtRTR-AN IV—Pi - US VO?- n 4	 i.) i  V 126	 3l•A')G'77	 PAGE 3
0084	 IF(^+(l).,:0'.'F') 0 T!*-70
0065	 1F(4(i).EO.'P') GOT. 30











0090	 DO 52 Cr4=1, 5
0091	 CALL VP. AI. TR (HL,MT,'rR,rl`,CH,IQ F,IND,FLAG)
0092	 -.`'2 CON'T.I."YUE 	 - _...._.. _
	 -	
-..	




0096	 00 5 4 K 1 = 1 1 209 _.
0097	 D2' 54 x r = 1, 2
coca
0099	 IF(FLArS•cC,1) WRITE(ti'it', ^,#F.RP'56) IXY
0100	 CLy!S;(u•vIT=8)





Cl t'4 _ _._
	
100_ F.111 " A L C ' 1 SELi;GT^_'.EME T`'NCK_-311" ?ER_ - TIe__@I:__E9ASEQ
-,_^! )	 - --
0105	 RtAD(6„110) W
0106	 11C F,,HM AI(74A1.)
0107	 CALL (' a ,' v T (w, 74 )
010a	 00 Tv! 35
O109	 IF(H(1),EO,'X') ;o T;! 60
0110	
_ —_--Ks0 -- -0111	 CALL I ; : ? F r (K , w , 7 4 , 1 r, F .ki l. ) -_----- -----------	 ------
0112	 G'_TQ 112-
	
-0113	 GO TV 114
	
— - - ---- - - - -- -----
0114	 _ 112. CO'^TIv'L;E
0115	 WRITFr9,11h)	 -	 -
0115 ----.--116_F^ RMAT (1,'0LIT OF a_A -NG'
_ i_! !! ^ _—.
	
_	 __--
0117	 G1 T, q3'
.0115 -
	
_114 C.0 N T I N -' E	
--- -C	 -
C 	 PARTIA6 ERASEWINDaw
.011.9._._—.-----INP=1—_-
0120	 I@;)F(1)=0
0121	 CALL HLKTH E '(r,L, MT, >'R,	 THPF"-p18UF,12P)
0122	 91 CON4TI'4UE:
0123	 AR!TF(h,5'0)
C124	 90 FOR I4AT( + X ,	 Rr- Tr,e ,Y f- 1R4C<S T! 9E E R ASED ',/ 	- -- -
ViPR"Cf FD (Y)EW(f ):'? ^' )
0125 -	 RLAD(5,92)	 -	 —
0120	 92 F:"1,AT(74A1)




 FO, '^'') RP T(+ 10
0114	 IF(w( ) F.	 ' '	 ,a 1	 41. Y ) G^ 1	 90
- 0130 	 GO Tn4_01_. _---	 ---	 ___C131	 55 CdWT I `;; E
0132	 ^p1TE(6i5P) 1
2	 .
FZQ(QA • J IV-PLUS W-04	 1413Cl26	 31.AUG-77	 PAGE 4
wINDER,FT,v
0133 54 FORMAT ( 1x, , 5ISK	 I/"	 FFR04 =ACOLINTERED	 WwEN E4ASING REC7RD 40
	 0,I2.
X /	 j w , 1 0 F	 THE	 SVE:CTFAI. PLOT	 SCR EEN	 COORDINATE	 FILE	 III?
0134 6C C 0 NT I ^j 1.) E.,
0135 WRITE(6,180)





C13 9 CAI.(,	 PI,NT(w,74)
01 4 0 1F(w(1).EQ.'R')	 ,O	 TA	 SO
01 4 1 1F(x(1)•.EQ,lXI)
	
GO	 T ?	 200	
—






This program is described in reference 1.
..
NFPRTRAI I ,v_-?L.US .- V - 02-0 4 	 i4l311. m 7 	 & M A I10".7 7	PAOE1__^_ —
2000 . 1M JT.y	 %Tp ( "L "CXS /wa
0001	 SOP"UTINE 2"0'! OM( IXiolY1oIX2iIY2#TXI#TylsTX2#TY2#IXRIYITX#TY#X2#Y
1 i,Mx""YONX)
4002	 IMPLICIT I' : TF.G"_R (4.2)	 —_._ .....	 _.
0003	 C04MON /FATAL / ?O,9;
.1009----
	
"_M?N-IIVLPL1^.t-L.. 	 --	 - --	 -----
0005	 REAL X;,Ye
0006INTE3E'n' 1a(512),I!'(:+12>jTx(51 2 )#7r(5j2)
-	
- --- -
0007	 20 9 0
0009	 IF(IXi-IX2)1,2,3.
0009	 1	 01=1
0011	 00 Tr 4
0012	 3	 01 a - 1.
0013	 MX s IY1-IY2+1
0014	 4	 IF(T)(1- TX2)5#2,6
0015	 5	 02=1
—^•---
0017	 - NX s TX2-Txl +l
0018
	
ce T ;' 7
0019	 6	 p2=-1




-0022	 7	 x =r^1 ". X_/FL aT1.T?(2-.Lk'.1±J?^^__—_, 	---	 _---
0023	 Ofd e I = 11r1X
0024	 IX( I)=TX1+1116(1-1)
OC25	 d	 TX(I)sT>1+414(1.1)/ki
0026	 9	 IF(TY1-TY2)1n ► 2#11	










0032	 11	 T8 a T Y 2	
---





0036	 12C1"T I ri OF
0037	
_..__	
IF(I Y i-IY2)13,2,i 4 -
0038	 13	 C0 'T I N.,UE
0039	 J =IY 2 - IY1 +1
0041	 G0 t;i—l5
0042_	 14	 C?"iTI+:Uf:	 _. 	 OF----
0043	 "Y = IY1-IY2+1
0044	 Q4•-;4
00 4 5	 15	 Yi = FL2aT(MY) /FLC.%T(TY5)
00 4 6	 t7 •°° 16 I ° 1 
0 04 7
	
4^ (I - 1)	 --





^'RITE:( 10, 100x,) Ix1IIY1,IXP,IY2,TX1,TY1ITX2.TY2
0052 - 
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ATT N OF: Code 933 
C•. c'• i 3




Dear Der. Kersh :
The enclosed magnetic tape contains the FSTVID disk and
tape I/O package that was requested by Ted Kell. The
'tape is in RSX-11D PIP format at 1600 bpi and is labeled
'FSTVID'. Three files are contained on the tape:
FSTVID.2"1AC	 Contains the FSTVID package.
ERRNdES.MAC	 Contains error message subroutines
required by FSTVID.
MODE•'F.MAC	 Is a global symbol definition subroutine
which must be-included in tasks having
no Fortran modules.








:yr.tiq•^-w► .-.ter-^r•,.+r-^w^.q^+^ . 	 .T ^^	 ^ ^...^.....^^r+w.....s+..^.r.nr ...,.^,..qc..^'n^..^..r-..w.....
r
•jrlcCL J AY	 MUv:
--dbC -16 	 13:'l5
-EVIU.114C;74 b6. 10-06C-7o Ju:uu
;R^^:S.rAC;ss ly. lu-ucC-7n ulj:Ju
^Jar.aA^; l 1. lu- ^r.0 - 7b uV:ilU














~•y►+^•••.^r^.^,..,r..T.....r-wnr•. .1,.—..r••. •..w.^.•.'1^.^.... .. r .,..•. w. , .^ .^_	 ••r• •.w .., .,. ,^-'•^^-«^.wX.^^. ^^...^....«-+.^_...^.. .
This document describes FSTVID, a package of subroutines,
for performing efficient disk and tape I/O under the RSX-11D
Version 6a operating system* on PDP-11 computers. While the
File Control Services (FCS) of RSX-11D provide many capabilities,
they also impose severe restrictions due to block size limita-
tions and overhead. FSTVID was developed to bypass the actual
reading and writing functions of FCS and thus remove some
of these limitations. FSTVID interfaces with FCS to allocate,
delete, and extend files, thus maintaining compatibility with
RSX-11D file structures.
(The name FSTVID denotes "Fast Video". The original
motivation for this package was a need for rapid transfer
of image data between a video display and peripheral devices.)
* While this package was develcped under Version 6a of RSX-11D,




The following entry points are provided by FSTVID:
FVOPEN - opens a dusk or tape file
FVREAD - reads a record from disk or tape
FVWRIT - writes a record to disk or tape
FVWAIT - waits for completion of the previous read or
write operation
FVCLOS - closes a disk or tape file
FVDLTE - deletes an open disk file
FVDSET - sets the start block number for the next read
or. write
F'VR;JND - rewinds a tape or sets the start block to 1 for
the next read or write operation on disk
PRSFNM - parses a file name and sets up a Data Set Des-
criptor (called by FVOPEN)
Files are referenced by Logical' Unit ^limber (LUN) . T.ssign--
ment of a LUN to a tape drive or to a disk file is determined
by the device/file name specified in the FVOPEN argument list.
LUN values 1 through 16 are supported.
Each open disk file requires a File Descriptor Block (FDB).
In order to minimize core requirements, four FDB's have been
coded into FSTVID. (If more than 16 LUN's or more than 4
open disk files are required, these limits may be increased
by editing the values of the symbols "NLUNS" and "NFDBS" in
FSTVID and reassembling the package).
Data records in disk files under RSX-11D are accessed by
Virtual Block Number (VBN), with the first virtual block in
a file corresponding to VBN i. Each virtual block corres-
ponds to a logical (physical) block on the disk and consists
of 256 words (512 bytes). In order to allow multiple block
transfers in a single disk access, the following approach was
taken in the implementation of this package:
FSTVID maintains a pointer. (NXTREC) for each LUN assigned
to a disk device. This pointer indicates the start VBN for
the next access and is initialized to 1 when the file is






pointer is updated after the data transfer by
disk blocks required to complete the transfer
writing 514 bytes would update the pointer by
The effect is that a sequential access method
(Note that generation of records that are not
512 bytes results in unused disk space.)
Data may be accessed in a non-sequential manner by calling
FVDSET to alter the NXTREC pointer, thus causing the next
FVREAD or MIRIT operation to begin at the specified Virtual
Block Number.
For example, assume that a grour% of 512 byte data records




3(1) sequentially by successive FVREAD's of 512 byte:.;
(2) sequentially in pairs by successive FVREAD's of
1024 bytes;
(3) sequentially in groups of N records by successive
FVREAD's of N X 512 bytes;
(4) record M by calling FVDSET with an argument of M
followed by calling FVREAD for 512 bytes;
(5) N sequential records boginning with record M by
calling FVDSET with an argument of M followed by
calling FVREAD fcr N X 512 bytes.
The following section describes the calling sequences for
each of the entry points.
Subroutine Decriptions and Calling Sequences:
FVOPEN




ITYPE = Type of access required
= 1 to read an existing file,
a 2 to write (create) a new file,
/E; o
• 3 to modify an existing
the file permitted)
• 4 to update an existing
extended if necessary b;
= 5 if the file specified
opened for update as in
disk file (no extension of
disk file (the file is
FVWRIT)
in FILE exists, it is
ITYPE - 4. If the file
specified in FILE does not exist, it is created
as in ITYPE = 2.
LUN - Logical Unit Number to be assigned to the disk
file or tape drive.
FILE - File name string or array containing a file name
string (RSX-11D convention).
NC = Number of Character, in the file name string.
ISTAT = Word in which a status code is returned.
IEVFLG - Event flag number to use for I/O synchronization.
NBLYS - An	 argument specifying the number of
physical disk blocks to allocate for the file
(used only if ITYPE = 2 and FILE specifies a disk
device).
File name strings are of t. ►e form ddn:(t;ic) file. typc,vcr
]	 where
	
dd	 is a two character device designator
	n	 is a 1 or 2 digital octal unit number (must be present
if dd is present)
(uic)	 is the User Identification Code specifying the
directory on the specified device in which the file
is located	
141
5	file	 is the file name (up to 9 characters)
	
typ	 is a file type designator (up to 3 characters)
	
ver	 is an octal version number
If dd = MT or MM, the LUN is assigned to the specified
magnetic tape device; and the fuicl,file,typ, and ver portions
of the file name are ignored; otherwise the device is assumed
to be disk. If "ddn:" is omitted, the device used is ghat to
which the specified LUN is currently assigned. If the LUN is
not assigned, SY JO: is used by default.
If [uic] ie omitted, the UIC used is that under which the
task is running.
If file is omitted, FSTVID is used by default.
If typ is omitted, IMA is used by default.
If ver'is omitted and a file is being read, modified,
or updated, the latest version of the file is opened. If ver
is omitted and a file is being created, the version number of
jthe now file is one greater than the highest current version
number. If ver is specified for a file being created and the
file already exists with that version number, the old file is
superseded by the one being created.
If a file is being created on disk and NBLKS is specified,
an attempt is made to allocate NBLKS contiguous blocks. If
^1'r h^.Mr^!^y.....n.^ ^..mfr..w^*'^!^"wF'M^R^.s+q+'1.^1'^M'+ ►^q^^.)R"..':..f..^.. M•.7t^'A'^"Yy^?^7t..^.^.^}^.a.!1+... -^•r.-. .^w...,.^
•	 6 -
this fails, a non-contiguous file allocation is attempted.. If
this fails, an error is returned from FCS.
The most efficient disk transfer is a multiple block
transfer to or from a contiguous file. If a file must be
extended (due to NBLKS not being specified or not-being large
enough when the file is created), the file will probably not
be contiguous. Therefore, it is recommended that NBLKS, be
specified and be large enough to contain the file. Of course,
if NBLKS is larger than the number of blocks actually written
in the file, the difference will be wasted disk space.
When FILE specifies a magnetic tape device, the LUN is
assigned to the specified device. The tape is not positioned.
File positioning may be performed using FVRIMD and FVCLOS.
FVOPEN Error Processing
The following values. are returned in ISTAT:
0 = Successful open
-1 = File name syntax: error returned from PRSFNM
-2 = File is already open for specified LUN
-3 = All FDB's are in use
-4 = Specified LUN is too large
-5 = An error was returned from FCS during the OPEN process
Errors --1, -2, -3, and -4 cause error messages to be
printed on the tasks "TI" using the Message Output (!.,0) de-
vice handler. Operation of the task continues.
163	 ()rI(;(ti% PAUI? IS
In the case of an error return from FCS, the FCSERR
subroutine is called. A message describing the error is dis-
played on the tasks "TI" and the task is suspended. The task
may be continued by typing:
CON "task name"
to MCR. The task may also be aborted at this time. If the
task is continued, control then returns to the calling program.
FVREAD/FVWRIT
	 .
These subroutines read/write a specified number of bytes




LUN = the Logical Unit Number assigned to the input/output
file or device by a previous FVOPEN call,
BUFFER = array into/from which the record is to be read/
written,
NBYTES = the number of bytes to be read/written (must be
even and non-zero)
This subroutine is asynchronous in that control is re-
turned to the calling program immediately after the I/O
9





'.	 (or output buffer area is changed), FVWAIT must be called to
insure that the transfer has completed.
I/O Error Processin
If an error results from a call to FVREAD or FVWRIT,
subroutine IOERR is called to ger ^rate an error message on
the task's "TI". If an end-of-file is detected on the file or
device, task execution continues. Other errors cause task
suspension. The task may be continued by typing
CON "task name"
to MCR.
Status of the I/O may be tested by the calling program
(see FVWAIT).
FVWAIT
This subroutine waits for completion of the previous I/O
request on the specified LUN:
CALL FVWAIT (LUN[,IOST))
where
LUN = Logical Unit Number to wait for,
IOST = (optional) two-word array into which the contents
of the 1/0 status block are returned:
Word 1 - Byte 0 = I/O Status Code
Byte 1 = Unused
Word 2 = Total bytes transferred
. a
9I/O status codes Lire defined in Appendix A of "RSX-11D
Executive Reference Manual".
FVCLOS
This subroutine closes a file opened by FVOPEN:
CALL FVCLOS (LUN [, IRWFLG] )
where
LUN = Logical Unit Number of file to be closed,
IRWFLG = (optional) rewind flag
If the LUN is assigned to a disk file, the FCS CLOSE
macro (CLOSE) is issued for the LUN and the FDB is freed.
If an error is returned from FCS, a message is printed on




If the LUN is assigned to a magnetic tape device, the
following occurs:
(1) If the tape is opened for input and the last operation
did not encounter an end-of-file and the tape is not rewinding
or at the load point, the tape is spaced past the next file
mark.
(2) If the tape is opened for output, an end-of-file
is written.
1Q
• (3) If the second argument (IRWFLG) is present and
greater than 4, the tape is rewound.
(4) The LUN is deassigned. After a LUN is used for
magnetic tap`, the default LUN assignment specified at Task 	 k
Build no longer applies.
FVDLTF
This subroutine deletes an open disk file:
CALL FVDLTE(LUN,ISTAT)
where
LUN = Logical Unit Number of the. open disk file to
be deleted.
ISTAT = Word into which a status code -is returned.
Q for successful deletion
-1 if the LUN did not specify an open disk file
-2 if an error was returned from the delete
request to FCS
If an error is returned from FCS, FCSERR is called to
display a message on the task's "TI" and the task is suspended.




MSESET_ (Disk files only)
This subroutine sets the number of the first virtual




LUN = the Logical Unit Number of the disk file for
which the "next Virtual Block Number" is to be
changed
IVBN = the start Virtual Block Number for the next
access (first VBN in a file = 1).
Since Virtual Blocks are 256'words 1% 512 bytes), a program
writing or rearing logical records larger than 256 words must
translate its logical record numbers into virtual block numbers
as follows:
VBN = (LBN-1) x N + 1
where
VBN = Virtual Block Number in file,
LRN = Number of the Logical Record to be accessed,
N = Number. of 256 word Virtual Blocks required to




_^•^•.^.^.^. Ash • ^ ►1,/'11rw




This subroutine rewinds a disk file or tape:
CALL FVRWND (LUN)
where
LUN = Logical Unit Number of the tape or disk file to
be rewound.
If LUA is assigned to a magnetic tape device, the tape
is rewound.
If LUN is assigned to a disk file, the Virtual Block
Number for the next access is set to 1 (equivalent to CALL
FVDSET (LUN,1)) .
PRSF1'1M
This subroutine parses a file name and sets up a Data
Set Descriptor:
CALL PRSrP, ti'! (FIL .NCH :i:,DSD:ISC,FRROR[,LUN) )
where
FILE = File name string or an array containing a file
name string (1tSX-),ID convention) ,
NCHAR = The niunber of characters in the file name string.
DSDESC = A 6-word array which will conCain a Data Set
Descriptor for the file upon return. Data Set
Descriptors are described in "RSX-i.1D I/O
Operations Reference Manual".
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ERROR - Status word. This is set to -1 if a syntax
error is detected, 0 otherwise.
LUN - (optional) Logical Unit Number. I£ present and
FILE specifies a device name, LUN is assigned to
that device.
PRSFNM performs the minimal amount of error checking
required to set up a Data Set Descriptor. An error is returned
if •the device name/number is more than 5 characters (including
":") or if a "(" is found wihtout a "]" in the UIC. Other
errors will be detected by FCS when the file is opened.
Magnetic Tape Positioning
FVCLOS positions a tape past the next end-of-file mark
when necessary to ensure that a subsequent FVOPEN does not
cause reading or writing in the middle of a file. While this
feature may be used to effect positioning of a tape to a
desired file, it is generally easier to use the Fortran sLecial
subroutines for issuing "Queue I /O" directives.
For example, a tape may be positioned to the start of-
file N by the following sequence:
DIMENSION IBUF (... ) , IOST (2)
CALL FVOPEN (1,1,1MTO: 1, 4,ISTAT,1)
CALL FVRWND (1)
IF (N.EQ.1) GO TO 20
t,
.w^`....l^w^.'►^.'.t,rs: w*.^+^w.^• .+.w/ t^! •r,- - ..... +...^v^ .'!.PaM.^.-r-_-rn^,w^..y+.^...^.w., ....w....^-. ..^...-......












CALL WTQI0(ISPF,1,1 „ IOST,IPRM)
Linking FSTVID into a Task
AOIPS PDP-11/70
FSTVID is contained in object file SY0:(1,300]FSTVID.0BJ
on the AOIPS PDP-11/70.
^^Y•^A^7w.ww.^^"•'^.wTH •.w• -w...w.,1/Y'Rw.r^•.w+•w•^^^.^.+.^f ten. ..._wt^. w.r r+.^..w.+..
I '
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The FCS, I/O and directive error message subroutines
FCSERR, IOERR, and DIRERR are also required (see AOIPS
System Manager's Bulletin, Number 19). These are found
in
SYO: 11, 300] ERR.%tES.OBJ
on the 11/70. If the task using these routines has no
Fortran modules, file
SYO:11,300]MODEF.OBJ
must also be included as input to the Task Builder.
AOIPS PDP-11/45 (IMAGE 100)
FSTVID is not available on the 11/45 due to limited
space on the system disk. The above object files should
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LECTAP	 Fortran Compatible Hag Tape Subroutines
CALL TINIT (UNIT,MTXTFG,DRIVE)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number to be assigned.
MTXTFG - 0=MT, 1=XT
DRIVE - PHYSICAL unit number
In_'.tializes the linkage between the tape driver and
dataset.
CALL TATC H (UN IT )
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
Attaches LUN
CALL TRLSE (UNIT)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
Removes the linkage between the tape driver and a
dataset.
CALL TWAIT (UNIT)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
Waits for completion of process on dataset.
CALL TUNLD (UNIT)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
Causes requested mag tape to be rewound to UNLOAD and
Select Remote status to go off.
CALL TEOF (UNIT)
-#here: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.




where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
Causes requested mag tape to be rewound to the
beginning-of-tape-marker.
CALL TREAD (UNIT,BUFF,BWC)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
BUFF - buffer to read data into.
BWC - size of buffer in words.
Reads the next record in the dataset into the buffer.
Returns actual number of bytes read in common status
in word 2.
CALL TWRIT (UNIT, BUFF, BWC)
where: arguments are described under MTREAD.
Writes the next record in the dataset from the
designated buffer.
CALL TFILE (UNIT, FILES)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
FILES number of files to skip.
+ = forward, - = backward
Skips forward/backward over requested number of
EOF marks.
CALL TSET (UNIT, DENSITY, PARITY)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
DENSITY - desired density.
PARITY - desired parity.
This request is ignored for 9-track tapes; it sets
density and parity as follows for 7-track tapes.
XB
Density	 Parity
0 - 200 bpi	 0 = Odd
1 = 556 bpi	 1 - Even
2 = 800 bpi
3 = 800 bpi Dump Mode
CALL TSTAT (UNIT, FNCT, RESIDU)
where: UNIT - LOGICAL unit number.
FNCT - status returned.
RESIDU - residue count returned.
Returns the current status of the tape unit and a
residue count.
Format of the status word is:
Bit	 Content




3 = write EOF
4 = rewind
5 = skip recorc
6 = backspace record
7 = unload
3-6	 Unused
7	 1 = tape after EOF
8	 1 = tape at BOT (100,000,000)
9	 1 = tape after EOT










0 = 200 bpi
1 = 556 bpi
2 = 800 bpi
15	 1 = Command Caused Error
COMMON BLOCK
Name - Status
Word 1 and 2 - Drive status as returned by I/O handler.
See RSX-11D device handlers reference
manual (#DEC,-II-OXDHA-B-D).
INDEX TO ALL VOLUMES
The following index lists all computer programs and subroutines
found in the text and printouts, and the variables listed in the
text. The first number of each description is the volume number,
and the remaining number refers to the section in that volume.
A preceding L indicates the position of , a listing. Therefore,
1-3.3.1 indicates a reference in section 3.3.1 of volume 1, and
L2-14.6 indicates that a listing can be found in section 14.6
of v-alume 2. The list of programs and subroutines is definitive.
The list of variables is not complete since those not mentioned
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